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Abstract
This thesis investigates whether the extended Constraint-Based Agent ( C B A ) framework with prioritized constraints, using the Constraint Nets in Java (CNJ) tool, is an
effective methodology for designing and building Situated Agents in the real world.
As an illustrative case study of this design methodology, a situated robot called
Ainia, that repeatedly finds, tracks, chases and kicks a soccer ball in the field has been
first designed and simulated in C N J . After modelling the controller, the body, and the
environment as separate modules and creating an animation of the system under C N J ,
the controller module of Ainia is used unchanged to control a physical robot. The body
and environment modules are replaced by the physical robot plant and the external real
world, respectively. The results of the study show that the behaviour of the real robot
satisfies the constraint-based requirements specification while demanding no changes
in the controller. Hence, this thesis provides evidence that the extended C B A approach
is an effective framework for Situated Agent construction. It also supports the claim
that C N J is an effective tool for designing and building Situated Agents operating in
the real world.
Keywords: Prioritized Constraints, Constraint-Based Agent Framework, Constraint
Nets in Java, Situated Agents, Robotics
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Hybrid systems is an active research area for researchers from a wide-range of fields including electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and computer science. These
systems consist of interacting discrete (or digital) and continuous (or analog) components. For instance, robots are examples of hybrid systems since they include continuous components such as plants governed by differential equations as well as discrete
components such as sensors, actuators, and digital computers controlled by programs.
Over the previous decades, several methods have been developed for modelling, simulating, building and verifying of hybrid systems. The Constraint-Based
Agent ( C B A ) framework [MZ03], developed by Zhang and Mackworth, takes a different approach to the study of hybrid systems. It is a formal, unitary, modular and
constraint-based approach to building hybrid systems as Situated Agents.
Drawing on this approach, this thesis investigates whether the extended C B A
framework with prioritized constraints, using the Constraint Nets in Java (CNJ) tool
[Son02], is an effective methodology for designing and building Situated Agents in the
real world. A s an illustrative case study of this design methodology, a situated robot
called Ainia (an Amazon warrior whose name means "swiftness"), that repeatedly
finds, tracks, chases and kicks a soccer ball in the field has been first designed and
simulated with C N J . Ainia is an artificial creature and has a mindless determination
just like Brook's behaviour-based robot called Ghengis:
"...When it was switched off, Genghis was a lifeless collection of metal,
wire, and electronics. When it was switched on, it came to life! It had a
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wasplike personality: mindless determination. But it had a personality.
It chased and scrambled according to its will, not to the whim of human
controller. It acted like a creature, and to me and other who saw it, it felt
like a creature. It was an artificial creature."
Rodney A. Brooks, "Flesh and Machines", p.46, 2002.
With C N J the simulation of Ainia is constructed in two steps. First, the two dimensional version of Ainia is simulated and animated. In this step, also the constraintbased behaviours are specified and the system is verified. Second, this simulation is
extended to three dimensions to create a realistic model of the physical robot.
After modelling the controller, the body, and the environment of three dimensional Ainia as separate modules and creating an animation of the system under C N J ,
the controller module is used unchanged to control the physical robot. The body and
environment modules are replaced by the physical robot plant and the external real
world, respectively.

1.1

Motivation

The purpose of this study is two folds: 1) investigating the effectiveness of the extended C B A framework with prioritized constraints for constructing Situated Agents,
2) investigating the effectiveness of the C N J tool for designing and building Situated
Agents operating in the real world.
Although prior research has used and tested the C B A approach and C N J tool,
it provides us with very little information about the two issues mentioned above. Previous studies employing the C B A approach have worked on a robot that can escape
from mazes [ZM94], a two handed robot that assembles objects [ZM94], and an elevator simulation which serves requests of the users in a three-floor building [ZM99]. In
addition, C B A approach has been motivated by systems that involved soccer-playing
agents, such as soccer-playing car like robots developed under Dynamite testbed of
Dynamo project [BKM+93] and teams of software-robot soccer players created for
the RoboCup simulation league [ZM98, M M 0 3 ] .
A l l of these systems proposed that the C B A approach is an effective and prac-
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tical design framework. However, they utilized a limited version of the C B A framework, which did not have structures to specify prioritized constraints (e.g. Asimov's
three laws of robotics [Asi50,

WE94] are examples of prioritized constraints). A d d i -

tionally, only two of these systems were specified and animated in C N J : the dynamics
of a soccer-playing Dynamite testbed cars [SM02] and the dynamics of an elevator
[Son02]. Moreover, these two systems were not used in the real world, after being
modelled and simulated with C N J . With the intention of filling the voids mentioned
above, the motivation for this thesis is to provide evidence that the extended C B A
framework with prioritized constraints, using C N J , is an effective approach to building
Situated Agents in the real world.
Using the extended C B A framework is important because adding prioritized
constraints to the C B A framework allows synthesizing the controller efficiently. To
achieve this goal, the prioritized constraint specification of the system and the constraintsolving modules for each of the specified constraints should be provided. Then, the
controller of the system can be synthesized with connecting modules by the arbiters in
the specified priority order. In addition, providing evidence for the effectiveness of this
approach would demonstrate that the usefulness of the subsumption approach [Bro86]
can be enhanced by embedding it in the formal C B A framework. This would propose
a formal structure for the behaviour-based agents which used to be built with ad hoc
structures.
On the other hand, investigating the effectiveness of the C N J tool to design
and construct Situated Agents operating in the real world is also important, since it
demonstrates the tool's reliability and scalability.

1.2

Ainia Overview

In this section, an overview of Ainia is presented by introducing the key characteristics of the robot to help the readers get acquainted with the system, so that they can
visualize Ainia, while reading the rest of the thesis. For this purpose, first body parts
of Ainia is described. Then, the task of Ainia and its importance for this study is
explained. Next, the reasons behind referring Ainia as a hybrid system and as a Situ-
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ated Agent are discussed. Finally, based on its simulation, construction of the physical
Ainia is explained briefly.
As seen in Figure 1.1, Ainia's body is constructed of three main components:
• B14 Mobile Robot manufactured by Real World Interface, R W I , Inc. which
includes 850Mhz Intel Pentium III onboard processor with 256 M B memory
and Red Hat Linux 7.2 (Enigma) operating system; 10 Mbit Compaq wireless
ethernet modem and Compaq range extender antenna that allow communication
to a remote computer; motion and power components such as batteries, wheels
and base translation/rotation motors; and sonar, infrared and tactile sensors that
help the robot glean information from its environment.
• Digiclops trinocular stereo vision colour camera manufactured by Point Grey
Research Inc. which allows visual sensing of the outside world. It has three
identical wide angle cameras, arranged in an L shape.
• PTU-46-17.5 pan/tilt unit manufactured by Directed Perceptions Inc.

which

is mounted on top of the B14 Mobile Robot. It has 300°/second maximum
speed, 317° pan range and 77° tilt range. The Digiclops camera is mounted
on top this component. Therefore, the pan/tilt unit enhances the visual sensing
of the environment by allowing the camera to have more degrees of freedom,
complementing the motions of the B14 Mobile Robot.
Ainia's task is to repeatedly find, track, chase and kick a soccer ball in the field.
In order to accomplish this task, A i n i a has to satisfy series of prioritized constraints.
Hence, A i n i a allows us to test and develop the extended C B A framework. List of these
constraints with the priority order is as follows: 1) robot should see the ball, 2) robot
should center the ball in its camera image by turning its pan and tilt motors, 3) robot
should turn its base towards the pan direction, 4) robot should move forward and kick
the ball.
In general, a robot consists of its controller and the plant, which are closely
coupled to each other. Similarly, robotic system includes a symmetric coupling of the
robot and its dynamic environment. Since the controller, the robot and the robotic
system consist of a mixture of discrete and continuous components, they all represent
4

Figure 1.1: Ainia and the soccer ball

examples of hybrid systems. In the controller, this mixture is realized by the combination of discrete and continuous variables or digital and analog circuits. In the robot,
discrete component of the mixture is the digital controller and the continuous component is the physical body. Finally, in the robotic system, computer-controlled robot
and its continuous environment constitute the hybrid system. Therefore, we can say
that robotic system which includes Ainia consists of hybrid systems in many levels.
The controller we built allows Ainia to have Situated Agent paradigm characteristics, since it has limited proactivity as well as reactivity. Ainia has limited proactivity, since it has an implicit plan due to its prioritized constraint-based controller
structure. On the other hand Ainia is reactive, since it follows principles proposed by
Brooks [Bro91], which are listed as: situatedness, embodiment, intelligence and emergence. Due to the reactive nature of its controller, Ainia is quick to react the dynamic
changes in the world, so she is named after an Amazon warrior whose name means
"swiftness".
The extended C B A framework allowed us to build hybrid system of Ainia as
a Situated Agent and to synthesize a prioritized constraint-based controller. Initially,
robotic system of Ainia as a whole that involved the controller, the body, and the environment were modelled and simulated by C N J . After making sure that the controller
with prioritized constraints repeatedly reachieves the desired goal (kicks the soccer
ball) in the simulation, this controller is used unchanged to control the physical robot
in the real world. Due to hardware limitations, C N J cannot operate on the Ainia's onboard processor. Therefore, remote computer is used to run the controller and is connected to the onboard computer with wireless ethernet modem connection and socket
programming. Software running on the onboard processor receives commands from
the controller, sends them to the motors and reports back to the controller about status
of the motors and visual perceptions of the world.

1.3

Thesis Outline

This chapter has introduced the thesis, provided its motivation and also given the
overview of Ainia. The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

6

Chapter 2 presents background knowledge by discussing hybrid systems, robotic
architectures, the C B A framework and the C N J tool. This is followed by Chapter 3,
which introduces the simulation of Ainia in both two dimensional and three dimensional coordinates. In Chapter 4, the physical Ainia operating in the real world is analyzed. Chapter 5 includes the results of a demonstration run of the physical Ainia and
explains the limitations of the system. Finally, Chapter 6 draws the conclusion and discusses the directions for future research. In addition, Appendix A provides complete
listing of two dimensional Ainia Constraint Net and Appendix B provides complete
listing of three dimensional Ainia Constraint Net, both of which are modelled under
CNJ.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND
This chapter first introduces some concepts of hybrid systems, formal models, and
robotic architectures to provide a background on the C B A framework.

Then, this

framework is explained and components of C N J environment is discussed.

2.1

Hybrid Systems

Systems that consist of interacting discrete and continuous components are denned
as hybrid systems [MP03, TG02, B S V 0 1 ] . Discrete (or digital) components of the
hybrid system can be listed as sensors, actuators, and digital computers controlled
by programs. Continuous (or analog) components can be pointed as plants governed
by differential equations. Examples of hybrid systems are common in practise and
they include applications such as robots, electric power distribution, air traffic control
systems, automated factories, chemical plants, autonomous space craft control, smart
buildings, automated multi vehicle highway systems, and the like.

2.1.1

Approaches From Diverse Disciplines

There are many approaches to model, design and implement hybrid systems, from a
variety of disciplines: Computer Science Theory approach that focuses on automata
and computability models; Traditional Control Theory approach that is concerned with
issues such as observability, controllability, reachability and stability; Software Engineering approach that concentrates on specification and verification methods; Arti-
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ficial Intelligence approach that gives importance to planning and perception; Constraint Programming approach that proposes building problem-solvers as constraintsatisfying devices; Dynamical Systems approach that is centred in continuous and
discrete evolution of the system.
Mackworth (personal communication, 2001) proposes that individual approaches
from these different disciplines resemble the familiar Buddhist tale of the elephant. In
this tale, an elephant was located in front of several blind men without telling them
what the object before them was. Then, they were asked to guess what it could be. Depending on the part of the elephant they touched, blind men replied differently to this
question. One believed it was a tree by touching the tusk of the elephant, another felt
a wall by touching the trunk of elephant and another man thought that it was a snake
by grabbing the tail. In short, each answer had some local accuracy and although all
the men did best they can do given their limited ability to observe, all of them missed
the "big picture". Following the main idea of this tale, we can say that in order to see
the "big picture" of the intelligent hybrid system, we should synthesize the concepts,
models and techniques used in all the disciplines mentioned above.
The two main disciplines, namely Computer Science and Control Theory take
distinct approaches to hybrid systems [ADE 03]. Traditionally, Computer Science
1

and related disciplines reason about digital systems and have a discrete view of the
world. Their methods do not have control laws to assure performance of hybrid systems and are abstracted from continuous dynamics of the outside world to which programs are designed for. In the contrary, Traditional Control Theory and related fields
reason about analog systems and have a completely continuous view of the world.
Even if their methods have control laws to guarantee safety and performance, they do
not have guidelines for implementing these laws in a program. In addition, they do
not attempt to solve problems related to concurrency and communication as Computer
Science does. Since hybrid systems combine both discrete and continuous worlds, they
naturally require new methods that integrate both Computer Science and Traditional
Control Theory approaches. Formal methods explained in the next section follow this
idea of integration.
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2.1.2

Formal Models

Formal models for hybrid systems which combine Computer Science tools with Traditional Control Theory methods have some important and useful characteristics [Ark98].
They can provide a structured language for the specification of systems and their requirements and for the expression and verification of system behaviours. They can
also provide a framework for analysis and verification of specific system properties
such as stability, adequacy and completeness. In addition, formal models can support
or automate synthesis of controllers and allow designs with high-level programming
languages.
If we consider methodological aspects of formal models, we can say that there
are two schools [MZ01]. The first school proposes the development of a uniform
method for both system specification and requirements specification. For instance,
state transition systems can be used for specification of both systems and their requirements. The second school uses two distinct methods for these two different tasks. For
example, under one formalism, state transition systems can be used for modelling and
temporal logics can be used for specification. The advantage of the first school is that
the same method can be used for both system synthesis and verification. However, this
can also be seen as a disadvantage, since the synthesis and verification tasks become
harder when the specification language needs to be powerful enough to accomplish
both tasks. The second school advocates that these two tasks have different needs and
one should use two distinct languages for the modelling and specification. Since the
C B A framework utilizes Constraint Nets (CN) for the system specification and Timed
V-automata [MZ03] for the requirements specification, it belongs to the second school.
Formal models for hybrid systems can be grouped into following categories:
state transition models, algebraic processes, network models, and temporal logics/wlanguages. Survey of typical models of these categories can be found in [ZM99].
C N , which is a system modelling language in the C B A framework, belongs to
network models group. Network models consist of network of processes which run
in parallel. In the network, blocks are used to represent processes whereas connections between blocks are used to indicate interaction between processes. Each process
performs an operation on the data, which in turn the data circulates between these in-
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teracting processes. Since each process corresponds to an equation, an equational representation of the model can easily be obtained. Other advantages of network models
are their inherent parallelism, modularity, and suitability for graphical representations,
and most importantly, their generality and simplicity. Circuit-based models such as
Nilsson's teleo-reactive programs [N1194] and Brooks' Behavior Language [Bro89a]
are other examples of network models. Simulink [Mat98], a popular commercial tools
for the system modelling and control simulation, also belongs to this category.
On the other hand, timed V-automata, which is a requirements specification
language in the C B A framework is an example of temporal logics/w-languages. Buchi
automata [Buc62] is the simplest form of an automata-based representation for sequential behaviours. It is a finite state automata for defining w-languages, which are
the languages consisting of infinite sequences.

A restricted version of V-automata

[MP87] is very similar to Buchi automata and timed V-automata is the generalization
of V-automata which represents timed and continuous behaviours.

2.2

Robotic Architectures

As discussed in Section 1.2, robots are typical examples of hybrid systems. Robotic
architectures refer to formal models and structures that define a software and hardware framework for controlling robots. They describe the interactions between the
components in this framework and provide a structured way for building controllers.
In this section, first various robotic architectures, which are developed following different research paradigms in robotics will be introduced. This will be followed by a discussion of Brook's subsumption architecture, a well known example of
a reactive architecture. C N system modelling language, which supports reactive deliberation, and many other architectures can be seen as developments of this famous
structure. Then, the shortcomings of the subsumption architecture are illuminated and
mechanisms in the C B A framework that overcome these problems are discussed. For
the survey of the different robotic architectures please refer to [Ark98].
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2.2.1

Robotics Research Paradigms

Mackworth proposed that there are three main research paradigms in robotics, namely
Good Old Fashioned A l and Robotics (GOFAIR), Insect A l and Situated Agents,
which have evolved dialectically [MZ03]. G O F A I R utilizes deliberative architectures
(e.g. N A S R E M architecture [AML87]), Insect A l employs reactive architectures (e.g.
subsumption architecture [B1086]) and Situated Agents advocates the emerging thesis,
which is called deliberative/reactive architectures (e.g. Lyons and Hendricks' plannerreactor architecture [LH92]). Characteristics of these paradigms are explained below.

GOFAIR
G O F A I R (e.g. first mobile robots such as Nilsson's Shakey [Nil84]) approach is the
first paradigm developed for robotic agent construction. It strongly depends on a set
of restrictive assumptions about the agent, the world and interaction between the agent
and the world. These assumptions can be listed as follows:
• There is a single agent in the world. Therefore, cooperation between multiple
agents is not possible.
• The world can be accurately and completely modelled by the agent and it stays
static unless the agent changes it. Hence, the agent does not have the capability
to react towards dynamic changes in the world.
• The agent has definite knowledge of everything related to completing its goals
and it can predict all the effects of its actions that have been carried out towards
reaching these goals. Thus, non-deterministic actions are not supported. Also
actions are performed in sequence and concurrent actions are not supported.
Planning constitutes the main activity of the G O F A I R controller. These systems use
hierarchical deliberative planners, which have modules that are delegated to clearly
identifiable subdivisions of functionality. Modules interact with each other in a predetermined manner and higher modules in the hierarchy provide subgoals for lower
modules. Reasoning with rule based manipulation of symbolic structures in the world
model is defined as "intelligence" and sensing and acting in the real world are referred
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as "secondary concerns". Sensing is only needed to determine the initial state of the
real world in order to construct the world model. Actions that are carried out to reach
goals are produced by reasoning in this world model. Since all effects of the actions
can be predicted and these predictions can be used to update the world model without
percepting the changes in the real world, sensing is not required to maintain the world
model. Thus, sensing is not used to produce intelligent actions after the initial model is
constructed and it is not directly connected to the acting. However, intelligence in nature is created by the interconnectivity among sensing, reasoning, and acting. Hence,
separating them into three distinct modules by assigning importance priorities can not
be a scalable approach.

Insect A l
Insect A l (e.g. earlier works of Brooks such as Genghis [Bro89b]) paradigm is the
antithesis of G O F A I R approach. It advocates reactive architectures. Insect A l does
not make an assumption about the world being static and deals with robotic systems
that inhabit in environments which are unstructured, dynamic and lack temporal consistency and stability. It uses animal models of behaviour as a basis for construction
of these robotic systems, where sensing and acting is tightly coupled to produce realtime responses. Since the actions are produced in a reflexive manner with hardwired
reactive motor behaviours, reasoning and the use of world models are minimized and
planning is eliminated in these systems. Thus, one important drawback of Insect A l
is that it can only produce low-level intelligence, which can be observed in animals of
nature such as insects.
Brooks [Bro9'l] proposed the following principles for reactive behaviour-based
robotics:
• Situatedness: The robot is a real physical system grounded and embedded in
a real world, here and now, acting and reacting in real time. There is a strong
two way coupling between the robot and its environment. The world is its own
best model and robot does not operate upon abstract representation of reality but
rather real world itself. The robot continuously refers to its sensors rather than
to an internal world model.
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• Embodiment: The robot has a physical body and its interactions with the world
cannot be simulated faithfully. The embodiment of robots is critical for two
reasons. First, only an embodied robot (not the simulation of it) is fully validated
as one that can deal with real world. Second, only through physical grounding
can any internal symbolic systems find a place to bottom out and give "meaning"
to the processes going on within the system.
• Intelligence: Intelligence is determined by the dynamics of interaction of the
robot with its world. Simple things to do with sensing and acting in a dynamic
environment are necessary basis for high-level intelligence. Therefore, the valid
approach for building intelligence is to follow bottom-up model. Consequently,
the dynamics of interaction between the robot and its environment are primary
determinants of intelligence not the reasoning.
• Emergence: It is hard to point a single component as a source of intelligence.
Intelligence is not a property of either the agent or the environment in isolation
but is rather a result of interplay between them. The way in which the intelligence emerges is described quite differently by G O F A I R and behaviour-based
robotics. In G O F A I R , the components of the controller are delegated to "functions" such as sensing, planning, modelling, and learning. The "intelligent behaviour" of the system (e.g. avoiding obstacles, standing up, etc.) emerges from
interaction of these "functional" components.

However, in behaviour-based

robotics, components of the controller are defined as behaviour producing. The
"intelligent functionality" of the system (e.g. sensing, learning, etc.) emerges
from the interaction of these "behaviour" components.

Situated Agents
Emerging synthesis of G O F A I R and Insect A l is called as Situated Agents (e.g. robots
developed by the C B A framework such as Dynamite vehicles [ B K M 9 3 ,
+

SM94]).

Since they can pursue goals as they react to unpredicted real-time changes in their
environments, the robotic controllers designed with this paradigm are both deliberative
and reactive.
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When the uncertainty in the world is restricted and some guarantee is given
that no change exist in the world during the execution of the system, the world can accurately be modelled. In these situations, deliberative methods can be used to carry out
a complete plan. However, to execute this proactive plan, neither deliberative architectures of G O F A I R nor reactive architectures of Insect A l can be used. Deliberative
structures can not be deployed, since all the assumptions of G O F A I R paradigm can
not be true in the real world. Reactive counterparts of these architectures can also not
be utilized since they do not support planning. Therefore, hybrid deliberative/reactive
robotic architectures have emerged under the Situated Agents paradigm.
In hybrid architectures, the controller should be able to integrate world knowledge and goals to arrive at a plan prior to execution. It should also be able to respond
rapidly and effectively to dynamic changes that occur within its world. Since, the traditional deliberative controllers attempt to pre-plan for all eventualities, they often cause
the planning process not to terminate. They commit to arbitrary length plans and do not.
allow the robot to change its goals in response to unpredictable changes in the world.
The reactive approach, on the other hand, is very good at dealing with the immediacy
of sensor data but is less effective in integrating world knowledge. Hence, hybrid architectures of Situated Agents paradigm do not center on reactive versus deliberative
control but rather on how to synthesize a control regime that incorporates both types
of structures. They use symbolic methods and abstract representational knowledge of
G O F A I R and maintain the Insect AI's goal of providing the responsiveness, robustness
and flexibility.
Situated Agent paradigm follows Brooks' principles of reactivity [Bro91] explained in Section 2.2.1. A s in Insect A l , Situated Agent paradigm challenges G O F A I R by grounding the agent in space and time by proposing tight coupling of sensing
and acting. However, it does not follow Insect AI's efforts on reducing reasoning and
representation, but rather integrates reasoning with sensing and acting while creating
necessary world models. In addition, opposing to Insect A l paradigm, Situated Agents
allows planning to be the part of system i f needed. However, planning is not the essential activity in Situated Agents as it is in G O F A I R paradigm. Indeed, in this approach,
sensing and acting take a preeminence over knowledge representation and planning.
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Other differences can be listed as follows: Situated Agents approach can have
multiple agents in a dynamic world, whereas G O F A I R can only have a single agent in
a static world. A s in Insect A l paradigm, Situated Agents can operate on unstructured
and uncertain environments (e.g. soccer field), whereas G O F A I R is only suitable for
structural and highly predictive environments (e.g. manufacturing). Speed of response
of the controller increases as we shift from G O F A I R (which mostly uses offline computational models) to Situated Agents (which uses online computational models) and
from Situated Agents to Insect A l . However level of intelligence decreases as we shift
from G O F A I R to Situated Agents and from Situated Agents to Insect A l .
As discussed in Section 1.2, Ainia is a Situated Agent. The software architecture of the physical A i n i a utilizes the low-level behaviours of Human Oriented Messenger Robot [EHL03] as will be explained in Section 4.3. Hence, brief description of
H O M E R , which is also a Situated Agent, is provided in the following paragraphs.
H O M E R is a behaviour-based robot and has a hybrid deliberative/reactive
robotic architecture. It includes behaviours from earlier studies such as Jose, a robotic
waiter [EHL02]; Eric, a robot which is guided by a person during an exploration phase
through a human-robot interface based on vision and speech [EL02]; Spinoza, a visually guided robot that can plan paths, construct maps and explore an indoor environment [MJ97]. Hence, we can say that robotic architecture of H O M E R is incrementally
built on a stream of studies done over the years.
For H O M E R , a behaviour is an independent software module that perform a
particular task, such as face recognition. A robot can achieve a high-level goal, such
as delivering a message to a person, by dynamically selecting the correct subset of
behaviours to use. H O M E R have behaviours in three different levels. The lowest level
(reactive) behaviours interface with the robot's sensors (e.g. retrieve images from the
camera) and motors (e.g. send command to base translation motor). The middlelevel includes modules for various behaviours the robot needs to perform its overall
goal. They are grouped into two categories: mobility (e.g. mapping, localization
and navigation) and human-robot interaction (e.g. people finding, face recognition).
The middle-level behaviours interface with the low-level through a shared memory
mechanism and therefore they all run on the robot.
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There are two high-level (deliberative) modules in H O M E R : a manager and a
planner. Together, these two modules delegate actions to middle-level modules. Due to
computation overhead, high-level modules usually operate on a remote computer and
communication between the high-level and middle-level behaviours are done through
sockets.

2.2.2 Subsumption Architecture
Subsumption is a reactive architecture developed by Brooks [B1086] which focuses on
priority-based arbitration of task-achieving behaviours. Each behaviour is represented
as a separate layer. Lower levels have no awareness of higher levels and this provides
the basis for bottom-up incremental design. The name subsumption arises from this
design, where higher level behaviours (e.g. avoid collisions) are added on top of lower
level behaviours (e.g. move around) by using priority-based arbitration. Hence, complex behaviours always include simpler behaviours (e.g. in order to avoid collisions
the robot should move around). Thus, this architecture allows us to follow the the
evolutionary path and to start building simple agents in the unpredictable real world in
order to construct targeted complex systems.
Traditional architectures used in G O F A I R paradigm also advocates layered
controller structures. However, subsumption architecture and traditional architectures
are layered along completely different dimensions as seen in Figure 2.1. G O F A I R architectures use sense-plan-act vertical models where each layer is dedicated to a separate functional unit such as sensing, modelling, planning, and acting. Layers in this
model work sequentially and synchronously. The subsumption architecture use a horizontal model where each layer is dedicated to a separate task-achieving behaviour and
each behaviour embodies functional units such as sensing and acting. Layers in subsumption work concurrently and asynchronously. This difference was also indicated
in Section 2.2.1 where the emergence of intelligence is compared between G O F A I R
and behaviour-based robotics.
Each layer of the subsumption architecture is constituted by networks of augmented finite state machines ( A F S M ) . A F S M s can be defined with a formal model
called Behaviour Language [Bro89a] which is also developed by Brooks. Finite state
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Figure 2.1: a) GOFAIR architecture b) Subsumption architecture
machines in A F S M are augmented by timers which enable state changes after predetermined time periods. Reset signals are used to restore behaviour to its original
state. Each A F S M encapsulates a particular behavioural transformation function and
has an input and output signals in addition to reset signal. Input signals which refer to stimulus of the behaviour can be suppressed and output signals which refers to
response of the behaviour can be inhibited by other active behaviours. These mechanisms of suppression and inhibition enforce priority-based arbitration of behaviours
and permit communication between layers. However they restrict this communication
heavily. The real world itself becomes the primary medium of communication in the
following way: Actions taken by one behaviour create changes within the world and
at the same time, sensing element of each layer, which reports new perceptions of the
world, communicate those changes to the other behaviours. Hence, in subsumption
architecture, world models which uses symbolic representations do not exist. Consequently, reasoning and planning activities are not a part of the architecture. Since no
representation and reasoning is used, this architecture is called as "purely" reactive and
only based on a synergy between sensing and acting.
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2.2.3

Development of Subsumption Architecture in the CBA framework

Shortcomings of subsumption architecture can be listed as follows:
• N o Run-time Flexibility: Priority-based coordination mechanism and the hardwired aspects of the architecture limit the run time flexibility by not allowing the
adaptation of the system during execution.
• A d hoc Layering: Behaviours are often layered in an ad hoc way without using
any formal specification and structured rules of hierarchy.
• Reactive Architecture: The architecture is purely reactive and deliberation can
not be incorporated as proposed in Insect A l paradigm.
• N o modularity: The upper and lower layers in the architecture cannot be designed completely independently since the upper layers interfere with lower
layers. Also, in some conditions, where it is not possible to prioritize the behaviours, awkward artificial arbitration schemes are generated, since prioritizing
of all behaviours is mandatory.
• N o Simulation: Simulations can not be used to test the overall behaviour of
the system. This is due to "embodiment" principle of behaviour-based robotics
explained in Section

2.2.1. Thus, trial-and-error development of the system in-

creases the construction time.
The C N modelling language used in the C B A framework can be seen as a
formal development of this architecture. Note that C N is used prior to control synthesis
in order to model the dynamics of plant and its environment. It is also used during
control synthesis in order to construct the controller. The C N language with the rest
of the C B A framework addresses the shortcomings of the subsumption architecture in
the following ways:
• Run-time Flexibility: In the C B A framework agents can be designed to adapt
their actions to..the changes in the environment. For instance, a constraint-based
team of soccer-playing agents that use the C N model can adapt their actions during play by performing the adaptive synchronization between themselves and the
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environment [Mon03]. The synchronization algorithm used in this architecture
infers the optimal frequency at which the agents should command their actions.
• Structured Layering: The interaction hierarchy of C N and the formal requirements specification used in the C B A framework avoid the ad hoc layering of
the behaviours in the system. Following the requirements specification, interaction hierarchy in the controller imposes the hierarchy of interaction and communication between modules. There are two types of interaction hierarchy in
C N (abstraction and arbitration hierarchies) which will be discussed in Section
2.3.1.
• Reactive Deliberation Architecture: Deliberative/reactive hybrid robotic architecture is supported since hierarchical control structures are used for the construction of the controllers with C N . Higher levels embody digital/symbolic
event-driven control that can produce proactive behaviours and lower level incorporates analog control that can produce reactive behaviours as proposed in
Situated Agent paradigm.
• Modularity: In C N , modules can be developed independently and they do not
have to be prioritized in the hierarchy unless it is necessary. In addition, complex
modules can be composed of simple ones by having a composition hierarchy in
the system as will be explained in Section 2.3.1.
• Simulation: Before controlling the system in the real world, simulation of the
system can be created with C N .
Reactive deliberation architecture is used for soccer playing robots in Dynamite testbed [SM94]. Deliberation in this architecture refers to the selection of one of
the many potential behaviours rather than a higher level abstract reasoning. It generates
a single action whereas other planning-based architectures generate a complete plan.
Therefore, to some extent deliberation also becomes reactive and respond to changes
in the world. Behaviours (e.g.shoot ball, defend goal, etc.), represent the goals of
the robot. They are concurrently active and located at the high-level of the controller
(deliberator). Each behaviour performs the following during the deliberation process:
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select an action; compute run-time parameters to plan the action; generate a bid describing how proper the action is. Actions (e.g. stop, follow path, etc.) are located
at the low-level of the controller (reactor) and one of them is active at a time. Therefore the deliberator decides what to do and how to do it by selecting the action and
its parameters of the behaviour that has the highest bid. The reactor, on the other
hand, interact with environment by executing the selected action with given parameters. These components run asynchronously as the layers in subsumption architecture
and executor interacts continuously with the world while the deliberator performs time
consuming computations.
On the other hand, robotic architecture of A i n i a is mostly reactive. The controller has only one layer and generates behaviours of Ainia which can be listed as
finding the ball on the field, centering the ball in the image, turning base toward pan
direction and moving forward. Each of these behaviours can also be regarded as subgoals of the main goal of Ainia, which is repeatedly kicking the ball on the field. In
the Ainia's controller, all behaviours compete for the control of the motor signals and
one of them is selected at a time by the mechanism provided by the arbiters. A second
deliberative layer can be mounted on top of this reactive layer, i f needed (e.g. i f Ainia
needs to kick the ball in a certain direction). However, current robotic architecture of
Ainia with one-layer-controller has a limited proactivity as well as reactivity. This is
because Ainia does not have ad hoc layering of behaviours and has clear sub-goals in
its controller. Hence, it knows which one of these subgoals its controller is working
on at a specific time. In a sense, the structure of the controller works as a plan for the
system. Thus, we claim that Ainia is a Situated Agent rather than being an Insect A l
robot.

2.3

Constraint-Based Agent Framework

The Constraint-Based Agent ( C B A ) framework

[MZ03],

is a formal approach to the

modelling and analysis of hybrid systems as Situated Agents. It differs from other
methodologies for hybrid systems and proposes a formal, unitary, modular, and constraintbased approach based on the following theses:
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• Hybrid systems should be modelled using formal methods.

These methods

should state how the system is composed and how it works. They should specify requirements that indicate what the system should do overall and verify that
the behaviours of the system satisfies this requirements specification. Thus, the
approach should be formal.
• Instead of fixing the model with particular time and domain structures (e.g. discrete or continuous), and using different models for specifying different hybrid
components of the system, the approach should have a unitary framework that
supports both discrete and continuous time/domain structures.

Thus, the ap-

proach should be unitary.
• Since hybrid systems are complex systems with multiple components, the model
should support hierarchy and modularity. Thus, the approach should be modular.
• Agent controllers should be specified and designed as online constraint satisfiers.
Thus, the approach should be constraint-based.
The approach consists of several formal models which are used for the interleaved phases of dynamic system modelling, requirements specification, control synthesis, and behaviour verification. In the C B A framework, a C N formal model is used
for the system modelling and control synthesis. Timed V-automata is used for the requirements specification and a formal model checking method is used for the behaviour
verification.
In following subsections, structure of constraint-based agent systems and constraintbased property of the C B A framework are discussed. Then, syntax and semantics of
the formal models used in this framework are introduced.

2.3.1

Constraint-based agent system structure

The C B A approach can be applied to construction of various hybrid systems such
as embedded devices, pure software agents, and natural animate agents as well as
physical robots. A l l constraint-based agent systems modelled in the C B A framework
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are built in three separate modules: the controller, body, and environment modules
(Figure 2.2). These modules include discrete-time, continuous-time or event-driven
components operating over discrete or continuous domains. The controller and body
modules are coupled together to constitute the agent. Likewise, the agent and environment modules are coupled together to constitute the agent system. This structure
allows the C B A framework to construct hybrid systems as Situated Agents, which are
embedded in their environments.
AGENT
CONTROLLER
Reports *

r

Commands

BODY
>

>

Reactions

>

f

Actions

ENVIRONMENT

Figure 2.2: The structure of a constraint-based agent system

The body is the direct interface of the agent to its environment. It executes
actions in the outside world, senses the changes in the environment and reports these
changes to the controller. Given the current states of the environment and the body,
the controller computes and sends proper commands to the body that would satisfy
the constraints. Note that some approaches do not differentiate between the body and
the environment. However, the C B A approach makes that differentiation, based on the
distinction between what is directly, and what is indirectly, controlled.
The C B A framework utilizes two kinds of hierarchies in order to incrementally
built complex hybrid systems. These are called as composition hierarchy and interaction hierarchy. The composition hierarchy characterizes the hierarchy of composing
complex modules from simple ones. The interaction hierarchy imposes the hierarchy
of interaction or communication between modules. There are two types of interaction
hierarchies called abstraction (vertical) hierarchy and arbitration (horizontal) hierar-
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chy.
In the C B A framework, the controller can be synthesized in an abstraction
hierarchy with several layers of controller above the body as shown in Figure 2.3. In
this hierarchy, each layer solves constraints (which are typically set by the layer above)
on its state space and produces the input to the lower layer. The layers below every
layer can be considered as a virtual agent body for this layer, in a suitably abstract
state space. The lower layers are typically reactive and synchronous (continuous time)
on continuous state spaces. The upper layers are more deliberative and asynchronous
(event triggered) in symbolic discrete spaces. As we go up through the layer, time
horizon (indicates how far the layer can predict the future) increases. Note that in
G O F A I R , all layers (sense-plan-act) have the same time horizon.
Various constraints at the same layer of abstraction hierarchy may have different priorities. For example, safety requirements may always have the highest priority
for satisfaction whereas persistence properties may have the the lowest priority. In the
extended C B A framework, constraint solvers at the same level of the abstraction hierarchy are coordinated via the arbiter transductions and form the arbitration hierarchy
as shown in Figure 2.4.
The controller of Ainia has one layer and this layer has an arbitration hierarchy. Since the controller has just one layer it does not have abstraction hierarchy. On
the other hand, in the simulations of the Ainia composition hierarchy is also utilized to
construct the overall system.

2.3.2

Constraint-based property of the CBA framework

The C B A framework proposes viewing constraints as relations among entities and constraint satisfaction as a dynamic process of approaching the (possibly time-varying) solution set of the constraints persistently. Since task requirements, physical limitations
and environmental restrictions can usually be specified as constraints, most robotic
systems are constraint-based dynamic systems. Thus, the C B A approach to controller
design, which advocates building robotic controllers as constraint solvers that perform
online constraint satisfaction, is a dependable and scalable approach.
Building a robotic controller such that the behaviours of the robotics system
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meet the given requirements is referred to as "control synthesis". In the C B A framework, formal models are used to specify system requirements and system parts such
as the plant and its environment. These specifications are needed beforehand to synthesize a "correct" controller. Formal models are also used during control synthesis,
in order to construct the controller and to verify the behaviours of the system. The
behaviour verification and control synthesis are coupled together to generate the "correct" system. The C B A framework synthesizes the controller from embedded constraint solving modules. Hence, the controller, together with the dynamics of plant
and the environment, satisfies the given constraint-based specification.
Timed V-automata, a formal model of the C B A framework which is used to
specify requirements before control synthesis, restricts the requirements specification
to the constraint-based specification. This specification represents the desired behaviours of the robotic systems. Behaviours are dynamic relationships between the
robot and its environment. The controller is designed to regulate these behaviours
to meet system requirements, which include properties such as safety, reachability
and persistence. Timed V-automata specifies "constraint-based" system requirements,
since it associates these system properties with constraints. Therefore, in the C B A
framework, behaviours generated by the controllers act as constraint solvers.
C N , a formal model used for the system specification in the C B A framework,
generates a dynamic system model that represents the whole system as a set of components and their relations. The C N model is used prior to control synthesis to model
the plant and its environment. It is also used during control synthesis to construct the
controller. In order to do constraint satisfaction, the C N model allows designers to
built controllers as constraint solvers that operate in real time, by implementing various constraint methods. There are two main classes of constraint methods: 1) discrete
relaxation (e.g. Newton's method [San90]) which can be implemented as state transition systems 2) differential optimization (e.g. gradient method [Pla89]) which can
be implemented as state integration systems. Most constraint methods are associated
with energy functions, which can be used in the behaviour verification.
The behaviour verification in the C B A framework is used in parallel with
control synthesis in order to built the correct robotic system. It makes sure that be-
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haviours of the system generated by the constraint solving controller meet the specified constraint-based requirements. The verification method developed under the C B A
framework is a formal model-checking method with generalized Lyapunov functions,
which are associated with constraint methods used in construction of the controller.
Several frameworks have been developed to build problem-solvers as constraint satisfying devices. However, due to their offline model of computations, most of
these frameworks are not suitable for the constraint-based design of intelligent agents.
In order to deal with the embedded Situated Agents in dynamic and coupled environment, online constraint satisfying approaches are needed. The C B A framework
provides an online model of computation by using the C N model instead of using a
disembodied offline model in which a solution is a function of pre-given inputs. In
the C N model, the solution is a temporal trace of values, resulting from a transduction
of input trace over time. Next section introduces the syntax and semantics of the C N
model.

2.3.3

Constraint Nets

In the C B A framework, a C N formal model is used for the system modelling (or "system specification"). C N is an online dataflow and equation based language with a formal algebraic denotational semantics. It can be used to model and simulate hybrid systems, analyze their behaviours and understand their underlying physics. Even though
an agent is a hybrid dynamic system with discrete-time, continuous-time or eventdriven components operating over discrete or continuous domains, the C N model is
unitary. Most other methodologies use hybrid models to design hybrid systems by
combining offline computational models of high-level reasoning and planning with
online models of low-level sensing and control. Offline models mostly have discrete
time/domain structures whereas online models mostly have continuous time/domain
structures! However, C N uses the same unitary online model of computation for all
layers of the robotic system.
The dynamics of the environment, the plant, and the body can be modelled as
individual modules and then integrated by the C N model. System can be modelled
hierarchically using modular and aggregation operators on modules. Therefore, the
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C N model is modular. Modules perform a transductions from their input traces to
their output traces by obeying the principle of causality: output values at any time can
only depend on the input values before or at that time.
Syntactically, C N is a triple

CN=<Lc,Td,Cn> where Lc is a finite set of

locations, Td is a finite set of transductions, and Cn is a set of connections. Locations
are variables, each of which is associated with a data type (e.g. integer, boolean,
etc.). They denote traces, which characterizes the sequence of values of variables over
time. Transductions act like functions; they represent causal mappings from input
traces to output traces, operating on global reference time or activated by external
events. A transduction has a set of input ports and an output port, which are also
associated with data types. Connections, on the other hand, represent the interaction
structure of the system by connecting locations with ports of transactions. In the C N
model, connections has to follow restrictions below: 1) there is at most one output port
connecting each location, 2) each port of transduction connects to a unique locations
3) no location is isolated 4) only locations and ports with the same data types can be
connected to each other.
Semantically, the C N model is the "solution" of a set of equations, which is a
transduction from input to output traces. Equations are realized by locations (variables)
and transductions (functions). Possible input/output traces produced by the system
define the "behaviour" of the dynamic system. The overall semantics of a system
can be obtained hierarchically from the semantics of its subcomponents and internal
connections.
Graphically, a constraint net is illustrated by a bipartite graph where locations
are depicted by circles, transductions by rectangles, and connections by arcs. Modules
are depicted by boxes with round corners. They encapsulate locations, transductions,
and connections. They may also encapsulate other submodules. In addition, modules
have a set of exported locations as their interface. To give an example, a module that
represents a differential equation s = f(u, s) s(0) = so can be depicted as in Figure
2.5.
Currently, the C N model is a deterministic dynamic process model. However
non-determinism can be modelled with providing non-deterministic hidden inputs. In
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Figure 2.5: a) CN of differential equation b) Module that encapsulates this equation
addition, probabilistic models can be generated by probabilistic transductions which
generate outputs according to certain distibutions.
In the C B A framework, C N carry out traditional symbolic computations, such
as solving Constraint Satisfaction Problem. However, for the controller synthesis and
verification, much of the symbolic reasoning and theorem-proving may be outside the
agent, in the mind of the designer. G O F A I R models do not have this flexibility and
they assume that such symbolic reasoning occurs explicitly in, and only in, the mind
of the agent.

2.3.4

Timed V-automata

The C N model can express the underlying structure of the system; however, it can not
express the overall behaviour of the system. In the C B A framework, timed V-automata
is utilized for this purpose. It restricts the behaviour specification (or "requirements
specification" or "performance specification") to the constraint-based specification by
associating constraints with system properties such as such as safety, reachability and
persistence.

A s mentioned before, a constraint represents a certain relation among

entities, such as relation between external environment stimuli and an agent's internal
knowledge representation. It can also represent a relation between the agent's internal
states and its actions or the relation between the current and the next state. Therefore,
constraint is simply a relation on the phase space of the agent system, which is the
product of the controller, body and environment spaces.
A l l the original automata is based on discrete time such as V-automata [MP87].
Timed V-automata augments discrete V-automata by generalizing time from discrete
to continuous and'by specifying time constraints on automaton-states. There are two
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types of automata: 1) automata that describes computations, which is mostly deterministic 2) automata that characterizes a set of sequences, which is mostly nondeterministic. Timed V-automata belongs to the second school of these automata types. It
is basically a nondeterministic finite state automata for specifying behaviours. The
behaviour of the system, which defines the relation between the agent and its environment, is the set of traces of the system. A trace v : T —> D is a generalization of a
sequence, where T denotes time structure and D denotes domain of interest. B y this
sequence, trace denotes the change of values of variables over time. A set of sequences
defines a language. Thus, i f we take the behaviour of a system as a language, specification can be represented as an automaton. The verification, which will be discussed
in the next subsection, checks the inclusion relation between the language of the system (behaviours) and the language accepted by automaton (behaviour specification).
Hence, timed V-automata acts as a language recognizer rather than a language generator. For instance, it cannot generate traces like

\t.sin(t), but can recognize some

properties of this trace.
Syntactically, timed V-automata TA is a triple <A, T, r > where A denotes a
V-automata, A — <Q, R, S, e, c>. Q is a finite set of automaton states, R C Q is a
set of recurrent states, S C Q is a set of stable states, and T C Q is a set of timed
states. Each q G Q is associated with an assertion e(q), which characterizes the entry
condition under which the automaton may start its activity in q. Each pair q, q' G Q, is
associated with an assertion c(q, q'), which characterizes the transition condition under
which the automaton may move from q to q'. Finally, r is a time function.
In this syntax, each assertion denotes a constraint defined on a domain of interest. Domain of interest D can represent, for example, velocities, distances, commands
or combination of the above. The C constraint defined on D is a subset of D (C C D).
A n element d in domain D satisfies the C constraint, if and only if d G C. Assertions
define the entry conditions and the transition conditions as follows:
• If q G Q is labelled by ip and the entry arc is labelled by <p, the entry condition
is defined as e(q) = ip A <p. If there is no entry arc, then e(q) =

false.

• If (q G Q) A (q' G Q) and q' is labelled by ip and arcs from q to q' are labelled by
<Pi,i = l . . . n , the transition condition is defined as c(g, q') = (tpi V . . . V<p ) Aip.
n
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If there is no arc from q to q', then c(q, q') = false.
Semantically, timed V-automata TA accepts a trace v, if and only if, all possible runs of A over v are accepting and all of them satisfy the time constraints. There
may be more than one run possible for a trace v, since V-automata is nondeterministic.
Regular finite automata accepts a trace, i f there exist at least one accepting run of automata over that trace. However V-automata accepts a trace, if "all" runs of automata
over that trace are accepting. Therefore, it is called "V"(forall) automata and that is
why timed V-automata provides more strict specification than regular finite automata.
A run of A over v is accepting i f and only if some of the states that appear infinitely
many times in the run is a recurrent state, or, all states that appear infinitely many times
in the run is a stable state. A run satisfies the time constraints i f and only i f each time
duration that is spent on q is no more than r (where r is the local timing bound for q)
or the total time spent on bad states, B — Q — (R U S) are no more than r (where r is
the global time constraint).
Graphically, timed V-automata can be depicted by a labelled directed graph,
where states are depicted by nodes and transition relations by arcs. Some states can be
marked by an entry arc pointing to it. In this graph, each recurrent state is depicted by
a diamond inscribed within a circle. Each stable state is depicted by a square inscribed
within a circle. Nodes and arcs are labelled by assertions. A node and arc that is left
unlabelled is considered to be labelled with true. Local time bound on a T-state can
be indicated by nonnegative number inside this state's node and global time bound of
the specification can be indicated near by the graph.
Some examples of timed V-automata are given in Figure 2.6:
• Figure 2.6.a (reachability) specifies that behaviours of the system should eventually satisfy the G constraint. Thus, solution of the G constraint is reachable. For
instance, this automata will accept the trace

x(t) = Ce~ for G =d f \x\ < e.
l

e

• Figure 2.6.b (safety) specifies that behaviours of the system should never satisfy
the G constraint. Thus, i f the G constraint is a relation that refers to an unsafe
condition in the world (e.g. distance between robot position and obstacle position is less then a certain value), this specification will make sure that system
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a) reachability

d) real-time response
(local timing)

b)safety

c) bounded response

e) conditional real-time response
(global timing)

Figure 2.6: Timed V-automata examples
behaviours will never drive the system to this condition. Hence, the system will
always be safe. For instance, this automata will accept the trace x(t) = sin{t)
for G =

def

\x\ > 1.

Figure 2.6.c (bounded response) specifies that whenever behaviours of the system satisfy the E constraint, it will also satisfy the F constraint within bounded
time. For instance, the trace x(t) = sin(t) for E =d f x > 0 and F =d f % <
e

e

0.
Figure 2.6.d (real-time response) specifies that whenever behaviour of the system satisfies the E constraint, it will also satisfy the F constraint within 5 time
units.
Figure 2.6.e (conditional real-time response) specifies that behaviour of the system will drive the syste to a recurrent state and solve the L constraint within 30
time units. Hence, the total time spent in a bad state, which is associated with
the K constraint, must be no more than 30 time units. Note that the time spend
in stable state, which is associated by the J constraint, is not counted.
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Note that in this thesis, only behaviours of two dimensional A i n i a are specified
in timed V-automata. This specification is not extended to three dimensional A i n i a due
to time limitations and left as future work.

2.3.5 Verification Method
The behaviour of the system satisfies the requirements specification i f and only i f the
set of traces of the system (which denotes the overall behaviour) are accepting for the
timed V-automata that is created in the requirements specification phase. A s described
in Section

2.3.4, in order for timed V-automata to accept a trace, all possible runs of

V-automata over that trace should be accepting and should satisfy the time constraints.
However it is not possible to test all the runs and figure out i f all of them are accepting
and if they satisfy the time constraints. Instead, the formal verification methods are
used.
The C B A framework proposes a formal verification method based on model
checking which generalizes Lyapunov functions. This method consists of a set of
model checking rules. There are three types of rules: invariance rules, stability or eventuality rules and timeliness rules. These rules are applied to Kripke structure which is
a representation between C N and timed V-automata. Kripke structure is a state-based
transition system and it defines a state-based and time invariance behaviours. Statebased and time invariance behaviour is a behaviour whose traces after any time are
totally depend on the current snapshot.
The verification method used in the C B A framework, requires the designers
to first find a set of invariants which are a special set of assertions that are associated
with nodes or arcs of timed V-automaton. Then it requires the designers to find a
set of Lyapunov functions which are non-increasing in stable and recurrent states and
decreasing in bad states to verify system's stability and convergence. Finally, designers
are required to find a set of local and global timing functions. Local timing functions
should decrease in timed states and global timing functions should be non-increasing
in stable and recurrent states and decreasing in bad states. These timing functions are
used to verify that system behaviour satisfies time constraints.
Note that in this thesis, only an informal verification of two dimensional A i n i a
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is given. The formal verifications of two and three dimensional Ainia are not provided
due to time limitations and left as future work.

2.4

Constraint Nets in Java Tool

The Constraint Nets in Java (CNJ) tool developed by Song is a visual programming environment for the Constraint Net (CN) modelling, simulation and animation

[Son02].

Since C N has inheritance hierarchies composed of modules and graphical nodes such
as locations, transductions and connections, it is an ideal model for visual programming.
C N J is implemented in Java and can run on different platforms. It uses JavaBeans technology in Java that supports software components, to provide a set of building blocks for the C N modelling. The following nodes in C N are realized as a Java
Bean: locations, transductions, clocks, and modules. The connection node of C N is
not implemented as a Java bean and is realized by Java's event mechanism as will be
discussed later in this section.
It is natural and straightforward to implement software components in an objectoriented language like Java. However component-based development is different from
object-oriented development. A software component is not a part of program, but an
autonomous entity. Programmers cannot see the code of software components and can
only access their interface specifications. In addition, component-based development
does not need to use the class hierarchy which is crucial for object-oriented development.
C N J uses Java's Swing capabilities for its Graphical User Interface (GUI) design. It has two main windows, namely
shown in Figure 2.7. The

CNFrame and BeanPropertySheet, as

CNFrame window is the bigger one; it is used for design-

ing and drawing a C N . It includes ToolPane and DrawPane windows. Modules are
hierarchically located in different levels to compose a C N . To support as many modules as possible, C N J uses M D I to display each module in a child DrawPane window.
To design a C N model, the designer needs to choose an element (e.g. location, transduction) from the

ToolPane and then drag-and-drop it to the selected DrawPane.
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Therefore, CNJ allows designers to program visually and "draw" a CN model instead
of writing code for it.
a a cn i&i k|o' a |

ToolPane

CNFrame

DrawPanes

BeanPropertySheet

Figure 2.7: The GUI of CNJ
BeanPropertySheet is the smaller window at the right hand-side and used to
display and customize corresponding properties of the focused CN bean in the selected
Draw Pane window. CNJ uses JavaBeans Introspection to discover these properties.
Using this method, CNJ doesn't need to customize each dialog for every bean kind.
Instead, it only needs to implement the Introspection mechanism for all the beans.
In CNJ, the locations and ports of transductions are wired by using the connection
element in ToolPane. Connections between these Java beans provide communication,
which is based on Java's event mechanism. Event is a core feature of Java, which allows some components to act as event sources for event notifications that can be caught
and processed by some other listeners. In CNJ, users can draw a connections: 1) from
the output port of a transduction to the location, 2) from the location to the input port
of transduction, 3) from the clock to the transduction. In all of these scenarios, the
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former node works as an event source and the latter works as an event listener. During
the simulation, C N J clocks drive the transductions to compute results and drive the
data flow along the graph as will be explained later in this section.
C N J supports bottom-up and top-down modelling of C N by using the Multiple Document Interface (MDI) feature which allows hierarchical composition. This
hierarchy is realized by the coupling of modules through input and output interface
locations. If module's interface location has a name same as one of this module's outside connected locations, the two locations are connected together transparently and
communicate with each other. Users are able to design a model from bottom to top by
grouping some components into a higher level module using the grouping element in

ToolPane. Likewise, users are also able to design a model from top to bottom by first
creating a module and then designing the module in detail at a lower level by using the

module element in ToolPane.
Before the model can be simulated in C N J , it goes through a compiling step.
This step is able to uncover some errors in the design of a C N model, such as uninitialized values, data type incompatibility between the connected beans, ill-defined transductions and so on. In C N J , simulation of the system is realized by Java event mechanism and driven by clock tick events. Clock is a special kind of transduction with
no input locations; it can be drawn by selecting the

clock element of ToolPane. In

C N J , every transduction has a clock input. During the simulation, a clock fires clocktick events in every cycle and triggers all of its connected transductions. Transduction
scheduling algorithm is used to compute proper order to drive transductions correctly.
The clock triggers those transductions one by one in this order. Whenever a transduction receives a clock event, it computes the results from its input traces and then
produces an output trace to its connected location. Thus, during the simulation, clock
provides a data flow in the C N model with a mechanism of Java event.
A C N model in C N J may have several clocks with different frequencies, which
defines how many milliseconds it takes for a clock to tick. If the cycle is set to 10
milliseconds, the clock frequency is

1000/10 = 100Hz. B y assigning a clock to a very

high frequency, continuous time structures can be virtually realized. However, since
C N J runs on a digital computer, it cannot be absolutely real-time and would include
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time-delays.
During the simulation the designer can watch the results (traces that define
the behaviour of the system) from the output locations or can link these results to an
animation window in order to analyze the overall behaviour of the system. In C N J , an
animation window can be implemented with the Java 3D A P I .
A C N model is stored in the Constraint Net Markup Language ( C N M L ) , an
XML-based interchange file format. C N J uses J D O M beta 7 package, to load and save
C N M L files, and to export to or import from other XML-based file formats, such as
H T M L , Simulink's M D L , and the like.
There are several other tools designed for the modelling and simulation of
hybrid systems. However, these tools do not support all of the time structures (i.e.
discrete, continuous and event-based) which are essential for hybrid systems. For
instance, Simulink [Mat98] based on Matlab, does not support event-based time structure. Similarly, tools (e.g. [VWW01]) that use Sun's B D K (Bean Development Kit)
environment do not support continuous time structures. On the other hand, the mechanism of Java event in C N J provides support for all there types of time structures.

2.5

Summary

Hybrid systems are systems which include coupled discrete and continuous components. Various disciplines, such as Computer Science, Traditional Control Theory,
Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence, Constraint Programming and Dynamical Systems have different approaches for the design and implementation of hybrid
systems. However these approaches should be integrated in order to model realistic
hybrid systems. Formal models combine Computer Science approach with Traditional
Control Theory approach. They provide a structured way to build and analyze systems
with interacting discrete and continuous components. From the methodological point
of view there are two schools of formal models. The C B A approach belongs to the
second school with using two different models for system and requirements specifications.
Robots are typical examples of hybrid systems. Robotic research paradigms
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have developed dialectically in the history of A l . G O F A I R paradigm, which advocates
deliberative controller design, constitutes the original thesis in A l . Insect A l paradigm
that proposes reactive controller design, is developed as an anti-thesis of G O F A I R . F i nally, Situated Agents paradigm, which introduces deliberative/reactive controller design, provides the synthesis of G O F A I R and Insect A l . Subsumption is a well known
reactive architecture. The C B A framework, which supports reactive deliberation architecture, can be seen as a formal development of subsumption.
The C B A framework is a formal, unitary, modular, and constraint-based approach to hybrid system design and construction. It uses C N for the system specification, timed V-automata for the requirements specification and formal methods for
the behaviour verification. The C N language specifies the underlying structure of system with its components and their relationships. Timed V-automata restricts the requirements specification to the constraint-based specification and specifies the desired
behaviour of the system. Given the plant, the environment, and requirements specification, control synthesis constructs the "correct" controller of the system in C N as a
constraint solver. The behaviour verification methods are used in parallel with control synthesis in order to guarantee that behaviours of the systems generated by the
controller meet the requirements specification by solving the constraints.
C N J is a visual programming environment for C N modelling, simulation and
animation. C N J is implemented in Java and can run on different platforms. It uses
JavaBeans technology to realize C N nodes (e.g. locations, transductions, etc.) and Java
event mechanism to simulate the system. It supports both bottom-up and top-down
modelling of C N . C N M L , an XML-based file format, is introduced to save models.
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Chapter 3

SIMULATION OF AINIA
In this chapter, a robotic kicker called Ainia, is introduced. The reasons behind selecting A i n i a as a research topic are discussed. Then, the advantage of simulating Ainia,
before controlling the physical robot in the real world, is explained. This is followed
by the section where, the two steps of Ainia simulation, two dimensional (2D) A i n i a
simulation and three dimensional (3D) Ainia simulation, are introduced. Motivation
behind having these two steps and discrepancies between them are explained next. F i nally, simulation of the 2D-Ainia is explained in detail and the 3D-Ainia simulation,
which is an extension of the 2D version, is discussed.

3.1

Why study Ainia?

Motivation of this thesis is to provide evidence that the extended C B A framework
with prioritized constraints, using C N J , is an effective approach to building Situated
Agents that operate in the real world. Therefore, we need to study a hybrid system
which can have prioritized constraints in its behaviour specification. B y using the
C B A framework this system should be built as a Situated Agent. In addition, after
simulating the system with C N J , building the physical system in the real world should
be feasible. A i n i a allows us to meet all of these criteria as follows:
• Ainia is a hybrid system which has prioritized constraints in its behaviour specification: Ainia is a robot and thus a typical example of hybrid systems. It has
a task ( or "goal") of repeatedly finding, tracking, chasing and kicking a soccer
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ball in the field. In order to accomplish this task by its behaviours, A i n i a should
first find the ball. Consequently, the ball should be in the camera image. This
constraint (or "requirement", "behaviour", or "sub-goal") is denoted as / (short
for "Ballln/mage") in the rest of the thesis. After it finds the ball, it should
center the ball in the image, by turning its pan towards the ball direction. This
constraint is denoted as C (short for "BalllnCenter") in the rest of the thesis.
Then, it should turn its base towards the pan direction. This constraint is denoted as H (short for "BaseffeadingPan") in the rest of the thesis. Finally, as
soon as the pan and the base are aligned, it should move forward to kick the
ball. This constraint is denoted as A (short for "RobotAtBall") in the rest of the
thesis. Note that since Ainia is a non-holonomic robot (i.e. it can move forward
and backward immediately, but it cannot move sideways without turning its base
first), Ainia needs to satisfy the H constraint before it can solve the A constraint.
Thus, Ainia's behaviour specification involves four prioritized constraints which
are ordered as follows: I > C > H > A. Note that X > Y denotes X has
a higher priority than Y, and thus the behaviours of the systems should solve
the X constraint before it can satisfy the Y constraint. However, the constraints
are dynamic and may not stay solved. Hence, the behaviours of the system may
have to re-solve the higher priority constraints as needed.
Notice that instead of using its base rotation motors, Ainia primarily uses its pan
and tilt motors in order to find and center the ball. This most closely mimics
the mechanism of the human visual system, since humans turn their heads to
look for objects, instead of turning their entire body. In addition, since the speed
of the pan and tilt motors are higher than the speed of the base rotation motor,
primary usage of the pan and tilt motors allows the robot to explore different
parts of the world more efficiently.
• By using the CBA framework Ainia can be built as a Situated Agent: The C B A
framework builds hybrid system of Ainia as a Situated Agent by allowing it
to have both limited proactivity and reactivity. Ainia's limited proactivity is
realized by having prioritized constraints in the behaviour specification of the
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system. In order to meet with this specification, the extended C B A framework
constructs a constraint-based controller by using the arbiters. Instead of generating the overall behaviour of the system in an ad hoc way as can be seen in many
reactive architectures (e.g. subsumption architecture in Insect A l paradigm), this
controller regulates the behaviours of Ainia in a formal and structured manner.
If the constraints are considered as the subgoals of the overall implicit goal of
the system, it can be concluded that Ainia has clear sub-goals. Since the arbiters
in the controller assign priorities to the constraints, Ainia knows which subgoal
its controller is working on at any given time. Hence, Ainia has a limited proactivity and, in a way, the structure of its controller works as an implicit plan for
the system.
Ainia has reactivity as well as limited-proactivity, since it meets Brooks' principles which are listed as situatedness, embodiment, intelligence and emergence
[Bro9.1]. Ainia is situated and embodied since its physical body is surrounded
by the real world. Operations of Ainia utilizes this world, rather than an abstract
representation of the reality. Real world includes a red soccer ball on a floor
and Ainia uses its camera and motors to operate (to sense and act) in this environment. Ainia has also intelligence and emergence characteristics since the
intelligence of the robot emerges from the interactions of Ainia's behavioural
modules (or "constraint solvers") with its environment. Intelligence is a property of Ainia's robotic system as a whole rather than a property of Ainia or the
outside world in isolation. It is a result of the interplay between the robot and
the environment, which involves repeatedly finding, tracking, chasing and kicking a soccer ball on the field. Sensing and acting are more important for the
intelligence of the system than reasoning.
Due to the reactive nature of its controller, Ainia is quick to react the dynamic
changes in the world, so she is named after an Amazon warrior whose name
means "swiftness". A s in other reactive systems, planning is not a part of the
Ainia's controller. The goal of Ainia (which is always eventually kicking a
soccer ball) can be inferred from the requirements specification. However, this
goal is not explicitly specified in the controller. Since plans are carried out to
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select a series of behaviours to achieve explicit goals of the system and Ainia
does not have any explicit goals, planning cannot be done in Ainia. Instead, the
implicit goal of Ainia is achieved through the interaction of behavioural modules
with the outside world (which is also defined as "intelligence" of the system).
These behavioural modules satisfy the sub-goals and are activated by the arbiters
in the controller. Therefore we can say that the structure of the controller works
as an implicit plan and there is no such activity as explicit planning in Ainia.
Explicit planning, which requires a deliberative layer on top of the reactive layer
in the controller, might have been needed in the system, i f more than one goal
(e.g. defending a goal as well as kicking the ball) had existed.
As in other Situated Agents, reasoning and representation are utilized in Ainia
whenever they are needed. Each constraint solving module in the Ainia's controller only represents the parts of the world necessary for its own reasoning. For
instance, the module in charge of centering the ball in the image represents the
location of the ball in the image and the pan/tilt angles so that it can compute the
next command to be sent to the motors. However, to do its reasoning the module
does not need to represent the height of the robot or the distance between the
robot and the ball. Hence, the height and the distance do not comprise a part
of the world representation in this module. In the controller of Ainia, there is
no global memory and the symbols necessary for the representation are realized by the locations in the C N modules. Like representation, reasoning is also
a part of every module in the controller. Following the guidelines of Situated
Agents paradigm, reasoning in Ainia integrates with sensing and acting instead
of having a priority over them.
• It is feasible to build the physical Ainia operating in the real world: Ainia's
robotic system is not complex. Hence, after the system is simulated in C N J ,
it is feasible to construct the physical Ainia operating in the real world. The
real world environment of Ainia simply includes a floor and a red ball. The
physical body of the system includes the robot described in Section 1.2. The
hardware and software of this robot are already used and tested in the previous
studies explained in Section 2.2.1. Consequently, construction of the physical
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Ainia only requires establishing a connection between the controller synthesized
in C N J and the rest of the system (i.e. the physical body and the environment).
Therefore, building the physical Ainia is not costly and can be realized in a short
period of time.

3.2

Why and how to simulate Ainia?

C N J allows us to simulate and animate Ainia's robotic system. This provides an important advantage of testing and developing our system without constructing a physical
base for it. During the design phase, working with simulations is less expensive than
working with real systems and it dramatically speeds up the construction of the correct
controller.
In order to construct the correct controller of Ainia which will be used to control the physical robot in the real world, first the 2D-Ainia simulation operating in a two
dimensional coordinate system will be created. This step gives us an opportunity to
understand the system in its simplest form and constitutes the basis for the construction
of the 3D-Ainia simulation. In order to show the full power of the C B A framework,
the behaviour specification and informal verification are given for the 2D-Ainia. The
3D-Ainia simulation operating in a three dimensional coordinate system is a development of the 2D-Ainia simulation. The controller synthesized in this simulation will be
used unchanged to control the physical robot in the 3D real world.
Since the dimensions of the robot body and the environment are different in
the 2D-Ainia and the 3D-Ainia, there are some behavioural discrepancies between
these two systems. Behaviours that involve the panning of the camera in the 3D-Ainia
are different in the 2D-Ainia and 3D-Ainia simulations since the 2D-Ainia camera
does not have the panning functionality. This is because the 2D-Ainia does not have
the dimension in which the pan motor should function. Therefore, the behaviours of
finding and centering the ball, which involve panning of the camera in the 3D-Ainia,
are different in these two versions of the simulation. In addition, due to the lack of the
dimension mentioned above, turning the base towards the pan behaviour does not exist
in the 2D-Ainia.
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The complete listings of the 2D-Ainia and 3D-Ainia C N s modelled with C N J
can be found in Appendix A and B , respectively. Input and output locations of these
C N s are drawn bigger to make them more distinct from the rest of the locations. For
simplicity and clarity, details encapsulated by the 2D-Ainia and 3D-Ainia modules will
not be depicted throughout this chapter. These details can be seen in Appendix A and
B . The only exception to that is the 2D-Ainia's

Ball module which will be discussed

as an example under Section 3.3.2.
In addition, in the rest of this chapter, the following notations are used in the
figures showing the parts of the robotic systems with their related C N locations: C o ordinates are indicated in brackets and are pointed with symbol " - » " . Distances and
lengths are pointed by curly brackets. Entities, objects, and body parts are pointed by
curly lines.
Note that in both simulations the left hand coordinate systems are used.

3.3

Simulation of 2D-Ainia

This section first gives a general view of the 2D-Ainia and then explains the behaviour
specification of the system. Next, dynamics of the environment and the body are introduced. Then, the synthesized controller is explained and its possible modifications
are discussed. Finally, an informal verification of the system is given and also an
animation of the system is explained.
The picture of 2D-Ainia's robotic system can be seen in the Figure 3.1. This
figure is based on a screenshot of the 2D-Ainia's animation window and it includes
definitions of some location used in the 2D-Ainia C N . A s can be seen from the figure, the 2D-Ainia has two dimensional world coordinate system and one dimensional
image coordinate system. The list of locations used in the 2D-Ainia C N with their
definitions, and if applicable with their initial values, are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
In these tables, locations are sorted alphabetically.
Note that the complete listing of the 2D-Ainia C N can be found in Appendix
A.
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Figure 3.1: 2D-Ainia Animation with Locations
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Location

AccBx
alpha

Table 3.1: Locations used in 2D-Ainia Simulation (part 1)
Initial Value Description
Acceleration of the ball
Angle between the line that is perpendicular to the
image, which starts from the camera, and the line
that connects the camera to the center of the ball

At
BBC

Total tilt angle of the camera (CTA + Hinge)
Vector that holds Xb and Rb, which defines the
ball's body line
Angle between the line that connects the camera
to the center of the ball and the line that connects
the camera to the outside point of the ball

beta
BTS
CTA
Deb

80

Dicbc
Dicbo

Constant speed of the base translation motor
Current tilt angle of the tilt motor
Distance between the camera and the center of
the ball
Distance in the image between the image center
and the center of the ball
Distance in the image between the image center
and the outside point of the ball
A value that indicates module does not control
the related motor
Focal length of the camera
Kicking force applied by the robot
Angle between the line that starts from the camera,
which is parallel to the world X axis, and the line
that connects the camera to the center of the ball

DoesntControl

-8888

fl
FRx
gamma

99

Halt
He

-9999

Signal that sends a stop command to the motor
Height of the camera (world Z coordinate of the
camera)

Hi
Hinge
Hr

60
-25
150
0.05
30
0.05
10

Height (length) of the image line
Hinge angle of the camera
Height of the robot body
Friction gain
Length of the camera neck
Mass of the ball
Mass of the robot

-30

Value that indicates ball does not appear
in the image (the camera cannot see the ball)
Projection of Deb onto the world X axis
Projection of Deb onto the world Z axis

Kf

Len
Mb
Mr
NotSee
PxDcb
PzDcb
PxLcn
PzLcn
Rb
Rr

10
30

Projection of Len onto the world X axis
Projection of Len onto the world Z axis
Radius of the ball
Radius of the robot
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Location

Table 3.2: Locations used in 2D-Ainia Simulation (part 2)
Initial Value Description

RBC
Rib
S
Satis fy-c
Satisfy J
Signals

Vector that holds Xr and Rr, which defines the
robot's body line
Radius of the ball in the image
0

Signals-a
Signals-C

Signals J
TA
TAc
TAi
TAO
TN
TrHLc
TS
VBx
VBxjnew
VRx
Xb
Xc
Xr
Yib

(-90-Hinge)°
3°
30
40

60
0

State of the Balllnlmage module
Satisfaction signal of the BalllnCenter module
Satisfaction signal of the Balllnlmage module
Vector of signals (commands) that is produced
by the Controller module
Signals produced by the RobotAtBall module
Signals produced by the BalllnCenter module
Signals produced by the Balllnlmage module
Tilt angle requested by the Controller module
Tilt angle requested by the BalllnCenter module
Tilt angle requested by the Balllnlmage module
Offset tilt angle
Minimum tilt motor angle
Threshold angle for checking whether TAO is close
to 0° (whether the ball is in the center of the image)
Constant speed of the tilt motor
Velocity of the ball
Post-collision velocity of the ball
Velocity of the robot
World X coordinate of the center of the ball
World X coordinate of the camera
World X coordinate of the center of the robot
Image coordinate of the ball
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3.3.1

Behaviour Specification of 2D-Ainia

Requirements of the 2D-Ainia can be specified in timed V-Automata as depicted in
Figure 3.2. A l l the constraints introduced in Section 3.1, except the H constraint,
are associated with the nodes of the requirements specification. The H constraint
is not used in the 2D-Ainia specification, since the robot does not have the panning
functionality. The remaining constraints define the relations on the domain of interest
as follows:

• I =def Yib

NotSee

Image coordinate of the ball,

Yib, should not be equal to NotSee, a value that

indicates the camera cannot see the ball. Solving this constraint requires the
robot to find the ball.

• C=

\f-Yib\<e

def

c

The absolute distance between the image coordinate of the ball, Yib, and the
image center,

should be less than a small positive threshold value, e > 0.
c

Solving this constraint requires the robot to center the ball in its camera image.

• A=

def

\Xb - Xr\ < e

a

Distance between the world X coordinate of the ball, Xb, and the world X coordinate of the robot, Xr, should be less than a small positive threshold value,
e > 0. Solving this constraint requires the robot to come close to the ball and
a

consequently, to kick the ball.

Figure 3.2: 2D-Ainia Requirements Specification
(states are labeled as q l , q2, q3, and q4 from left to right)
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There are four nodes in the 2D-Ainia requirements specification, each of which
referring to a different state of the system. State labelled by I denotes that the ball is
n

not in the camera image (referred as q l in the rest of this section). State labelled by

lA C denotes that the ball appears in the image, however it is not centered (referred
n

as q2 in the rest of this section). State labelled by

CA A denotes that ball is centered
n

in the image, however the ball is not within the kicking distance of the robot (referred
as q3 in the rest of this section). Finally, state labelled by C A A denotes that ball is
centered in the image and it is within the kicking distance of the robot (referred as q4
in the rest of this section).
Notice that the last state, q4, is a recurrent state, meaning that the dynamic
behaviours of. the system will always eventually drive the run of the automata to this
state. Thus, the robot will always eventually kick the ball. In addition, since C h I (to
be centered, the ball is required to appear in the image, hence, I can be derived from

C) instead of labelling the q3 and q4 nodes as / A CA A and I A C A A, we can label
n

them as

CA A and C A A.
n

Possible runs of automata over the trace (behaviour) of the system can start
from any state since all of them are marked by entry arcs. For instance, when.Ainia
starts operating, initially the ball might be in the corner of the image, which would
start the run of the automata from the state q2, or, it might not appear in the image at
all, which would start the run of the automata from the state q l .
Depending on the speed of the robot, the trace might require the run of the
automata to translate to q3, q2, or q l states, from the state q4. This is because as the
speed of the robot would increase, the kicking force applied to the ball and consequently the speed of the ball would increase. Hence, there are three possibilities: 1)
If the ball has a low speed after the collision (after the state q4), it might be still centered in the image (automata might be in the state q3 - remember that within a certain
threshold the ball is considered to be centered) 2) If the ball has a moderate speed,
it might not be centered in the image; however, it might still be in the camera image
(automata might be in the state q2) 3) If the ball has a high speed, it might escape from
the vision of the camera (automata might be in the state q l ) . Note that no transitions
are indicated from q l to q4, q2 to q4, q3 to q l , and q l to q3. However, i f we assume
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that there might be an external kicking force applying to the robot (e.g. a person kicks
the ball towards the robot) these transitions would need to be specified.
Since q4 is the recurrent state, the trace of the system will always eventually
drive the run of the automata to this state. If the run does not start from the state q4,
only way to translate to this state is from the state q3 by solving the A constraint.
However as can be seen from the label of the state q3

(CA A), the C constraint should
n

be satisfied before the trace can start solving the A constraint. Likewise, as can be seen
from the label of the state q2 ( i A C ) , the I constraint should be satisfied before the
n

trace can start solving the C constraint.
Hence, we can say that the 2D-Ainia timed V-automaton gives the following
priority order to the constraints: I > C > A. Note that X I > X2 denotes XI
has a higher priority than X2, and thus the XI constraint should be solved before the
X2 constraint can be solved. Then, we can propose that the prioritized constraints,
XI

> X2 > X 3 > ... > Xn, can be semi-automatically specified by timed V-

automata by creating n +1 states with labels: " X l " , " X l A X 2 " , " X I A X 2 A X 3 " ,
n

n

n

... , " X 1 A X2 A X 3 A ...A Xn" , " X I A X 2 A X 3 A ... A Xn". These states should be
n

associated with entry arcs and self loop arcs as depicted in Figure 3.2. Note that state
n + 1 should be a recurrent state and the others should be bad states. Also note that the
transition arcs between the states depend on the assumptions about the system. These
assumptions might prevent the transitions between some states (as in the case of the
2D-Ainia requirements specification) or might allow the transitions between all states.
Notice that in the 2D-Ainia requirements specification provided in this section,
there are no time constraints specified. However, to be more specific, local timing (i.e.
whenever the ball is centered in the image, the robot would kick the ball within certain
time units) or global timing (i.e. the robot would always eventually kick the ball within
certain time units) can be imposed to the behaviour specification by using the necessary
assertions of timed V-automata.

3.3.2 Dynamics of the Environment and the Body
The 2D-Ainia's robotic system can be modelled under C N J by coupling the Environment
and Robot modules as shown in Figure 3.3. The Environment module encapsulates
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the Ball module as shown in Figure 3.4 whereas the Robot module encapsulates coupling of the Controller module and the Body module as shown in Figure 3.5.

Q_)
If i'Rab'ot.-,'

;

Figure 3.3: 2D-Ainia Main Module

r-€s>>-

Figure 3.4: 2D-Ainia Environment Module

Controller

Figure 3.5: 2D-Ainia Robot Module
In this section, dynamics of the environment which is indicated by the C N
under Ball module and the dynamics of the body which is indicated by the C N under

Body module will be discussed.
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Environment Module (Ball Module)
In the 2D-Ainia environment, there are two types of forces which apply to the soccer
ball: 1) the friction force which is the product of the friction gain and the velocity of
the ball 2) the kicking force which is applied by the robot. B y following the Newton's
Second Law, dynamics of the ball can be specified by the following equations:
AccBx

= (FRx
VBx

- VBx
= /

Xb = J
where, AccBx

*

Kf)/Mb

AccBx
VBx

is the acceleration of the ball, FRx is the kicking force applied by the

robot to the ball, VBx

is the velocity of the ball, Kf

is the friction gain, Mb is the

mass of the ball, Xb is the world X coordinate of the ball.
C N in the Ball module, models the dynamics of the ball by specifying the
equations explained above, as shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6:

2D-Ainia Ball Module

Input locations of the Ball module can be listed as FRx,
the current VBx.
VBx.

the current Xb and

Likewise, output locations can be listed as the new Xr and the new

Note that in all C N s , input and output locations are drawn bigger to make them

distinct from the rest of the locations.

Body Module
There are four main body parts of the 2D-Ainia, namely tilt motor, base translation motor, camera, and base bumpers. Each of these parts are modelled as separate modules
under the Body module as shown in Figure 3.7.
Tilt module
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Figure 3.7: 2D-Ainia

Body Module

Tilt motors of Ainia receives a command from the controller which indicates
the requested tilt angle. Then according to the current tilt angle, the motor tilts down,
tilts up or stays at the current tilt angle. It has a constant speed when going up or down.
Hence, the dynamics of the tilt motor can be modelled by the following equations:

VT = I

0

if(TA

= Halt) V (\TA - CTA\

-TS

if{TA

<

CTA)

TS

if(TA

>

CTA)

CTA

=

<

TrHl.g)

JVT

where, VT is the velocity of the tilt motor, TA is the requested tilt angle, CTA
the current tilt angle, TS is the constant speed of the tilt motor, TrHLg

is

— 3° is the

general threshold angle used by " ~ " (close to) transduction.
BaseTranslation M o d u l e
Base translation motors of Ainia receives a command from the controller which
indicates the velocity of the robot. Then it moves with this given constant velocity.
Hence, the dynamics of the base translation motor can be modelled by the following
equation:
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Xr=J VRx
where, Xr is the world X coordinate of the robot, VRx is the velocity of the robot.
Camera Module
The camera of Ainia processes the image taken from the environment and informs the controller whether it can see the ball. In order to model the real camera, the

Camera module converts the world coordinates of the ball to the image coordinates
by using homogeneous coordinate transformations [Rob65] and checks whether the
image coordinate of the ball is within the image boundaries. Since the image coordinate system is one dimensional in the 2D-Ainia, image boundaries refer to the start
and the end points of the image line.
Detailed view of the 2D-Ainia's camera with some location used in the 2DAinia C N are given in Figure 3.8.

PzLcn

Figure 3.8: 2D-Ainia Camera with Locations
Before calculating image coordinate of the ball, Yib, the Camera module
calculates the total tilt angle of the camera, At, the world X coordinate of the camera,
Xc, and the height of the camera (the world Z coordinate of the camera), He, in
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CalculateTerms submodule as follows:
At = Hinge + CTA
where, Hinge is the hinge angle of the camera and CTA is the current tilt angle. The
camera is always tilted down by Hinge angle, since Ainia is interested in looking
down at the floor to see the ball.

PxLcn = sin(-CTA) * Len
Xc = Xr + PxLcn
where, Len is the length of the camera neck, PxLcn is the projection of Len onto the
world X axis.

PzLcn = cos(-CTA) * Len
Hc = Hr + PzLcn
where, Hr is the height of the robot, PzLcn is the projection of Len onto the world Z
axis.
Given At, Xc, He, and the world X coordinate of the ball, Xb, the Camera
module calculates the image coordinate of the ball,
submodule. The

Yib, in the ImageCoordinates

ImageCoordinates module calculates this value with the following

homogeneous coordinate transformation steps:
Step 1. Translate the origin of the world coordinate system up to the camera's
position, (Xc, He), and calculate the new position of the ball:

Xb Rb

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

-Xc

-He

1

x2,3

z2,3

1

Step 2. Rotate the coordinate system from Step 1 by total tilt angle, At, and
calculate the new position of the ball:

cos(At) -sin(At) 0
x2,3 z2,3

1

sin(At)

cos(At) 0

0

0
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1

z4

zi

1

Note that both X axis and Z axis are rotated by counter-clockwise At°.
Step 3. B y using scaling transformation,. start projecting the position of the
ball from Step 2 onto the image line:

1
x4
n

xi

zA 1

0

0

0

x4

1

0

0

1

—

fl

fi

0

z4
-r
fi

-I

xb z5 1

J-

where, / / is the focal length of the camera.
Step 4. Translate the origin of the coordinate system from Step 2 to the start of
the image line, (fl,

and calculate the new position of the ball.

1

0

0

0

1

0 | = | 0

-//

- f

x5 zb 1 | * |

z6 1

1

where, Hi is the height of the image.
Note that in the resulting coordinate system, only the Z coordinate determines
the position of the ball, since ball's new X coordinate is zero.
Step 5. Rotate the coordinate system from Step 4 by 180° and calculate the
final position of the ball:

0

z6 1

cos(180)

-sm(180)

0

sm(180)

cos(180)

0

0

0

1

0

z7 1

Note that both X axis and Z axis are rotated by counter-clockwise 180°. Also
notice that the Z axis of the resulting coordinate system is equal to the Y axis in the
image coordinate system.

At the end of these five steps, value for z7 can be computed as follows:

z7

'/(Rb- He) * cos(At) - ((Xb - Xc) * sin(At)) \

V

(Xb-Xc)*cos(At)+(Rb-Hc)*sin(At)
fl

)

Hi\

<T J
7
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*

C O S

(

1 8 0

)

The Camera module then checks i f z7 is in the boundary of the image as
follows:

._

[ z7

if(0>

z7)V(z7>

Yib — <
I NotSee otherwise

Hi)

where, Yib is the image coordinate of the ball, NotSee is the value that indicates the
ball does not appear in the image (the camera cannot see the ball).
In order to realistically animate what the camera sees in the environment, the
Camera module projects radius of the ball onto the image line in the ProjectRadius
submodule. Locations used in this module and imaginary image line are shown in
Figure 3.9.
PxDcb

Figure 3.9: 2D-Ainia Imaginary Image Line with Locations
The ProjectRadius

module calculates the radius of the ball in the image,

Rib, with the following steps:
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Dicbc=

\Yib-^\

alpha = atan(2f^)
PzDcb =

Hc-Rb

PxDcb =

Xb-Xc

gamma = atan(pj£§j)
Dcb=

?

xDcb

COS I

s

beta — asin(j^)
Dicbo — tan(alpha — beta) * fl
Rib = Dicbc — Dicbo
Note that "Camera view" part of the animation window which is depicted in
Figure

3.1 refers to Yib and Rib locations computed in the Camera module and shows

what the camera sees on the image line.
BaseBump M o d u l e
When the robot kicks the ball, it applies a kicking impulse (kicking force times
time) to the ball. The BaseBump module calculates this force by assuming that when
the robot bumps into the ball an elastic collision occurs. A collision is an occurrence in
which two or more bodies come into contact free from any significant external forces.
If there are no net external forces act on the system, momentum would not change.
Therefore, in any collision momentum is conserved. If it is a elastic collision (e.g.
collision of two pool balls), in addition to momentum kinetic energy is also conserved.
Hence, the

BaseModule uses rules of conservation of momentum and conservation

of kinetic energy to calculate the kicking force as follows:

Mb * VBx + Mr * VRx = Mb* VBx.new + Mr * VRx .new

(3.1)

(conservation of momentum)
where,

VBx is the pre-collision velocity of the ball, VBxjaew is the post-collision

velocity of the ball,

VRx is the pre-collision velocity of the robot, VRxjnew is the

post-collision velocity of the robot, Mb is the mass of the ball, Mr is the mass of the
robot.

I
l
l
-*Mb*VBx +-*Mr*VRx
2

2

1
= -*Mb*VBx.new
+-*Mr*VRx.new
2
2
2
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2

(3.2)

(conservation of kinetic energy)
From Equation 3.1 and 3.2, we can calculate
2 * VRx

VBxjnew

VBxjnew as follows:

* Mr + VBx * Mb - Vbx * Mr
Mr + Mb

Note that since Mr is much greater than Mb, the 2D-Ainia simulation neglects
the insignificant change in the velocity of the robot by not computing

VRxjnew and

not changing the velocity of the robot after the collision.
Then, the BaseBump module calculates the kicking force, FRx, as follows:

FRx =

VBxjnew - VBx
0

if (BBC intersects

RBC)

otherwise

where, BBC is ball's body line and RBC is the robot's body line.
This equation proposes that if the robot did not bump in to the ball, no kicking
force would be applied (FRx = 0) else, FRx would be equal to the velocity change
of the ball in the collision.

3.3.3

Control Synthesis

Given the requirements specification and the dynamics of the body and its environment, the controller of the 2D-Ainia can be modelled under C N J with the

Controller

module, as shown in Figure 3.10.

Signals

Figure 3.10: 2D-Ainia Controller Module
Submodules under the

Controller module act as constraint solvers, work in

parallel, and compete for the control of motors. They are prioritized by the arbiter
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transductions as follows: Balllnlmage

> BalllnCenter

> RobotAtBall. Notice

that this order is the same as the priority order of constraints specified by the timed
V-automaton of 2D-Ainia (i.e. I > C > A) which is indicated in Section 3.3.1.
Thus, i f the prioritized constraint specification of the system and the constraint-solving
modules for each of the specified constraints are provided, the controller of the system
can be synthesized efficiently by connecting modules in the specified priority order
using the arbiters as shown in Figure 3.10.
The arbiters force this priority order by deciding which commands of which
modules to be sent to the motors. A n arbiter is a transduction. It takes two input vectors, SignalsJnl

and SignalsJn2 and calculates an output vector, Signal-out. A l l

the vectors have the same structure with the same length and element types. In the
2D-Ainia, these vectors have three elements. The first element is a boolean value and
it refers to the satisfaction state of the related constraint(s). The default value of this
element is false. The second element is a float value and it refers to the command
sent to the tilt motor. The default value of this element is DoesntCpntrol. The third
element is also a float value and it refers to the. command sent to the base translation
motor. The default value of this element is 0. The calculation of the output vector of
the arbiter transduction can be indicated by the following pseudo-code:

Signals-out(k) = Signals_inl(0)

A SignalsJn2(0)

for (k — 1 to length(Signals-out) — 1)
if (Signal.inl(k)

— true A SignalsJn2(k) ^

DoesntControl)

Signals-outQz) — Signal Jn2(k)
else
Signals-out(k) =

SignaUn\(k)

endif
endfor

where, DoesntControl is the value that indicates module does not control the related
motor. If the module does not control the motor, the related command of the upper
module in the priority order can be sent to the related motor.
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Hence, the arbiter decides which command to be sent to the specific motor as
follows: If the higher priority constraints are satisfied and the lower priority constraint
controls the related motor, the command of the lower priority constraint is sent to this
motor. Otherwise, the command calculated by the higher priority constraint is used.
In the 2D-Ainia, all modules compete for the control of all motors with one
exception: the RobotAtBall module does not control the tilt motor. Considering the
pseudo-code of the arbiter, computation of the output of Controller module, Signals,
can be indicated by the following pseudo-code:

if (Signals J ( 0 ) = false)
Signals = Signals J
else

if (Signals-c(0) = false)
Signals = Signals-C
else

Signals(0) = false
Signals(l) — Signals-.c(l)
Signals(2) — Signals-a(2)
endif
endif

Following subsections will explain submodules of the Controller module in
detail.

Balllnlmage Module
The Balllnlmage

module tries to solve the I constraint, I

Yib ^ NotSee,

which is explained in Section 3.3.1. It commands the tilt motor to scan the field in
order to find the ball. It accomplishes this scan by switching between two states: 1)
commanding the tilt motor to go up by setting requested tilt angle, TAi, to 0° (state,
S, is equal to 0) 2) commanding the tilt motor to go down by setting TAi to minimum
tilt motor angle, TN (state, S, is equal to 1). The ChangeState submodule decides
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which state to switch, as follows:

1

if(S = 0) A (\CTA\ <

0

if ((S = 1) A (\CTA - TN\ < TrHLg))

S =

TrHLg)

where, CTA is the current tilt angle, TrHLg

V (Yib ^ NotSee)

= 3° is the general threshold angle used

by " ~ " (close to) transduction, Yib is the image coordinate of the ball, NotSee is the
value that indicates ball does not appear in the image (the camera cannot see the ball).
Thus, S would be equal to 0, until CTA is within the threshold,
neighbourhood of 0° and then it would be equal to 1, until CTA is within the
neighbourhood of TN. The ChangeState submodule also calculates the
module's satisfaction signal, Satis fyJ.

TrHLg,
TrHLg

Balllnlmage

This signal indicates whether the / constraint

is solved as follows:

Satis fyJ

=

true

if (Yib ^ NotSee)

false otherwise
Note that whenever SatisfyJ
Balllnlmage

is true, S is assigned to 0. This allows the

module to start its ball search from the beginning of the pattern next

time it looses the ball.
In addition, the CalculateSignals submodule calculates the proper command
to be sent to the tilt motor, TAi, depending on the S, as follows:

The Balllnlmage

module sets the velocity of the robot to 0. Hence, it com-

mands the base translation motor to stop.
The Balllnlmage

module assigns SatisfyJ

to the first element of Signals J,,

TAi to the second element of Signals J, and base translation command to the third
element of Signals J. Then it outputs Signals J.

BalllnCenter Module
The BalllnCenter

module tries to solve the C constraint, C —def I^Y — Yib\ < e ,
c

which is explained in Section 3.3.1. It commands the tilt motor to go up or down by an
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offset angle, TAO, in order to center the ball in the camera image. It calculates TAO
as follows:

TAO = atan(
where, ^

1 S m

e

fl

)

coordinate of the image center, Yib is the image coordinate of the

ball, fl is the focal length.
The BalllnCenter module's requested tilt angle, TAc, would make the tilt
motor go down, i f TAO value is negative, otherwise it would make the motor go up.
When the offset angle is added to current tilt angle, CTA, i f the resulting value exceeds
the minimum tilt motor angle, TN, the tilt motor is commanded to go to TN instead
of TAO + CTA. This prevents the crash of the tilt motor due to exceeding tilt limit.
Hence, TAc is calculated as follow:

if {TAO + CTA < TN)
[ TAO + CTA otherwise
The BalllnCenter module's satisfaction signal, Satis fy-c, indicates whether
the C constraint is solved as follows:

Satis fy-C =

true

if (\TAO\ < TrHLc)

false otherwise

where, TrHLc is the threshold angle for checking whether TAO is close to 0°. Since
TAO depends on the difference between ^
imply that

is close to Yib (\^

and Yib, \TAO\ < TrHLc would also

— Yib\ < e ), hence, the ball is in the center of the
c

image.
The BalllnCenter module sets the velocity of the robot to 0. Hence, it commands the base translation motor to stop.
The BalllnCenter module assigns Satis fy-C to the first element of Signals-c,

TAc to the second element of Signals.c, and base translation command to the third
element of Signals-C. Then it outputs Signals-C.
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RobotAtBall Module
The RobotAtBall module tries to solve the A constraint, A

—def

\Xb — Xr\ < e ,
a

which is explained in Section 3.3.1. It commands base translation motor to go forward
by assigning robot velocity to BTS.
Note that RobotAtBall module does not control the tilt motor, which means
that while RobotAtBall module commands the base translation motor, at the same
time BalllnCenter

module (upper module in the priority order) can command the

tilt motor. Hence, the controller works on both C and A constraints at the same time.
In addition, since there is no constraint solving module below the RobotAtBall module in the priority hierarchy, the RobotAtBall module does not need to calculate its
satisfaction signal.
The RobotAtBall module assigns base translation command to the third element of Signals-a, uses default values for the first and second elements of Signals^a,
and outputs Signals^a.

3.3.4 Possible Modifications
The 2D-Ainia behaviour specification and the controller can be extended to include
safety constraints and an alternative approach can be taken to solve the C and H~ constraints. Following subsections give details of these possible updates.

Adding Safety Constraint
The 2D-Ainia requirements specification and the controller can be extended in order to
specify and solve safety related constraints. The "safety" means that the robot would
not perform any actions which can bring harm to itself. For instance, it would not bump
in to an object on the field and trip over, and/or it would not go so fast or stop suddenly
which are harmful actions for the hardware components. The safety constraint, S,
would have the highest priority in the requirements specification, since being safe is
more important than satisfying any other constraint in the system. Hence, the priority
order of the constraints would be S > I > C > A, which can be semi-automatically
converted to a new requirements specification as depicted in Figure 3.11. Note that
n

5 = true would refer to the relations which indicate that the robot is about to enter
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an unsafe condition (e.g. an obstacle which is located very close to the robot is detected
or speed of the robot is almost reaching the limit). It is possible that the trace might
lead automata to jump to this state from any possible state. Hence, there are transition
arcs between the S state and all the other states.
n

Figure 3.11: 2D-Ainia Requirements Specification with Safety Constraint
Given the new requirements specification and constraint solving modules, the
new controller can be synthesized as shown in Figure 3.12.
this figure, the RobotlsSafe

A s can be seen from

module solves the S constraint and have the highest

priority in the controller. Design and implementation of the C N encapsulated by the
RobotlsSa fe module is left as future work of this study and since input locations of
this module is unknown, they are indicated with "???" location in the figure.

Alternative Approach to Solving C and A constraints
After the ball appears in the image, currently the 2D-Ainia's controller first centers the
ball in the image and then commands the base translation motor to move forward. A s
soon as the robot moves forward, the ball becomes off-centered in the image. Thus,
the controller sends a stop command to the base translation motor and starts centering
the ball in the image again. Hence, the robot continues to switch between centering
and moving forward behaviours.
A n alternative approach could be as follows: After the ball appears in the image, the controller can command the tilt motor to go down so that the camera can see
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Figure 3.12: 2D-Ainia Controller with RobotlsSafe Module
the feet of the robot. After this action, it can command the base translation motor to
move forward in order to center the ball. After the ball is centered, the controller can
command the tilt motors to go down again. Hence, the robot can continue to switch between looking down and moving forward behaviours. Note that this alternative would
require different behaviour specification and constraint solving modules.

3.3.5

Behaviour Verification

In this section, we will sketch informal proofs that behaviours of the 2D-Ainia would
meet the requirements specified by timed V-automata. Note that due to time limitations, the formal verification of the 2D-Ainia is left as future work.
In this section, the verification of the system is divided to three parts. These
parts refer to the timed V-automaton states of 2D-Ainia (which are explained in Section 3.3.1) as follows: 1) Balllnlmage verification refers to the states q l and q2, 2)
BalllnCenter verification refers to the states q2 and q3, and 3) RobotAtBall verification refers to the states q3 and q4.

Balllnlmage Verification
By using the dynamics of the systems, we can demonstrate that the ball would always
eventually appear in the image. Let's indicate the world X coordinate of the ball with
Xb{t) time function, the world X coordinate of the camera's viewing cone edge point
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on the floor which is close to the robot body with Xvccp(t) time function, and the
world X coordinate of the camera's viewing cone edge point on the floor which is far
way from the robot body with Xvcfp(t) time function. The ball would appear in the
image, Yib ^ NotSee, when Xb(t) is between Xvcep[t) and Xvefp(t).

This is

because, Yib is the image coordinate of the ball and when Xveep(0) < Xb(0) <
Xvcfp(0), since Xib can be projected on to the image line, it would not be equal to
the NotSee value.
In order to prove that the ball would always eventually appear in the image,
we will first find the equation for Xb(t),' Xvccp(t) and Xvcfp(t)

and then plot

them with three possible scenarios: 1) the ball is initially behind the viewing cone
points, Xb(0) < Xvccp(0), 2) the ball is initially between the viewing cone points,
Xvccp(0) < Xb(0) < Xvcfp(0), and 3) the ball is initially in front of the viewing
points, Xvcfp(0) < Xb(0).

Equation for Xb(t)
We know that the ball's initial world X coordinate and the initial velocity are
greater than zero:

= XbO

(3.3)

Xb{0) = VbO

(3.4)

Xb{0)

where, XbO > 0, VbO > 0.
In addition, we know that before the robot kicks the ball, friction force, Ff(t)
is equal to the net force that applies to the ball:

Ff(t)

= -Kf

* Xb(t)

where, Kf > 0 is the friction gain, Xb(t) is the velocity of the ball.
Following Newton's Second Law, we can calculate the acceleration of the ball,
Xb as follows:

Ff(t)
-Kf

= Mb * Xb\t)

* Xb(t) = Mb* Xb{t)
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where, Mb is the mass of the ball.

Xb(t) = -( f )*Xb\t).
J

(3.5)

b

Since we know that before the robot kicks the ball, friction force is the only
force that applies to the ball, the ball's velocity will exponentially decrease and get
close to zero. Hence, Xb(t) time function will have the following form:

Xb(t) = Ci + C * e- *
5

(3.6)

1

2

where, 5 > 0, C\ and C are constants. Note that we use e as a base for the exponential
2

function, since Xb is in the form of f(t) — S*f(t) and only derivatives of exponential
functions with base e have themselves in their derivatives.
Then we can calculate Xb(t) and Xb(t) as follows:

Xb\t) = -C * 5 * e~**

(3.7)

Xb(t) = C * 8 * e **

(3.8)

5

2

2

-4

2

If we combine Equations 3.5 and 3.8, we get:

-(%/r)*Xb\t)

= C *6 *e2

(3.9)

M

2

We can calculate 6 by combining Equations 3.7 and 3.9:

* (-Ca * *~ )
5

^*(C *5*
2

e

= C *S *

M

2

2

e- **
5

e- ) = C *5 * e- *
M

6

2

1

2

(3.10)
Then, we can calculate C as follows:
2

e~ *

Xb(0) = -C *5*

s

2

X(0) =
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-C *6
2

{

(3.11)

B y combining Equations 3.4 and 3.11, we find:

VbO =

-C *6
2

C = - ^
5
2

( 3

,

2 )

B y combining Equations 3.10 and 3.12, we find:

C

=

2

(3.13)
Mb

Likewise, we can calculate C\ as follows:

Xb(0) = Ci + C * e~ *
6

0

2

Xb(0) = C + C
1

(3.14)

2

B y combining Equations 3.3 and 3.14, we find:

XbO = d

+ C

(3.15)

2

B y combining Equations 3.13 and 3.15, we find:

=XbO-(~)

Cl

Mb

Ci = XbO+^-

(3.16)

Mb

By combining Equations 3.6, 3.10, 3.13 and 3.16, we find that Xb(t)

is equal

to the following:

Xb(t) = (XbO ™)
+

+

(-™)*e-M«

Mb

Mb

Equations for Xvccp(t) and Xvcfp(t)
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(3.17)

Given the height of the robot, Hr, current tilt angle time function,

CTA(t),

and the length of camera neck, Len; height of the camera time function, Hc(t), can be
calculated, as follows:

Hc(t) = Hr + (cos(-CTA(t))
Given the CTA{t)

* Len

(3.18)

and the hinge angle, Hinge, total tilt angle of the camera

time function, At(t), can be calculated as follows:

At(t) = CTA(t)

+ Hinge

(3.19)

Combining Equations 3.18 and 3.19, we can calculate the time function of the
world X coordinate of viewing cone edge point on the floor which is close to the robot
body, Xvccp(t),

as follows:

Xvccp{t)

=Xc+

(Hc(t) * tan(90 - \At(t)\ - HAc))

(3.20)
Hi

where, HAc is the half of the camera's viewing cone angle and HAc

=

atan(-^)

(note that fl is the focal length and Hi is the height of the image).
Likewise, the world X coordinate of viewing cone edge point on the floor
which is far away from the robot body, Xvcfp(i),
Xvcfp(t)

= Xc+

Plotting Xb(t), Xvccp(t),

can be calculated as follows:

[Hc{t) * tan(90 - \At(t)\ + HAc))
and

(3.21)

Xvcfp(t)

Following values are used in the 2D-Ainia simulation: Hr = 150, Len = 30,
Hinge = - 2 5 ° , Hi = 60, fl = 99. Let's assume that
of the Balllnlmage

CTA(O) = - 2 0 ° and the state

behaviour is 1, S = 1, which means that the

Balllnlmage

module commands the tilt motor to go down. S would be equal to 1 until C T A hits
the tilt limit, TN = ( - 9 0 - Hinge) ,
0

the Balllnlmage

and then S would be equal to 0. When 5 = 0,

module commands the tilt motor to go up, until CTA becomes 0°.

Then S becomes 1 again and the tilt motor continues to scan the floor with switching
between these two states. Note that we assume at each time unit the tilt motor goes up
or down by 1°.
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With the above values, we can plot Xvccp(t) (Equation 3.20) and Xvcfp(t)
(Equation 3.21) from t — 0 until C T A is equal to 0° (for the first cycle of the scan) as
shown in Figure 3.13. Initially the ball can be in three different positions: 1) behind
viewing cone points, Xb(0) < Xvccp(0) (e.g. Xb(0) = 60), 2) between viewing

cone points, Xvccp(0) < Xb(0) < Xvcfp(0) (e.g. Xb(0) = 250), and 3) in front
of viewing cone points, Xvcfp(0) < Xb(0) (e.g. Xb(0) — 500). Following values
are used in the 2D-Ainia simulation: XbO = 60, VbO = 40, Kf = 0.05, Mb = 0.05.
With using these values and three different initial world X coordinates of the ball, three
different Xb(t) (Equation 3.17) time functions can be plotted as shown in Figure 3.13.

Plots of Xb(t) -> solid line, Xvccp(f) -> dashed line, Xvcfp(t) -> dotted line
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Figure 3.13: Verification of Balllnlmage
Notice that in all of the possible scenarios, the area between Xvccp(t) and
Xvcfp(t) lines would intersect with Xb(t) line, which means that always eventually
the ball would appear in the image, Xvccpif) < Xb{f)

Xvcfp(f).

Note that

after the Xb(t) line intersects the defined area, the lines plotted for Xvccp(t) and
Xvcfp(t) would be different than as shown in Figure 3.13. This is because after the
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ball appears in the image, the BalllnCenter

module would take the control of the

tilt motor. Instead of making the tilt motor scan the field, the BalllnCenter

module

would command the tilt motor to center the ball in the image. Hence, Xvccp(t) and
Xvcfp(t) time functions, which depend on the actions of the tilt motor, would need
to be redefined after the Xb(t) line intersects the defined area.

BalllnCenter Verification
B y using the dynamics of the systems, we can demonstrate that the ball would always
eventually be centered in the image, given that the ball has already appeared in the
image. Ball would be centered, | ^ that ^

is

t

n

e

Yib\ < e_c, when \TA - CTA\ < TrHl . Note
c

coordinate of image center, Yib is the image coordinate of the ball, TA

is equal to TAc (the tilt angle requested by the

BalllnCenter module), and CTA

is the current tilt angle. If the distance between TA and CTA is less than a small
threshold,

TrHLc, the distance between ^ and Yib would also be less than a small

threshold, e_c. Hence, the ball would be considered to be in the center of the image.
As can be seen from the
tion

BalllnCenter module dynamics explained in Sec-

3.3.3, TAc depends on the offset tilt angle, TAO, which depends on the image

coordinate of the ball, Yib. Yib is calculated in the Camera module and it depends
on the world X coordinate of the ball, Xb. Hence, the time function of the world X
coordinate of the ball,

Xb(t), (Equation 3.17) can also be used for indicating time

function of the requested tilt angle,
current tilt angle,

CTA{t)

TA(t). On the other hand, the time function of the

CTA(t), can be calculated as follows:

0

if(TA(t) = Halt) V (\TA(t) - CTA(t)\ < TrHLg)

-TS

if(TA(t) < CTA(t))

TS

if(TA(t) > CTA(t))
CTA(t) = J CTA(t)

where, TS = 30 is the constant tilt speed, TrHLg

(3.22)
= 3° is the general threshold

angle used by " ~ " (close to) transduction. Note that CTA(t) = VT(t) and VT was
mentioned before in Section 3.3.2 under dynamics of the tilt motor.
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Hence, i f the ball is not already centered, initially there can be two possibilities:

1) TA(0) < CTA(0) (e.g. TA = - 5 0 ° , CTA = - 4 0 ° ) and 2) TA(0) > CTA(0)
(e.g. TA = - 5 0 ° , CTA
than

= - 6 0 ° ) . Since always eventually CTP(t) becomes greater

Xb(t) (and thus CTP(t) > TA(t)), for both cases, we can demonstrate that
\Xb{t) - CTA(t)\ < TrHLc and thus \TA(t) - CTA(t)\ <

always eventually

TrHLc would be true, as shown in Figure 3.14. Notice that i f the velocity of the ball,

Xb(t) (which refers to slope of TA(t)) is always greater than the velocity of the tilt
motor,

CTP{t) (which is equal to slope of CTA{t)), ball can never be centered in the

image. However, we know that velocity of the ball exponentially approaches to zero
due to the friction force and the tilt motor has a constant speed value, TS = 30. Thus,

CTP(t) becomes greater than Xb(t) (and thus CTP(t) > TA(t)).

always eventually

Plots of Xb(t) -> solid line, CTA(t) -> dotted line
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Figure 3.14: Verification of BalllnCenter
Note that when the distance between
small threshold value,

TA(t) and CTP(t) becomes less than a

TrHLc, speed of the tilt motor would be equal to zero. Thus

after this time point, plots of CTA[t) would be different than as shown in Figure 3.14.
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RobotAtBall Verification
B y using the dynamics of the systems, we can demonstrate that the robot would always
eventually be at the ball position. In order for the robot to be at the ball position, the
distance between the robot's world X coordinate, Xr, and the ball's world X coordinate, Xb, should be less than the kicking distance, e_a. Note that e_a = Rr + Rb
where Rr is the radius of the robot and Rb is the radius of the ball.
In order to prove that the robot would always eventually be at the ball position
(Xb — Xr < e_a), we can plot time functions of Xb and Xr and show that they would
intersect at one point in time. We have already calculated the equation for Xb(t) in
Section 3.3.5. We can find the equation for Xr(t)

as follows:

We know that the robot does not move i f the ball is not centered in the image.
Otherwise, it moves with a constant velocity, VRx.

Hence Xr(t)

time function is

equal to the following:

Xr{t) = XrO + VRx * (t - total J .not.centered)

(3.23)

where, XrO is the initial world X coordinate of the robot which is smaller than the
world X coordinate of the ball, XrO < XbO, total J .not.centered is the total time
period where the ball was not centered, up to time t.
In the 2D-Ainia simulation, following values are used: XbO — 60, VbO = 40,
Kf

= 0.05, Mb = 0.05, XrO = 0, VRx

= 80. Thus, by plotting time functions 3.17

and 3.23 with the above values, we can graphically prove that the robot would always
eventually be in the ball position as depicted in Figure 3.15.
Note that horizontal lines in Xr(t)

time function refers to the time periods,

where the ball is not centered in the image. Duration of these periods (length of the
horizontal lines) are not calculated and are assigned to random values. In addition,
when the distance between Xr(t)

and Xb(t) is less than a kicking distance, the kicking

force would be applied by the robot to the ball. Consequently, the velocity of the ball
would increase. Thus, Xr(t)

would get close but actually would not intersect with

Xb(t) as shown in Figure 3.15. Hence, after the time point where robot kicks the ball,
the plots of Xr(t)

and Xb(t) would be different than as shown in the Figure 3.15.
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Plots of Xb(t) -> solid line, Xr(t) -> dotted line
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Figure 3.15: Verification of RobotAtBall
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3.3.6

Animation

The animation of the 2D-Ainia runs separately from its simulation. When an animation
is turned on by the user from the

Animation menu of CNFrame (Figure 2.7), a new

thread is started. This thread creates an animation window. The animation window
displays the behaviour of the system by showing the dynamics of the robot body, the
dynamics of the ball, and the view of the camera, as depicted in Figure 3.16.
In order to paint the animation window, the thread retrieves current values
of related locations from the simulation. Hence, whenever the animation window is
repainted, new values of the locations calculated in the simulation are used and the
changes in the system behaviour are displayed immediately.
In the simulation following locations have constant values: Rb, Rr, Hr,

Hi,

fl, Len, Hinge. Therefore, they are retrieved from the simulation only once, when the
thread is created. However, the values of following locations change with every clock
tick: Xb, Yib, Xr, CTA, Rib. Hence, they are retrieved by the thread every time the
animation window is refreshed. To paint the robot body with the viewing cone, Rr,
Hr, fl, Len, Hinge, Xr, CTA values are used. On the other hand, to paint to ball,
Rb, Xb values and to paint the camera view, Hi, Yib, Rib values are used.
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2 D - A i n t a ' f Robotic System

Figure 3.16: 2D-Ainia Animation

11

3.4

Simulation of 3D-Ainia

The 3D-Ainia simulation is an extension of the 2D-Ainia simulation. This section first
gives a overview of the 3D-Ainia and then explains the dynamics of the environment
and the body. Next, the synthesized controller is introduced. Finally, an animation of
the system is explained.
The picture of the 3D-Ainia's robotic system can be seen in the Figure 3.17.
Notice that this figure provides a bird's-eye view of the robotic system. It is based
on a screenshot of the 3D-Ainia's animation window and it includes the definitions of
some location used in the 3D-Ainia C N . A s can be seen from this figure, the 3D-Ainia
has three dimensional world coordinate system and two dimensional image coordinate
system.
The list of locations used in the 3D-Ainia C N with their definitions, and if
applicable with their initial values, are given in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. In these
tables, the locations are sorted alphabetically. If the location used in the 3D-Ainia C N
has the same initial value and description as the location used in the 2D-Ainia C N , it is
not listed in the tables mentioned above and can be seen at Table 3.1 or 3.2. In addition,
only the locations related with the world X axis (e.g. FRx)
3.4, and 3.5. Since the Y components (e.g. FRy)

are listed in Tables 3.3,

are analogous, these components

and the locations that are the combinations of the X and Y components (e.g.
are not added to these tables.
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FRxy)

(0,0,0)
world
coordinate
system origin

jy*

Animation

•» ~

3D-Ainia'* Robotic System (view from above)

Figure 3.17: 3D-Ainia Animation with Locations
Note that the complete listing of the 3D-Ainia CN can be found in Appendix
B.
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X)

Location

Table 3.3: Locations used in 3D-Ainia Simulation (part 1)
Initial Value Description

Abp
AccBx
Ak

Total of base and pan angles (CBRA + CTA)
Acceleration of the ball along the world X axis
Angle of the line of sight between the kicker and
the ball
Vector that holds the world coordinates of the ball
and Rb, which defines the ball's body circle
Offset base rotation angle
Offset base rotation angle sent from the

BBC
BRAO
BRAOc

BalllnCenter

BRAOi

module

Offset base rotation angle sent from the

Balllnlmage

BS
CantSee

30
-30,-30

CBRA
ClockCount

0

CPA
deltaJ,

module

Constant speed of the base rotation motor
Value that indicates the ball does not appear
in the image (the camera cannot see the ball)
Current base rotation angle
Number of the clock ticks since the last time the
kicker kicked the ball
Current pan angle
Time duration between two consequent clock ticks
(
^
1

v

Fk

clock-frequency

'

Kicking force applied by the kicker to the ball
along the line of sight between them
Kicking force applied by the kicker to the ball
along the world X axis
Net force applied to the ball along the
world X axis

FKx
FnetBx
FRx

Kicking force applied by the robot to the ball
along the world X axis

FWx

Force applied by the wall to the ball along the
world X axis

gamma

Angle between the line that connects the camera to
the center of the ball and the line that intersects the
camera, which is perpendicular to the line that
intersects the center of the ball that is
perpendicular to the world ( X , Y ) plane

Hi
IBRA
IBRAjnew
I-C-A
I-C-A.new
I-P-A
kappa

120

Height of the image plane
Initial base rotation angle
New initial base rotation angle
Angle between IBRA and CBRA, where 5 = 4
Angle between IBRA and CBRA, where 5 = 6
Angle between IBRA and PANC
Angle between the world X axis and the line on the
world ( X , Y ) plane which connects the ball to the
robot
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Table 3.4: Locations used in 3D-Ainia Simulation (part 2)
Initial Value Description
Constant which indicates the number of clock ticks
KickCount 1
in which the kick force is applied to the ball
Length of the camera neck
18
Len

Location

PA
PAc
PAi
PANC
PAO
PN
PS
PX
PxDcb
PxyDcb
PyDcb
PxDbr

(180-PX+5)
-158°
30
158°

Projection of PxyDcb onto the world X axis
Projection of Deb onto the world ( X , Y ) plane
Projection of PxyDcb onto the world Y axis
Projection of the distance between the ball and
the robot onto the world X axis
Projection of the distance between the ball and
the robot onto the world ( X , Y ) plane
Vector that holds the world coordinates of the robot
and Rr, which defines the robot's body circle

PxyDbr
RBC
Satis fy~h
theta
TN
TrHLc

-30°
10°

TrHlJi

20°

VBi
VBf

VBR
VBx
VBxjnew
VRi
VBip
VRx

0

Pan angle requested by the Controller module
Pan angle requested by BalllnCenter module
Pan angle requested by Balllnlmage module
Pan angle that is not covered
Offset pan angle
Minimum pan motor angle
Constant speed of the pan motor
Maximum pan motor angle

Satisfaction signal of the BaseHeadingPan
module
Angle between the world X axis and the line on
the world ( X , Y ) plane which connects the camera
to the ball
Minimum tilt motor angle
Threshold angle for checking whether PAO is close
to 0° (whether the ball is in the center of the image)
Threshold angle for checking whether CPA is close
to 0° (whether the base is heading the pan direction)
Initial (pre-collision) velocity of the ball along
the line of sight between the ball and the robot
Final (post-collision) velocity of the ball along the
line of sight between the ball and the robot
Velocity of the base rotation motor
Velocity of the ball along the world X axis
New (post-collision) velocity of the ball along the
world X axis
Initial (pre-collision) velocity of the robot along
the line of sight between the ball and the robot
Initial (pre-collision) velocity of the ball along the
line which is perpendicular to the line of sight
between the ball and the robot
Velocity of the robot along the world X axis
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Location

VP
wallLE
Wi
Xb-cur
Xbjnew
Xbjin
Xc
Xr
XYop
zeta

3.4.1

Table 3.5: Locations used in 3D-Ainia Simulation (part 3)
Initial Value Description
Velocity of the pan motor
700
Length of the edge of the square wall
160
Width of the image plane
Current world X coordinate of the center of the ball
New world X coordinate of the center of the ball
Final world X coordinate of the center of the ball
World X coordinate of the camera
World X coordinate of the center of the robot
World coordinates of the start and end points of
the obstacle line
Angle of the line of sight between the center of the
robot.and the center of the ball

Dynamics of the Environment and the Body

The 3D-Ainia's robotic system can be modelled under C N J by coupling the Environment
module and the Robot module as shown in Figure 3.18. The Environment module
encapsulates the
The

Ball, Kicker, Wall and Obstacle modules as shown in Figure 3.19.

Robot module encapsulates coupling of the Controller and Body modules as

shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.18: 3D-Ainia Main Module
In this section, dynamics of the environment which is indicated by the C N
under the Environment module and the dynamics of the body which is indicated by
the C N under the

Body module will be discussed.
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Figure 3.19: 3D-Ainia Environment Module

Figure 3.20: 3D-Ainia Robot Module
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Environment Module
In addition to the soccer ball in the 2D-Ainia environment, the 3D-Ainia environment
also contains a kicker (e.g. a human) that kicks the ball from some angle with some
force, walls that surround the environment and make the ball bounce, and an obstacle
that hides the ball by blocking the vision of the camera. Therefore, in addition to
the

Ball module, the Kicker, Wall and Obstacle modules are also included under

the Environment module in the 3D-Ainia simulation. Following subsections will
explain these modules.
Ball Module
In the 3D-Ainia environment, there are four types of forces which apply to the soccer
ball: the kicking force which is applied by the kicker, the force applied by the wall, the
kicking force which is applied by the robot, and the friction force which is the product
of friction gain and the velocity of the ball. Hence, the net force applied to the ball can
be calculated as follows:

FnetBx = FKx + FWx + FRx - {VBx * Kf)
FnetBy = FKy + FWy + FRy - (VBy * Kf)
where, FKx is the kicking force applied by the kicker to the ball along the world X
axis, FWx is the force applied by the wall to the ball along the world X axis, FRx is
the kicking force applied by the robot to the ball along the world X axis, VBx is the
velocity of the ball along the world X axis and Kf is the friction gain. Note that the Y
components are analogous.
By following the Newton's Second Law, dynamics of the ball can be specified
by the following equations:

AccBx = FnetBx/Mb
Xb-cur — J J AccBx
AccBy = FnetBy/Mb
Yb-cur = J J AccBy
where, AccBx is the acceleration of the ball along the world X axis, Mb is the mass
of the ball, Xb.cur is the current world X coordinate of the ball. Note that the Y
components are analogous.
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In the 3D-Ainia simulation, if the ball stops under the robot, the camera cannot
see the ball and the controller goes into a loop searching for the ball. For instance, this
situation might occur when the kicker kicks the ball towards the robot body. Depending
on some factors (e.g. the frequency of the clock, the force applied by the kicker, and
the like) current world coordinates of the ball calculated above, might be inside the
robot's body circle. Note that this situation does not occur in the real world, since the
ball would bounce off the robot body as soon as the collision occurs. However, as
explained above it might happen in the simulation. Therefore, the Ball

module checks

for this possibility and relocates the ball, if it is under the robot body, as follows:

PyDbr

= \Yb.cur — Yr\

PxDbr

— \Xb.cur — Xr\

kappa =

atanipl ^)
1

PxyDbr

=

*

p

. Xfr.cur + ( p* Slr
PxD

Xbjnew

{

Rb)

—<

^ „

Xb.cur

Rb)

i Yb-cur + (
Yb.new — <

; *^

PyDb

Yb ..cur

— (

Rb)

x

y

PxyDbr—

Xb-new
Xb-cur
Yb-new
Yb.cur

,

- PxDbr)

if (Xb.cur

- PxDbr)

otherwise

- PyDbr)

if (Yb.cur

- Xr > 0)

L X

- ( %£££
PxD

DbT

cos(kappa)

a

—

PyDbr)

if (PxyDbr

- Yr > 0)

otherwise
< (Rr + Rb))

otherwise
if (PxyDbr

< (Rr + Rb))

otherwise

where, PxDbr is the projection of the distance between the ball and the robot onto the
world X axis, Xr is the world X coordinate of the robot, Xbjnew
coordinate of the ball, Xb.fin

is the new world X

is the final world X coordinate of the ball, kappa is the

angle between the world X axis and the line on the world ( X , Y ) plane which connects
the ball to the robot, PxyDbr

is the projection of the distance between the ball and the

robot onto world ( X , Y ) plane, Rr is the radius of the robot and Rb is the radius of the
ball. Note that the Y components are analogous.
Currently, in the 3D-Ainia simulation when the ball gets stuck between the
wall and the robot's body, the robot kicks the ball toward the wall and the wall applies
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a reflective force. Then, the robot kicks the ball once more (consequently, the velocity
of the ball increases) and the ball bounces off the wall again and so on. Due to this
interaction, the velocity of the ball keeps increasing. Finally, in one of the succeeding
clock ticks, the ball would have enough velocity to position itself beyond the robot's
body circle and escapes from the location where it was stuck between the body and the
wall.
This is not an effective solution to the livelock that has been discussed above.
A better solution would be considering the prevention of this livelock as a safety constraint and solving this constraint at the RobotlsSafe module which was introduced
in Section 3.3.4. For instance, this module can monitor the position of the robot. Then,
if the body gets into the area which is located within a certain distance (i.e. diameter
of the ball multiplied by two) from the walls, the RobotlsSafe module can stop the
base translation motor. This would prevent the ball from getting stuck between the
robot and the wall. If the ball would stop in the area where the robot cannot get into, a
kicker can kick the ball in a proper direction and make the ball get out of this area to
prevent a deadlock in the system.
However, due to its insignificance for the design of the controller in the real
world, this solution is not implemented in the 3D-Ainia simulation. Since the real
world environment does not have the walls specified in the 3D-Ainia simulation, the
controller does not need to solve the constraint explained above.
Kicker Module
Kicker in the 3D-Ainia environment, kicks the soccer ball with a specified
force and angle values. The kick angle and the force applied by the kicker are specified
by the C N J user through the animation window which is shown in Figure 3.17. After
entering the force and the angle values into the Kick Force and Kick Angle text boxes,
the C N J user hits the Kick The Ball button to kick the ball. The kick force is applied to
the ball by the kicker during the specified number of clock ticks. Hitting the Stop the
Ball button stops the ball. Following equations specify the dynamics of the kicker:
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Fk*cos(Ak)

if (ClockCount < KickCount)

0
f

otherwise

Fk*sin(Ak)

if (ClockCount < KickCount)

0

otherwise

where, Fk is the kicking force applied by the kicker to the ball along the line of sight
between them, Ak is the angle of the line of sight between the kicker and the ball
(clockwise kick angle with respect to the world X axis),

ClockCount is the number

of the clock ticks since the last time kicker kicked the ball,

KickCount is the constant

which indicates the number of clock ticks in which the kick force is applied to the ball.
Wall Module
Four walls with equal lengths surround the environment of the 3D-Ainia simulation. When the ball hits the walls, since the walls apply a reflective force, the ball
bounces off the walls with its incoming speed. The

Wall module models these walls

with the following equations:

F

W

x

^ ,

-2*VBx

=RW^T*
deltaJ.

if(Xb<0)v(Xb>wallLE)

Mb

0
FWy

~dehaJt

0
where, FWx

otherwise
*

M

b

ifiYb < 0) V (Yb > wallLE)
otherwise

is the force applied by the wall to the ball along the world X axis, VBx

is the velocity of the ball along the world X axis, delta J
duration between two consequent clock ticks,

=

d o c k

f^

equency

is the time

Mb is the mass of the ball, wallLE is

the length of the edge of the square wall. Note that the Y components are analogous.
Obstacle M o d u l e
In the 3D-Ainia simulation, obstacle hides the ball by blocking the vision of
the camera. It is in the form of a line and can be created by the C N J user by hitting the

Create Obstacle button in the animation window which is shown in Figure 3.17. After
this button is hit, obstacle line can be created by left-clicking the mouse, dragging
it and left-clicking it again. Only one obstacle at a time can exist in the environment.
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Start and end points of the obstacle line are assigned to

XYop location in the Obstacle

module.
Note that

Create Obstacle button's title changes to Delete Obstacle when it is

hit. Then, once the button is hit again to remove the obstacle from the environment,
the title is changed back to

Create Obstacle.

Body Module
In addition to the tilt motor, the base translation motor, the camera, and the base
bumpers (which constitute the body of 2D-Ainia); the 3D-Ainia's body also has the
pan motor which moves the camera sideways and the base rotation motor which rotates the body. Therefore, in addition to the

Tilt, BaseTranslation, Camera, and

BaseBump modules, the 3D-Ainia's Body module also encapsulates the Pan and
BaseRotation modules. Following subsections will explain these modules.
Pan Module
The pan motor moves the camera sideways on the world ( X , Y ) plane. The
dynamics of the 3D-Ainia's Pan module is specified with the equations which are
very similar to the ones used in the 2D-Ainia's

Tilt module (Section 3.3.2). The only

difference between these two sets of equations is that the locations related with the tilt
motor in the 2D-Ainia's

Tilt module are replaced by the locations related with the pan

motor in the 3D-Ainia's Pan module. List of these locations can be listed as follows:
TA is replaced by PA which is the requested pan a n g l e , C T A is replaced by

CPA

which is the current pan angle, TS is replaced by PS which is the constant speed of
the pan motor, VT is replaced by VP which is the velocity of the pan motor.
Tilt Module
The 3D-Ainia's

Tilt module is the same as the 2D-Ainia's Tilt module (Sec-

tion 3.3.2).
BaseRotation Module
Base rotation motor of the 3D-Ainia rotates the body by 360° around its center.
The dynamics of the base rotation motor can be modelled by the following equations:
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if (BRAO = Halt) V {\BRAO\ < TrHLg) ,

0

VBR= < -BS

if (BRAO < 0)
if {BRAO > 0)

BS

(J VBR)

+ 360°

if(JVBR<0°)

CBRA = I (/ VBR) - 360° if

I VBR
where,

VBR

> 360°)

otherwise

VBR is the velocity of the base rotation motor, BRAO is the offset base

rotation angle,

Halt is the signal that sends a stop command to the motor, TrHLg =

3° is the general threshold angle used by "~"(close to) transduction, BS is the constant
speed of the base rotation motor,

CBRA is the current base rotation angle which has

a value between 0° and 360°.
BaseTranslation M o d u l e
Base translation motors of the 3D-Ainia receives a command from the controller which indicates the speed of the robot. Then it moves with this constant speed
in the direction specified by the current base rotation angle. Hence, the dynamics of
the base translation motor can be modelled by the following equations:

VRx = BTS * cos{CBRA)
VRy = BTS * sin(CBRA)
Xr = J VRx
Yr = J VRy
where, VRx is the velocity of the robot along the world X axis, BTS
lation speed,

is the base trans-

CBRA is the current base rotation angle, Xr is the world X coordinate

of the robot. Note that the Y components are analogous.
Camera Module
As in the 2D-Ainia C N , the

Camera module converts the world coordinates

of the ball to the image coordinates by using homogeneous coordinate transformations
[Rob65] and checks whether the image coordinates of the ball are within the image
boundaries. Since the image coordinate system is two dimensional in the 3D-Ainia,
image boundaries refer to the edges of the image plane.
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Close look at the 3D-Ainia's camera with some locations used in the 3D-Ainia
C N are given in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21:

3D-Ainia Camera and ImagePlane Locations

As in 2D-Ainia C N , before calculating the image coordinates of the ball, XYib,
the Camera module calculates the total tilt angle of the camera, At, the world coordinate of the camera, XYc, and the height of the camera (the world Z coordinate of
the camera),

He, in the CalculateTerms submodule. In addition to these, the total

of base and pan angles,

Abp, is also calculated in the 3D-Ainia's CalculateTerms

submodule. The equations specified by this submodule are as follows:

At = Hinge + CTA
where, Hinge is the hinge angle of the camera and CTA is the current tilt angle.

PzLcn = cos(-CTA) * Len
Hc = Hr + PzLcn
where, Len is the length of camera neck, PzLcn is the projection of Len onto the
world Z axis, Hr is the height of the robot.
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CBRA + CPA - 360° if ((CBRA + CPA) > 360°)
Abp = { CBRA + CPA + 360° if ((CBRA + CPA) < 0°)
if otherwise
where, Abp is the total of base and pan angles which has a value between 0° and 360°,

CBRA is the current base rotation angle, CPA is the current pan angle.
PxLcn = sin(-CTA) * Len
Xc = Xr + PxLcn * cos(Abp)
Yc = Yr + PxLcn * sin(Abp)
where, PxLcn is the projection of Len onto the world X axis, Xc is the world X
coordinate of the camera, Yc is the world Y coordinate of the camera.

CalculaTerms submodule, the ImageCoordinates

Given the outputs of the
submodule of the

Camera module calculates the image coordinates of the ball with

the following homogeneous coordinate transformation steps:
Step 1. Translate the origin of the world coordinate system up to the camera's
position, (Xc, Yc, He), and calculate the new position of the ball:

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

-Xc

-Yc

-He

1

Xb Yb Rb 1

x2 y2 z2 1

Step 2. Rotate the coordinate system from Step 1 by total of base and pan
angles, Abp, and calculate the new position of the ball:

cos (—Abp) sin(-Abp)
x2 y2 z2 1

0 0

—sin(-Abp) cos(-Abp) 0 0
0

0

0

0

1 0
0

x3 y 3 , 4 z3 1

1

Note that Abp is a clockwise angle between the X axis and the line between
the origin of the coordinate system and the camera. Therefore, in order to rotate the
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coordinate system counter-clockwise along the Z axis, the negative value of Abp is
taken.
Step 3. Rotate the coordinate system from Step 2 by total tilt angle, At, and
calculate the new position of the ball:

cos(At) 0 -sin(At)
x3

y3,4

z3 1

0

1

0

sin(At) 0
0

0
0

x4 y 3 , 4 zA 1

cos(At) 0

0

0

1

Note that coordinate system is rotated by counter-clockwise At°, along the Y
axis.

Step 4. B y using scaling transformation, start projecting the position of the
ball from Step 3 onto the image plane:

1
x4

0

0

0

0

1
x4
fl

0

0

0

0

1
x4
ft

0

0

0

0

1

n

x4

y3,4

zA 1

ri
J

1

^3,4
x4
fl

z4
i
~x!T fl

xb j/5 z5 1

J

where, / / is the focal length of the camera.
Step 5. Translate the origin of the coordinate system from Step 4 to the top left
Wi

Hi

corner of the image plane, (//,' — ^2p ', ^2 ) , and calculate the new position of the ball.

x5 y5 z5 1
-ft

W

0

0

0

0

1

0

-Si
2

0

2/6

z6 1

i

where, W« is the width of the image and Hi is the height of the image.
Note that in the resulting coordinate system, only the Y and Z coordinates
determine the position of the ball, since ball's new X coordinate is zero.
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Step 6.. Rotate the coordinate system from Step 5 by 180°, and calculate the
final position of the ball:

z6 1

j/6

0

cos(180)

0

-sm(180)

0

0

1

0

0

sm(180)

0

cos(180)

0

0

0

0

1

0

y6 z7 1

Note that coordinate system is rotated by counter-clockwise 180° along the Y
axis. Also notice that the Y axis of the resulting coordinate system is equal to the X
axis in the image coordinate system and the Z axis of the resulting coordinate system
is equal to the Y axis in the image coordinate system.

A t the end of these six steps, value for y6 and z7 can be computed as follows:

x4 = (\[(Xb - Xc) * cos(-Abp) - (Yb - Yc) * sin(-Abp)) * cos(At)j + (Rb - He) * sin(At)
_

/

^ ^ (Xb-Xc)*sin(-Abp)-^(Yb-Yc)*cos(-Abp)

/ /(Rb-Hc)*cos(At)-(((Xb-Xc)*cos(-Abp)-(Yb-Yc)

z7 = I I y
The

^^

__

*sin(—Abp))*sin(At))

^

\ \

j

L

CJ,- \

1 - ^ 1 *

Camera module then checks i f this calculated ball position is in the

boundaries of the image as follows:

CantSee

XYib — {
{y6,z7}
where,

if(y6 < 0) V (2/6 > Wi) V (zl < 0) V (zl > Hi) V (x4 < 0)

otherwise

XYib is the image coordinates of the ball, CantSee = {—30,-30} is the

value that indicates the ball does not appear in the image (the camera cannot see
the ball).

Notice that in order to determine i f the ball is behind the camera, the

ImageCoordinates module checks whether xA is less than 0. If the ball is behind
the camera, the position of the ball can still be projected onto the image plane at Step
4. Then, at the end of Step 6 following can be true: (0 < 2/6 < Wi) A (0 < z7 < Hi)
. However, since the ball is behind the camera, Ainia cannot see the ball.
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.

cos(180)

.

In order to realistically animate what the camera sees in the environment, the

Camera module projects the radius of the ball onto the image plane in the ProjectRadius
submodule. Locations used in this module are shown in Figure 3.21 and 3.9. Figure
3.9 is actually depicting the 2D-Ainia simulation. However this figure can also be
seen as the side-view of the 3D-Ainia simulation. The

ProjectRadius submodule

calculates the radius of the ball in the image, Rib, with the following steps:

Dicbc=

\Yib-%\

alpha = atan{2i^)
PyDcb = \Yb - Yc\
PxDcb = \Xb - Xc\
theta = atan(p pf )
y

x

PxyDcb

cos(theta)

PzDcb =

Hc-Rb

gamma = atan(
Db =
c

b

p

p

Dch

^j^)
.

cos(gamma)

beta — asin(-^)
Dicbo = tan(alpha — beta) * fl
Rib = Dicbc — Dicbo
Note that "Camera view" part of the animation window which is depicted in
Figure 3.17 refers to XYib and

Rib locations computed in the Camera module and

shows what the camera sees on its image plane.
BaseBump M o d u l e
As in the 2D-Ainia C N , the BaseBump module of the 3D-Ainia C N uses
rules of conservation of momentum and conservation of kinetic energy to calculate the
kicking force applied by the robot as follows:
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if{(Yr " Yb) < 0) A ({Xr

Xb) < 0)

180° - abs(atan(£^))

if((Yr - Yb) < 0) A ((Xr

Xb) > 0)

180° + abs(atan(%F^))

if((Yr - Yb) > 0) A ((Xr

X6) > 0)

360° - abs(atan(%F$z))

if((Yr - Yb) > 0) A ((Xr

Xb) < 0)

' abs(atan(%E$k))
zeta = <
k

V.Ri = VRx * cos(zeta) + VRy * sin(zeta)
VBip = VBx * sin(zeta) + VBy * cos(zeta)
VBi — VBx * cos(zeta) + VBy * sin(zeta)
where,

zeta is the angle of the line of sight between the robot and the ball (clockwise

angle with respect to the world X axis), Xr is the world X coordinate of the robot, Xb
is the world X coordinate of the ball, VRi is the initial (pre-collision) velocity of the
robot along the line of sight between the ball and the robot, VRx is the initial velocity
of the robot along the world X axis,

VBip is the initial velocity of the ball along the

line which is perpendicular to the line of sight between the ball and the robot, VBx is
the initial velocity of the ball along the world X axis, VBi is the initial velocity of the
ball along the line of sight between the ball and the robot. Note that the Y components
are analogous.

Mb * VBi + Mr* VRi = Mb* VBf + Mr * VRf

(3.24)

(conservation of momentum)
where, Mr is the mass of the robot, Mb is the mass of the ball, VBf

is the final (post-

collision) velocity of the ball along the line of sight between the ball and the robot,
VRf

is the final velocity of the robot along the line of sight between the ball and the

robot.

(conservation of kinetic energy)
From Equation 3.24 and 3.25 we can calculate VBf

VBf =

as follows:

2 * VRi * Mr + VBi * Mb - VBi * Mr
Mr + Mb
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Then, new (post-collision) velocity of the ball along the world X and Y axis,

VBxjnew and VByjnew, can be calculated as follows:
VBxjnew = VBip * sin(zeta) + VBf * cos(zeta)
VByjnew = VBip * cos(zeta) + VBf * sin(zeta)
Note that as in the 2D-Ainia simulation, insignificant change in the velocity of
the robot is also neglected in the 3D-Ainia simulation.
Finally, the BaseBump module calculates the kicking force applied by the
robot as follows:

{
{
where, FRx
BBC

VBxjnew - VBx
0

if (BBC intersects RBC)
otherwise

VByjnew - VBy
0

if (BBC intersects RBC)
otherwise

is the kicking force applied by robot to the ball along the world X axis,

is ball's body circle, RBC

is the robot's body circle. Note that the Y compo-

nents are analogous.

3.4.2

Control Synthesis

The controller of 3D-Ainia can be modelled with the

Controller module as shown in

Figure 3.22.
In addition to the

Balllnlmage, BalllnCenter, and RobotAtBall submod-

ules (which constitute the controller of 2D-Ainia), the 3D-Ainia's controller also encapsulates the
straint:

H

BaseHeadingPan submodule. This submodule solves the following con-

—def

\CPA\ < E-h. Absolute value of the current pan angle,

|C7M|,

should be less than small positive threshold value, eh > 0. Solving this constraint
requires the robot base to be headed towards the direction of the pan motor. Submodules of the

Controller module are prioritized by the arbiter transductions as follows:

Balllnlmage > BalllnCenter > BaseHeadingPan > RobotAtBall. Notice that this order is the same as the priority order of the constraints (i.e. / > C > H > A) which is
indicated in Section 3.1. Thus, if the prioritized constraint specification of the system
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Figure 3.22:

3D-Ainia Controller Module

and the constraint-solving modules for each of the specified constraints are provided,
the controller of the system can be synthesized efficiently with connecting modules in
the specified priority order using the arbiters as shown in Figure 3.10.
In the 3D-Ainia's

Controller module, the input and outputs vectors of the

arbiter transductions have five elements. The first element is a boolean value and it
refers to the satisfaction state of the related constraint(s). The default value of this
element is false. The second element is a float value and it refers to the command
sent to the pan motor. The default value of this element is

DoesntControl. The third

element is also a float value and it refers to the command sent to the tilt motor. The
default value of this element is

DoesntControl. The fourth element is another float

value and it refers to the command sent to the base rotation motor. The default value
of this element is

DoesntControl. The fifth element is also a float value and it refers

to the command sent to the base translation motor. The default value of this element is
0.
Note that

DoesntControl is the value that indicates module does not control

the related motor. Hence, the related command of the upper module in the priority order can be sent to the related motor. In the 3D-Ainia simulation, the

BaseHeadingPan

module does not control the tilt and pan motors. In addition, the RobotAtBall module
does not control the tilt, pan and base rotation motors.
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Considering the pseudo-code of the arbiters explained in Section 3.3.3, calculation of the output of the Controller module, Signals, can be indicated by the
following pseudo-code:
if (Signals -i(0) — false)

*

Signals = Signals.i
else
if (Signals.c(0) — false)
Signals = Signals.c
else
if (Signals-h(0) — false)
Signals(0) — false
Signals(l) — Signals.c(l)
Signals(2) = Signals-c(2)
Signals(3) = SignalsJi(3)
Signals(A) = Signals Ji(4)
else
Signals(0) = false
Signals(l) = Signals.c(l)
Signals(2) = Signals-c(2)
Signals(3) = Signals _/i(3)
Signals(4) — Signals.a(A)
endif
endif
endif
Following subsections will explain submodules of the Controller module in
detail.
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Balllnlmage Module

As in the 2D-Ainia CN, the Balllnlmage module of the 3D-Ainia CN tries to solve
the / constraint, /

Yib ^ NotSee, which is explained in Section 3.3.1. How-

ever, ball search pattern of the 3D-Ainia simulation, which involves eight states, is
more complicated than the 2D-Ainia simulation, which involves only two states. The
ChangeState submodule decides which state to switch, as follows:

IBRAjnew =
I-P_A

CBRA

= 0) V (\CPA\ < TrHLg) V (\CTA\ < TrHLg)

IBRA otherwise
360° + (IBRA - PANC)
IBRA - PANC

if (IBRA - PANC) < 0°
otherwise

where, IBRAjnew is the new initial base rotation angle, CBRA is the current base
rotation angle, 5 is the state of the Balllnlmage module, CPA is the current pan
angle, TrHLg = 3° is the general threshold angle used by "~"(close to) transduction,
IBRA is the initial base rotation angle, PANC is the pan angle that is not covered,
I-P-A is the angle between IBRA and PANC.

1 ,/(_ = o) v (\CPA\ < TrHLg) V (\CTA\ < TrHLg)
2 if(S = 1) V (|CPA - PX\ < TrHLg)
3 i/(5 = 2) V (\CTA - TN\ < TrHLg)
S

_

4 i / ( 5 = 3) y(\CPA-PN\
j 5 i / ( 5 = 4) V (\CBRA-

< TrHLg)
I-P.A\ < TrHLg)

6 i/(5 = 5) V(\CTA\ < TrHLg)
7 if(S =

6)v(\IBRA-CBRA\)<TrHLg)

0 i/(5 = 7) V (|CTA| < TrHLg)
where, CTA is the current tilt angle, PX is the maximum pan motor angle, TN is the
minimum tilt motor angle, PN is the minimum pan motor angle.
Thus, 5 would be equal to 0, until CTA and CPA are within the threshold,
TrHLg, neighbourhood of 0°. Then, it would be equal to 1, until CPA is within
the TrHLg neighbourhood of PX. Afterwards, it would be equal to 2, until CTA is
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within the TrHLg neighbourhood of TN. Next, S would be equal to 3, until CPA
is within the TrHLg neighbourhood of PN. Then, it would be equal to 4, until the

CBRA is within the TrHLg neighbourhood of I-P.A. Afterwards, it would be equal
to 5, until CTA is is within the TrHLg neighbourhood of 0°. Next, S would be equal
to 6, until the

CBRA is within the TrHLg neighbourhood of IBRA.

Finally, it

would be equal to 7, until the CTA is within the TrHLg neighbourhood of 0. Note
that S would be switched back to 0 from 7, in order to start a new search cycle.
Hence, in order to find the ball, the Balllnlmage

module searches the whole

field by starting from the state where both tilt and pan motor angles are close to 0 ° .
Then, it scans the field at the far right of the robot body by turning the pan motor to the
right until the maximum pan limit is reached. Next, it makes the tilt motor go down
until the minimum tilt limit is reached. Afterwards, the Balllnlmage

module scans

the field at the close right and left of the robot body by turning the pan motor from
maximum pan angle to minimum pan angle. Then, it scans of the area which is close
the robot body and beyond the pan motor limits by turning the base rotation motor to
the left. Next, the Balllnlmage

module makes the tilt motor go up until the motor

gets close to 0°. Afterwards, by turning the base to the right, it scans the area which
is far away from the robot body and beyond the pan motor limits. Finally, it scans the
field at the far left of the robot body by turning the pan motor to the right until the
motor gets close to 0°. Then, it starts another search cycle. Notice that at the end of
the last state, whole area in the environment would be scanned.

The ChangeState submodule also calculates the Balllnlmage
satisfaction signal, Satisfy J. This signal indicates whether the

module's

I constraint is solved

as follows:

( true
Satisfy J — <

if (Yib # NotSee)

I false otherwise
Note that whenever Satis fy.i is true S is assigned to 0, so that the

Balllnlmage

module can start its ball search from the beginning of the pattern next time the robot
looses the ball.
In order to accomplish the ball search, the CalculateSignals submodule of
the Balllnlmage

module calculates proper commands to be sent to the motors. It
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calculates the tilt motor command, TAi, the base rotation motor command, BRAOi,
and the pan motor command, PAi, depending on the 5 as follows:
' o°
TAi= I TN

i/(5 = 0)V(5 = 5)

if{S = 2)

Halt otherwise
where, Halt is the signal that sends a stop command to the motor.

IBRA - (CBRA - 360°) if CBRA > IBRA

I-C-A

I-C-Ajnew

IBRA-

CBRA

otherwise

(IBRA - 360°) - CBRA

if (IBRA > CBRA) A (I-C-A > 180°)

IBRA - CBRA

if (IBRA < CBRA) A (I-C-A > 180°)

I-C-A

otherwise

BRAOi =1

I-C-A-PANC

i/(5 = 4)

I-C-A-new

*/(5 = 6)

Halt

otherwise

where, I-C-A is the angle between IBRA and CBRA where 5 = 4, I-C-A-new
is the angle between IBRA and CBRA where 5 = 6, BRAOi is the offset base
rotation angle command produced by the Balllnlmage module.

PAi

0°

i/(5 = 0)V(5 = 7)

PX

i/(5 = 1)

PN

i/(5 = 3)

Halt otherwise
The Balllnlmage module sets the velocity of the robot to 0. Hence, it commands base translation motor to stop.
Balllnlmage module assigns SatisfyJ to the first element of Signals J,
PAi to the second element of Signals J, TAi to the third element of SignalsJ,
BRAOi to the forth element of SignalsJ, and base translation command to the fifth
element of SignalsJ. Then it outputs SignalsJ.
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BalllnCenter Module
As in the 2D-Ainia C N , the

BalllnCenter module of the 3D-Ainia C N tries to solve

the C constraint. However, this constraint is defined slightly different in the 3D-Ainia:

C =def I ir Xib\ < e . Hence, in order to solve the C constraint in the 3D-Ainia, the
—

c

image X coordinate of the ball, Xib, should be in the e neighbourhood of the center
c

of the image along the image X dimension, ^p.

Notice that solving this constraint

does not require the ball to be also centered along the image Y dimension. Centering
the ball along the image X dimension is sufficient, since centering is only required for
turning the base towards the pan direction so that the robot can move forward along
the angle the ball is positioned.
The pan direction changes the image X coordinate of the ball. On the other
hand, the tilt direction changes the image Y coordinate of the ball. Even i f it is not
required to solve the

C constraint, the BalllnCenter module also tries to center the

ball along the image Y dimension by sending proper commands to the tilt motor. This
helps the camera to keep the ball inside the field of view. However, since the tilt direction does not effect the moving direction of the base, centering along the Y dimension
is not a part of the C constraint as explained above.
In the 3D-Ainia simulation, i f the ball is close to the feet of the robot the tilt
motor hits the minimum limit, TN, and cannot center the ball along the Y dimension.
This is because, the TN value of the 3D-Ainia simulation is equal to the minimum tilt
motor angle in the real world. This angle is small and does not allow the camera to look
directly at the feet of the robot. However, in the 2D-Ainia simulation, since the image
X dimension does not exist, centering can only be done along the image Y dimension.
Thus, TN value in the 2D-Ainia is extended so that the ball can be centered along the
image Y dimension even if the ball is close to the feet of the robot.
The

BalllnCenter module calculates the required pan angle, PAc, as fol-

lows:
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PAO =
PAc =

atan{ ~^)
Xib

PX

if (PX < (PAO + CPA))

PN

if ((PAO + CPA) < PN)

PAO + CPA otherwise
where, PAO is the offset pan angle, / / is the focal length, PX is the maximum pan
motor angle, PN is the minimum pan motor angle, CPA is the current pan angle.
If the pan motor has reached its limits and the ball is still not centered, the

BalllnCenter module sends a command to the base rotation motor to center the
ball in the image. The

BalllnCenter module calculates offset base rotation angle,

BRAOc, as follows:

(PAO + CPA) - PX if (PX < (PAO + CPA))
BRAOc ••

(PAO + CPA) - PN if ((PAO + CPA) < PN)
Halt

otherwise

Due to the reasons explained above in this section, the

BalllnCenter module

also tries to center the ball along the image Y dimension. It calculates the requested
tilt angle, TAc as follows:

TAO = atan( *

f l

T

A

_ /

T

)

if (TAO + CTA < TN)

N

\ TAO + CTA otherwise
where, TAO is the offset tilt angle, Yib is the image Y position of the ball, TN is the
minimum tilt motor angle, CTA is the current tilt angle.
The

BalllnCenter module's satisfaction signal, Satis fy-C, indicates whether

the C constraint is solved as follows:

, true

if\PAO\ < TrHLc

Satis fyje
false otherwise
where, TrHLc is the threshold angle for checking whether PAO is close to 0°. Since
PAO depends on the difference between Xib and
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| P A O | < TrHLc would also

imply that ^

is close to Xib (| ^

— Xib\ < e ), hence, the ball is in the center of the
c

image.
The BalllnCenter module sets the velocity of the robot to 0. Hence, it commands base translation motor to stop.
The BalllnCenter module assigns Satis fy.c to the first element of Signals.c,

PAc to the second element of Signals.c, TAc to the third element of Signals-C,
BRAOc to the forth element of Signals.c, and base translation command to the fifth
element of Signals-C. Then it outputs Signals.c.

BaseHeadingPan Module
The BaseHeadingPan module of the 3D-Ainia C N tries to solve the H constraint,

H

=def

| C P A | < eJi, which is explained in Section 3.4.2. Pan direction points to

the position of the ball and the base should be turned towards this direction in order for
the robot to move towards the ball. When the base would be heading toward the pan
direction, the current pan angle, CPA, would be in the e.h neighbourhood of the 0 ° .
In order to solve the H constraint, the BaseHeasingPan module assigns the
offset base rotation angle to the CPA value. Satisfaction signal, Satisfy.h, indicates
whether the H constraint is solved as follows:

where, TrHLh

is the threshold angle for checking whether CPA

is close to 0°

(TrHLh = e ).
h

Note that the BalllnCenter

and BaseHeadingPan modules would take

turn in controlling the motors until the H constraint is solved. This is because when
the ball is centered in the image, the BaseHeadingPan module would take over the
control of the motors and would turn the base towards the pan direction. When the
base is turned, the pan motor attached to the top of the base would also turn and the
ball would not be centered. In this case, the BalllnCenter module would take over
the control of the motors and once more it centers the ball in the image. Then, the

BaseHeadingPan module would again take over the control and so on.
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The

BaseHeadingPan module does not control the pan and tilt motors. A d -

ditionally, it sets the velocity of the robot to 0. Hence, it commands base translation
motor to stop.
The

BaseHeadingPan module assigns SatisfyJi to the first element of

Signals Ji, DoesntControl to the second element of Signals-h, DoesntControl to
the third element of Signals Ji, the offset base rotation angle command to the forth element of

Signals-h, and base translation command to the fifth element of Signals-h.

Then it outputs Signals.li.

DoesntControl is the value that indicates module does not control the related
motor. Hence, when the

BaseHeadingPan module takes the control of the motors,

the tilt and pan commands calculated in the

BalllnCenter module would be sent to

the tilt and pan motors. Therefore, when the base is being turned towards the pan
direction, at the same time, the robot tries to center the ball (the controller would work
on both C and H constraints at the same time and thus, both BalllnCenter and

BaseHeadingPan behaviours would be active).
RobotAtBall Module
The 3D-Ainia's RobotAtBall module is very similar to the 2D-Ainia's RobotAtBall
module (Section 3.3.3).

The 3D-Ainia's RobotAtBall module only controls base

translation motor as the 2D-Ainia's RobotAtBall module and does not control the
pan, tilt and base rotation motors. Hence, the controller would work on the C, H

and A constraints at the same time and all BalllnCenter, BaseHeaingPan and
RobotAtBall behaviours would be active.

3.4.3

Animation

The animation window of the 3D-Ainia simulation is depicted in Figure 3.23. In addition to the locations with constant values used in the 2D-Ainia animation, Wi and

wallLE locations in the 3D-Ainia animation also have constant values. A s other locations with constant values, the values of these locations are retrieved from the simulation only once when the animation thread is created. Similarly, in addition to the
locations that change their values in every clock tick used in the 2D-Ainia animation,
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Yb, Xib, Yr, CPA, and CBRA locations in the 3D-Ainia animation also change
their values. A s other locations with changing values, the values of these locations
are retrieved by the thread from the simulation every time the animation window is
refreshed.

Camera View

Kick Force

Kick Angle

HK-i'ckV;heBall
ggtop~-The Ball
Create Obstacle

3 D - A i n i a ' * Robotic S y s t e m (view f r o m above)

Figure 3.23: 3D-Ainia Animation
To paint the robot body with the viewing cone, Rr, Hr, fl, Len, Hinge, Xr,

Yr, CTA, CPA, CBRA values are used. On the other hand, to paint the ball, Rb,
Xb, Yb values and to paint the camera view, Hi, Wi, Xib, Yib, Rib values are used.
When the user hits the
the value entered to the

Kick The Ball button in the 3D-Ainia animation window,

Kick Force text box is assigned to the Fk location and the value
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entered to the
the

Kick Angle

Stop The Ball button

text box is assigned to the

Ak

location in the simulation. If

is pressed, {0,0} is assigned to the

VBxy

location in the

simulation. For the description of the functionality of Create Obstacle button, please
refer to the 3D-Ainia's

3.5

Obstacle

module which is explained in Section 3.4.1.

Summary

Ainia is a Situated Agent that has prioritized constraints in its behaviour specification. In addition, it is feasible to build the physical Ainia operating in the real world.
These characteristics suggest that studying Ainia would answer the research questions
identified in this thesis.
To test and design A i n i a and to speed up the construction of the controller,
Ainia has been simulated and its animation is created with C N J . First, the 2D-Ainia
operating in a two dimensional world coordinate system was introduced. This step has
provided us an opportunity to understand the system in its simplest form and constituted the basis for the construction of the 3D-Ainia simulation. Then, the 3D-Ainia
operating in a three dimensional world coordinate system was introduced. The controller synthesized in this second step is used unchanged to control the physical robot
in the real world as will be explained in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

AINIA IN THE REAL WORLD
In this chapter, the physical Ainia operating in the real world is introduced. First, how
to build the physical Ainia based on the 3D-Ainia simulation is discussed. Then, the
real world environment and physical robot body are explained. Next, the software
architecture of the physical Ainia is introduced. Finally, the communication between
the C N J and the robot is explained.
Note that in the rest of the thesis the word "Ainia" refers to the "physical A i n i a "
and simulation of Ainia is referred as "3D-Ainia".

4.1

From Simulation to the Real World

The animation of the 3D-Ainia has shown that the robot repeatedly finds, tracks, chases
and kicks a ball on the field. Hence, the overall behaviour of the system satisfies the
behaviour specification. This provides evidence that the controller synthesized in the
simulation should function properly in the real world. Therefore to construct Ainia,
the

Controller module of the 3D-Ainia is used.
To control the physical robot, C N , which contains the

Controller module,

should communicate with the motors of the physical body through the low-level behaviours running on the robot. Since C N J involves a G U I and requires an intensive
use of memory and C P U , running this tool on the robot's onboard processor would not
be an effective approach. Instead, the C N J tool that runs the

Controller module is

installed on a remote computer and is connected to the low-level behaviours running
on on the robot, via wireless networking. Through this wireless connection, the remote
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computer and the robot establish sockets and send data to each other.
On the other hand, the Environment and Body modules of the 3D-Ainia are
not used in the construction of Ainia, since they are replaced with the real world and
physical robot body, respectively.
Although, the 3D-Ainia's simulation of the environment and body is close to
the real environment and the physical body, there are some discrepancies between these
two. For instance, the ratios between the height of the robot, length of the camera neck,
radius of the robot body and the radius of the ball are slightly different in the simulation
than the ratios used in the real world. The reasons behind these differences is that the
simulation shows the system view from the top. Therefore, i f the actual values are
used, some functionalities of the system can not be clearly shown to the users (e.g.
if the camera neck is short, the effect of tilt motor on the camera position becomes
less visible). In addition, the speeds of the pan motor, tilt motor and base rotation
motor of the 3D-Ainia are higher than the values used in Ainia. This is because i f
the lower values are used in the simulation, the system slows down and the testing
phase is prolonged. On the contrary, if higher values are used in the real world, the
motors become unstable and start overshooting the targets. Note that having these
discrepancies leads to some other adjustments in the simulation (i.e. threshold angle
for centering the ball, minimum tilt angle, hinge angle, mass of the robot, and mass of
the ball values of the simulation are also slightly different than the ones appear in the
real world).
If we use real ratios and values in the simulation, even i f some functions of 3DAinia looks less apparent and the system slows down, it would still function properly.
On the other hand, having slightly different parameters in the simulation and the real
world and using exactly the same Controller module for both Ainia and the 3D-Ainia,
suggest that our design is robust and scalable.

4.2

Real Environment and Body

In the real world, the environment consists of a floor, a red ball, a kicker (e.g. a human)
and some obstacles. Four walls that surround the field are not a part of the real world
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environment. The ball, the floor and the physical body can be seen in Figure 1.1. The
body of Ainia is constructed of three main components as explained in Section 1.2:
B14 Mobile Robot, Digiclops camera, and pan/tilt unit.
The B14 Mobile Robot includes 850Mhz Intel Pentium III onboard processor with 256 M B memory and Red Hat Linux 7.2 (Enigma) operating system; 10
Mbit Compaq wireless ethernet modem, and Compaq range extender antenna that allow communication with a remote computer; motion and power components such as
batteries, wheels and base translation/rotation motors; and sonar, infrared and tactile
sensors that help the robot glean information from its environment. The B14 Mobile
Robot is a non-holonomic robot, i.e. it can move forward and backward immediately,
but it cannot move sideways without turning its base first.
Note that sonar, infrared and tactile sensors are not utilized for Ainia's task and
robot relies entirely on its visual sense of the environment, captured by the Digiclops
camera. The Digiclops camera has three identical wide angle cameras, arranged in an
L shape. However, since stereo and depth data are not needed to accomplish Ainia's
task, only the image taken from one of the cameras (the bottom right camera) is used
by the robot software.

4.3

Software Architecture

The software architecture of Ainia consists of a C N that includes the 3D-Ainia's

Controller module, the middle-level behaviour developed for Ainia and the low-level
behaviours of Human Oriented Messenger Robot, H O M E R , which was explained in
detail in Section 2.2.1. The

Controller module runs on a remote computer and the

middle-level and low-level behaviours developed in C++ run on the robot.
C N that includes the
be seen in Figure 4.1. The

Controller module, which is used to control Ainia, can

Controller module of this C N is exactly the same as the

Controller module used in the 3D-Ainia simulation, which was explained in detail in
Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Physical Ainia CN

The Ainia's software architecture utilizes the following low-level behaviours
of H O M E R : ImageServer, RobotServer and PTUServer: ImageServer interfaces with
Point Grey Digiclops camera driver [PoiOl], RobotServer interfaces with R W I B14
robot BeeSoft software package [ C K M 97], PTUServer interfaces with Directed Per4

ceptions P T U driver [DirOl].
On the other hand, none of the middle-level and high-level behaviours of
H O M E R is utilized in the Ainia's software architecture. This is because most of these
modules (e.g. mapping or people finding) are not needed to accomplish the task of
Ainia. In addition, the middle-level behaviours necessary to accomplish the task of
A i n i a (i.e. Balllnlmage, BalllnCenter, BaseHeadingPan and RobotAtBall) and the implicit plan to carry out actions are already included in the Controller module.
However, on the robot we developed one middle-level behaviour for Ainia
which acts as a command executor and a report collector. It receives high-level motion
commands from CNJ and sends them to the low-level behaviours. In addition it retrieves reports from the low-level behaviours and sends it to CNJ. A s in the H O M E R ' s
architecture, the middle-level behaviour of A i n i a interfaces with the low-level behaviours through the shared memory mechanism and it connects with CNJ through
sockets. The communication between the CNJ and the robot is explained in detail in
Section 4.4.
To connect to the shared memory, the behaviour creates an object with necessary privileges, which will allow it to access information from a specified region. To
write information to shared memory, the behaviour has to lock and unlock the speci-
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fled region. To retrieve information from the shared memory, the behaviour repeatedly
queries the shared memory for possible updates. Due to communication overhead, the
behaviours tend to be highly decoupled and they maintain their own local state.
The middle-level behaviour of Ainia first sets the the speeds of P T U and base
rotation motors. Then, it allocates the memory locations for processing the image
that is grabbed by the camera. Afterwards, it connects to the shared memory to communicate with the low-level behaviours. Then, it creates G U I with utilizing OpenGL
libraries. G U I displays what the camera sees and allows users to interact with the
program through this displayed image. This is followed by the establishment of the
sockets to connect to C N J . Finally, the middle-level behaviour goes into a loop, collects the reports from the low-level behaviours, sends these reports to C N J , receives
the commands from the C N J , and sends these commands to the low-level behaviours.
The interaction between the user and the program is granted by the middlelevel behaviour by allowing the user to choose the type of the image to be displayed.
The user can switch between a Colour Image; a Red Image which shows red components as white and the rest as black; and a Ball Image, which shows a red component,
that is most similar to a ball as white and the rest as black. In order to find the ball-like
component in the image, median filter is applied to Red Image to reduce the noise.
Then, sequential connected component analysis

[JKS95] is done on the resulting im-

age. Components that have fewer than a certain number of pixels are ignored. For all
the components that are not ignored, compactness measure ^

(where, P = Perimeter

of the component and A = Area of the component) values are calculated. The component with the smallest value is selected as the ball-like component. If the shape of
the component is close to a circle the above value would be minimized. The ball has
a circle-like shape in the image. Therefore, it is successfully selected as the ball-like
component by the middle-level behaviour.
Note that the low-level behaviours should be started before the middle-level
behaviour is executed and they cannot be stopped, before the execution of the middlelevel behaviour is terminated. Starting and stopping of these low-level behaviours are
done by the scripts running on the robot.
The overall software architecture of Ainia, which includes C N J and the middle-
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level and low-level behaviours can be found in Figure 4.2.

Controller modelled in CNJ
(running on the remote computer)
Sockets
Middle level behaviour
(running on the robot)
Shared Memory
Low level behaviours:
ImageServer, RobotServer, PTUServer
(running on the robot)

Figure 4.2: Software Architecture of Ainia

4.4

Communication between C N J and the Robot

C N J connects to the robot through two sockets. It creates a server socket to send
following motor commands to robot: requested pan angle, PA; requested tilt angle,
TA; offset base rotation angle, BRAO; and base translation speed, BTS.
commands are calculated in the

These

Controller module and exported via Signals output

vector, which can be seen in Figure 4.1. C N J also creates a client server in order to
receive the following reports from the robot: image coordinates of the ball, XYib;
current pan angle,

CPA; current tilt angle, CTA;and current base rotation angle,

CBRA.
The robot also creates two sockets in its middle-level behaviour. It creates
a client socket to connect to the server socket that is established by C N J . The robot
receives motor commands through this connection. In addition, it creates a server
socket to serve to the client socket created by C N J . The robot sends reports through
this connection.
After grabbing the image through ImageServer and finding the ball-like component, the middle-level behaviour calculates center coordinate of this component

(XYib). It also connects to P T U through PTUServer and retrieves current pan po113

sition

(CPA) and current tilt position (CTA). In addition, it connects to base rotation

motor through

RobotServer and retrieves current base rotation angle (CBRA). Then it

sends all these reports that are coming from the camera, P T U and base rotation motors
to C N J .
At the same time, the middle-level behaviour also retrieves the motor commands from C N J and sends it to the appropriate low-level behaviours. It sends the
required pan angle (PA) and required tilt angle (TA) commands to P T U through

PTUServer. In addition, it sends offset base rotation angle (BRPO) to base rotation motor and base translation speed (BTS)

to base translation motor through Robot-

Server.
It should be noted that there will be delays in the system due to the network
traffic, operation time of some body parts (e.g. the camera that grabs images), and
computation time of C N J . For instance, the robot might receive new motor commands
from C N J in very short time intervals. However, it might not be able to process these
commands and output current reports, as quickly as C N J is operating. Since there
would be a mismatch between the reports that are coming from the robot and the
motor commands calculated by C N J , the overall behaviour of the system might be
unpredictable.
In order to prevent this mismatch due to the delays in the system, the following
mechanism is employed to synchronize the execution of C N J and the robot: Reports
sent from the robot to C N J are timestamped with sequential values. The robot sends
the new reports to C N J with a unique

TimeStamp value and it waits until new mo-

tor commands are sent. C N J has an event driven clock and it is triggered whenever
the

Timestamp value changes (i.e. whenever a new reports arrive) as can be seen

in Figure 4.1. Then, C N J calculates the new motor commands based on the current
reports that triggered the clock and sends the results to the robot. A s soon as the robot
receives these commands, it executes them and retrieves the new reports from the lowlevel behaviours. Next, it sends these reports to C N J with a new

Timestamp value.

This whole cycle repeats until the middle-level behaviour execution is terminated by
the user.
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4.5

Summary

The Controller module of the 3D-Ainia simulation is used unchanged to control the
physical Ainia. The Environment and Body modules of the simulation are not utilized and they are replaced by the real world and physical robot body. Real world
environment includes the floor, a red ball, and a kicker whereas the physical body
consists of the B14 Mobile Robot, Digiclops camera, and pan/tilt unit.
Ainia's software uses H O M E R ' s low-level behaviours. The middle-level behaviour is created on top of the low-level behaviours. This behaviour connects to the

Controller module, which runs on a remote computer via sockets. A t the same time,
it connects to the low-level behaviours through shared memory on the robot. Remote
computer and robot's onboard processor are connected through wireless networking.
The middle-level behaviour collects reports from the low-level behaviours and sends
them to the Controller module. It also receives commands from the Controller
module and sends them to the low-level behaviours.
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Chapter 5

RESULTS
In this chapter, the results of a demonstration run of the physical Ainia in the real
world are presented. In this run, initially there is no red ball in the environment. Then,
a red ball and a red book are placed on the floor. After the robot turns and starts
moving forward towards the ball, the ball is kicked by a human kicker. The robot
turns and moves forward once again and eventually kicks the ball. A t the end of this
demonstration run, the ball is located at a place above the floor to test the system in an
extreme condition.
In the sections to follow, the behaviours of Ainia before and after placing the
red objects on the floor will be presented respectively. Then, the limitations of the
system will be discussed. Note that description of the constraints satisfied by the behaviours of Ainia (i.e. I, C , H , A constraints) can be found in Section 3.1.

5.1

No Red Ball in the Environment

If there is no red object, and thus no ball, in the environment, the

Balllnlmage

behaviour in the controller takes control of the motors and the robot goes into a loop
searching for the ball. The simulation of this behaviour was explained in detail in
Section

3.4.2.
The results of this behaviour is presented in Figure 5.1. The

Balllnlmage

behaviour searches the whole field by starting from the State 0, where both tilt and pan
motor angles are close to 0°. Then in State 1, it scans the field at the far right of the
robot body by turning the pan motor, until it hits the maximum pan limit. In State 2, it
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makes the tilt motor go down, until it hits the minimum tilt limit. Afterwards, in State
3, it scans the field at the close right and left of the robot body by turning the pan motor
from maximum pan angle to minimum pan angle. Then, in State 4 it scans the area,
which is close the the robot body and beyond the pan motor limits, by turning the base
rotation motor to the left. In State 5, it makes the tilt motor go up until it gets close
to 0°. Then, in State 6, by turning the base to the right, it scans the area, which is far
away from the robot body and beyond the pan motor limits. Finally, in State 7, it scans
the field at the far left of the robot body by turning the pan motor, until it gets close to
0° and then it starts another search cycle. Notice that at the end of the last state, the
whole area in the environment would be scanned.
The Balllnlmage

behaviour would not be active, i f the ball exist in the envi-

ronment and can be seen by the camera (i.e. I constraint is satisfied). However, as soon
as the ball escapes from the vision of the camera, this behaviour becomes active and
the search for the ball continues until the ball enters the vision of the camera again.
Note that it takes around 30 seconds to complete one search cycle presented
in Figure 5.1. Hence, if the ball is within the field that could be detected by Ainia, it
would be in the camera view in less than 30 seconds.
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State 0

State 1

State 2

State 4

State 5

State 6

State 7

Figure 5.1: States of Balllnlmage Behaviour

5.2

The Red Ball and Red Book are in the Environment

In this section, the behaviours of Ainia when the red ball and a red book are placed
on the floor are explained. The results of the run of the robot are presented by the
photos of external views of the robotic system and screen shots of the camera views.
As explained in Section 4.3, user can switch between three types of camera images
which refer to the same camera view: 1) a Colour Image, 2) a Red Image, which
shows red components as white and the rest as black, 3) a Ball Image, which shows a
red component, that is most similar to a ball as white and the rest as black.
In order to display progress of the run more clearly, external views and camera
views are presented in separate figures in this section. To give the reader a better idea
about the correspondence between these views, a stage of the run is shown in Figure
5.2, where both external and camera views of this snapshot could be seen together.
Correspondence between the rest of the external views and camera views are indicated
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by Stage numbers placed under pictures in each figure. Stage numbers refer to the
stages of the run and 14 important stages of the run are selected to show the results.
Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 illustrate camera views for all these 14 stages. To avoid
redundancy, external views are presented for only the most important stages. These
external views can be seen in Figures 5.6, 5.7. Note that in the stages presented in
Figure 5.5, since there are no red objects in the vision of the camera other than the red
ball,

Red Image and Ball Image of the camera views become the same. Therefore, Red

Image of the camera views are skipped in this figure.
Explanation of the behaviour of Ainia, in the selected 14 stages of the run is
given below:
• Stage 1: No red objects in the environment
Before the red ball and the red book are placed on the floor,

Balllnlmage

behaviour is active as explained in Section 5.1. The external view and camera

views of this stage refer to State 0 of the Balllnlmage behaviour. Red Image
and

Ball Image are black, since no red objects exist in the environment.

• Stage 2: Red ball and book are on the floor
After the red ball and a red book are placed on the floor, constraint related with

the Balllnlmage

behaviour (7 constraint) is satisfied. The Red Image dis-

plays the red components in the environment and the

Ball Image shows that the

robot has successfully selected the circular component as the ball, instead of the
polygonal book.
• Stage 3: P T U turns towards the ball direction

BalllnCenter behaviour commands pan motor to go to the left and tilt motor
to go down to center the ball in the camera view. If the
compared to the

Ball Image in Stage 2 is

Ball Image in this stage, it can be seen that the ball is closer to

the center, in the later image.
• Stage 4: Ball is centered in the image
Pan motor continues to go to the left and tilt motor continues to go down, until
ball is centered in the image. The

Ball Image shows that image X coordinate
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of the ball center is very close to the center of the image along the image X
dimension. Therefore, the ball is considered to be in the center and thus, the
constraint related with the

BalllnCenter behaviour (C constraint) is satisfied.

Stage 5: Base turns toward pan direction
After the ball is centered in the image,

BaseHeadingPan behaviour com-

mands base rotation motors to turn to the left, towards the pan direction. A t
the same time, the
tilt motors. The

BalllnCenter behaviour still has the control of the pan and

Ball Image shows that since the base is turned, the ball is not

centered in the image again. Note that even i f the

BalllnCenter behaviour

tries to center the ball; when the base is started to turn, after a while, the image
coordinate of the ball becomes off-centered.
Stage 6: Ball is centered in the image
Since the

C constraint is not satisfied, the BaseHeadingPan behaviour be-

comes inactive. The

BalllnCenter behaviour commands base rotation motor

to stop. Also, in order to center the ball, it commands pan motor to go to the
right, until the ball is recentered in the image. The

Ball Image shows that once

again, the C constraint is satisfied.
Stage 7: Base is heading pan direction
After several more steps of turning the base and turning the pan motors as explained in Stage 5 and Stage 6, the ball is centered in the image and at the same
time, the base is heading pan direction. Hence, the constraints related with both
the

BalllnCenter and the BaseHeadingPan behaviours (which are the C

and H constraints, respectively) are satisfied.
Stage 8: Robot is moving forward
The RobotAtBall behaviour commands the base translation motor to move forward (towards the ball direction). A t the same time, the

BalllnCenter be-

haviour still has the control of the pan and the tilt motors and the BaseHeading-

Pan behaviour still has the control of the base rotation motor. If the Ball Image
in this stage is compared to the

Ball Image in Stage 7, it can be seen that the ball
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is bigger in the former image. This is because, the robot has moved forward and
got closer to the ball.
This stage depicts the following situation: Since the

BalllnCenter behaviour

is still active, the ball is still close to the center. However, even i f the Base-

HeadingPan behaviour still tries to turn the base toward the pan direction, after
a while, the distance between the pan and the base directions becomes bigger
than the allowed threshold and the H constraint becomes unsatisfied. This inactivates the

RobotAtBall behaviour which in turn leads the BaseHeadingPan

behaviour to command the base translation motor to stop.
Stage 9: Ball is kicked by a human kicker
If there were no interruptions from a human kicker the run of the robot would
go through several steps similar to the ones explained in Stage 7 and Stage 8.
The robot would eventually kick the ball, with satisfying constraint related with
RobotAtBall behaviour (A constraint). However, if the human kicker would
kick the ball as shown in the external view, the C constraint becomes unsatisfied as shown in the

Ball Image and the BaseHeadingPan behaviour becomes

inactive.
Note that if the human kicker would kick the ball with a bigger force, the ball
would escape from the vision of the camera; the I constraint would also be unsatisfied;

BalllnCenter behaviour would also be inactive; and the Balllnlmage

behaviour would start searching the ball.
Stage 10: Ball is centered in the image
Stage 10 is the same as Stage 6.
Stage 11: Base is heading pan direction
Stage 11 is the same as Stage

7. If the Colour Image in this stage is compared to

the Colour Image in Stage 10, it can be seen that the later image shows the side
of the robot whereas the former image shows the front of the robot since base is
heading pan direction.
Stage 12: Robot is moving forward
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Stage 12 is similar to Stage 8. However, since the H constraint is still satisfied,
the RobotAtBall behaviour is still active and the robot keeps moving forward.
Notice that centering the ball only along the image X dimension, satisfies the
C constraint. Since the minimum tilt limit is reached and the tilt motor can
not go down further, the ball can not be centered along the image Y dimension.
However, this does stop the robot from going forward since the satisfaction of
C constraint does not depend on the position of the ball along the image Y
dimension.
Stage 13: Ball is kicked by the robot
The external and the camera views show the position of the ball after the robot
kicks the ball by satisfying the A constraint. Since the I, C and H constraints are

still satisfied, in the next step of the run, the BalllnCenter,

BaseHeadingPan

and RobotAtBall behaviours would be active.
Stage 14: Ball is positioned above the floor
This stage of the run explains the behaviour of A i n i a at an extreme condition,
where the ball is positioned above the floor. If we slowly take the ball from
the position shown in Stage 13 and carry it in our hand, since the C constraint
becomes unsatisfied, the

BaseHeadingPan and RobotAtBall behaviours be-

come inactive, leaving the

BalllnCenter as the only active behaviour. The

BalllnCenter behaviour sends stop commands to the base translation and rotation motors. It also sends proper commands to the pan and tilt motors and tries
to track the ball in our hand.
Note that i f we pick up the ball suddenly or move our hand too quickly the
ball would escape from the vision of the camera; the I constraint would also
be unsatisfied; the BalllnCenter behaviour would also be inactive; and the
Balllnlmage behaviour would start searching the ball.
After slowly carrying the ball in our hand and placing it to the desk as shown
in the external view and the

Colour Image, we can see that the ball can still

be centered in the image as shown in the

Ball Image. The next actions of the

robot would be turning the base toward the pan direction and moving forward.
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Notice that the tilt motor goes up, in order to center the ball, as shown in the
external view. This behaviour would never be displayed by Ainia, while the ball
is positioned on the floor.
This demonstration run shows that behaviours of Ainia satisfies the constraints
specified in the system. Together with the dynamics of the body and the environment,
the controller acts as a constraint solver and the robot always eventually kicks the ball.

External view from the back

Colour image

External view from the front

Red image

Figure 5.2: External and Camera Views
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Ball image

Colour Image

Red Image

Stage 1: No red objects in the environment

Stage 2: Red ball and book are on the floor

Stage 3: PTU turns towards the ball direction

Stage 4: Ball is centered in the image

Stage 5: Base turns toward pan direction
Figure 5.3: Camera Views (part 1)
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Ball Image

Colour Image

Red Image

Stage 6: Ball is centered in the image

Stage 7: Base is heading pan direction

Stage 8: Robot is moving forward

Stage 9: Ball is kicked by a human kicker
Figure 5.4: Camera Views (part 2)
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Ball Image

Colour Image

Ball Image

Stage 10: Ball is centered in the image

Stage 11: Base is heading pan direction

Stage 12: Robot is moving forward

Stage 13: Ball is kicked by the robot

Stage 14: Ball is positioned above the floor
Figure 5.5: Camera Views (part 3)
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Stage 1: No red objects in the environment

Stage 2: Red ball and book are on the floor

Stage 6: Ball is centered in the image

Stage 7: Base is heading pan direction

Stage 8: Robot is moving forward

Stage 9: The ball is kicked by a human kicker

Figure 5.6: External Views (part 1)
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Stage 10: Ball is centered in the image

Stage 11: Base is heading pan direction

Stage 12: Robot is moving forward

Stage 13: The ball is kicked by the robot

Stage 14: Ball is positioned above the floor
Figure 5.7: External Views (part 2)

5.3

Limitations

Some limitations of Ainia can be listed as follows:
• Safety of the robot: Since the safety module in the controller is not implemented,
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Ainia is not always safe in the environment. For instance, since Ainia cannot
detect obstacles (e.g. edge of a table) it might hit while chasing the ball, it might
collide into these obstacles and trip over. In addition, since A i n i a does not have
any policies to deal with situations, where the ball is stuck between an object
(e.g. a wall) and the robot body; Ainia would keep pushing the ball against the
object, which might harm the base translation motor, and a livelock would occur.
Because of these reasons, currently we run Ainia in an obstacle and object free
environment.
Note that in order to avoid instability and protect the hardware of the robot from
the effects of sudden acceleration and deceleration; the speeds of pan, tilt, base
rotation and base translation motors are set to appropriate constant values.
Distance to the ball: If the distance between the ball center and the robot center
is more than 2.7 meters, even i f the ball is in the field of view, A i n i a cannot
find the ball. The reason is that when the distance is longer, component size of
the ball in the Red Image becomes smaller than the threshold value set in the
software (50 pixels). Hence, the component is ignored and not displayed as a
ball in the

Ball Image, which means that the camera could not detect the ball. In

this case, Ainia would go into a loop searching for the ball and a livelock would
occur.

Obstacles in the environment: If there is an obstacle that hides the ball from
the camera, even i f the distance between the ball center and the robot center is
less than 2.7 meters, Ainia cannot find the ball. Again, it would go into a loop
searching for the ball and a livelock would occur.
Speed of the ball: If the ratio between the speed of the ball and its distance
from the robot is greater than 0.66; Ainia cannot track the ball, even i f the ball
is within the field of view. For instance, if the ball is one meter away from
the robot, the ball's speed should be less than 0.66 meter/second; i f it is half
meter away, the speed should be less than 0.33 meter/second. There are some
delays in the system due to limitations of frame grabbing speed of the camera;
processing speed of the software running on the remote computer and the robot;
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data transfer speed on the network through the socket connections; and pan/tilt
speeds of the motors. Because of these delays, Ainia might not be able to grab
an image, process this image, send reports to the controller and send appropriate
commands to the motors at a pace that could catch up with the speed of the ball.
Hence, Ainia would fail to track the ball and the ball would escape from the
camera view.

• Mistaken identification of the ball: If there is no red ball and there exist some
red objects, such as a book, in the environment, the robot might select a red
object as "the ball" even i f it is not the ball. A s explained in Section 4.3, the
robot computes

value for each of the red components. If this value is greater

than a certain threshold for the component, it cannot have a circle-like shape and
therefore it is ignored. Since depending on the lighting and the position, the ball
might not always have the perfect circle shape in the image, this threshold is set
to a big value. Therefore, the value computed for a non-circular red component
(e.g. a polygonal red component), might also be under the threshold and robot
might identify this component as "the ball".

5.4

Summary

Behaviours of the physical Ainia operating in the real world act as constraint solvers
and if the system limitations are not violated, the robot always eventually kicks the ball.
Description of the constraints satisfied by the behaviours of A i n i a (i.e. I, C , H , A constraints) were provided in Section 3.1. The Balllnlmage behaviour searches for the
ball in the environment and satisfies the

I constraint. The BalllnCenter behaviour

centers the ball in the image and solves the

C constraint. The BaseHeadingPan be-

haviour turns the base towards the pan direction and satisfies the H constraint. Finally,
the RobotAtBall behaviour moves the base forward and solves the A constraint. A l l
of these behaviours work in parallel and some of them are active at the same time.
Since there is a priority order between the constraints (i.e. I > C > H > A), the
controller knows which behaviours are active and which motors they control in any
given time.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
This thesis investigated whether the extended C B A framework with prioritized constraints, using the C N J tool, is an effective methodology to design and build Situated
Agents in the real world. A s an illustrative case study of this design methodology,
a situated robot called Ainia, that repeatedly finds, tracks, chases and kicks a soccer
ball in the field has been studied. Ainia has been selected as a research topic, since
it is a Situated Agent that has prioritized constraints in its behaviour specification and
building its robotic system in the real world is feasible.
In order to develop and test Ainia's robotic system and speed up the construction of the correct controller without building a physical base for it, first A i n i a is modelled and simulated in C N J . Initially, the 2D-Ainia simulation operating in a two dimensional coordinate system was created. This simulation provided an opportunity to
understand the system in its simplest form and constituted the basis for constructing the
3D-Ainia simulation that operates in a three dimensional coordinate system.- In order
to show the full power of the C B A framework, the behaviour specification with timed
V-automata and informal verification were also given for the 2D-Ainia. After obtaining satisfactory results from the simulation, 2D-Ainia was extended to 3D-Ainia. The
animation of the 3D-Ainia has shown that the robot repeatedly finds, tracks, chases
and kicks a ball on the field by satisfying the prioritized constraints. These finding
provided evidence that the controller synthesized in the 3D-Ainia simulation should
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also function properly in the three dimensional real world. Hence, the controller developed in 3D-Ainia simulation is used unchanged to construct the physical Ainia in
the real world.
In the construction of the physical Ainia,

Environment and Body modules of

the 3D-Ainia are replaced with the real world and physical robot body, respectively.
The controller adopted from 3D-Ainia simulation modelled in C N J runs on a remote
computer and communicates with the computer on the robot via wireless networking.
The middle-level behaviour was developed in order to create an interface between the
controller and the low-level behaviours. A l l the middle-level and low-level behaviours
run on the robot. The low-level behaviours of Ainia which communicates with the
camera, pan/tilt unit, base translation and rotation motors were adopted from H O M E R
[EHL03]. The middle-level behaviour collects reports from the low-level behaviours
and sends them to the controller. Then, it receives the commands from the controller
and delivers them to the related motors through the low-level behaviours. Data transfer
between the middle-level behaviour and the controller was done through sockets established on the wireless connection and the low-level behaviours communicate with
the middle-level behaviour through shared memory on the robot.
The results in the real world show that the overall behaviour of the physical
Ainia satisfies the constraint-based requirements specification, while demanding no
changes in the 3D-Ainia's controller. If the system limitations are not violated, the
robot always eventually kicks the ball on the field. These results provide evidence that
the extended C B A approach with prioritized constraints is an effective framework for
Situated Agent construction. They also support the claim that C N J is an effective tool
for designing and building Situated Agents, which operate in the real world.
In terms of theoretical implications, these results contribute to the literature on
the C B A framework and C N J tool. A s it is demonstrated in this study, controllers for
Situated Agents can be synthesized efficiently by using the extended C B A framework
with prioritized constraints. If the prioritized constraint specification of the system and
the constraint-solving modules for each of the specified constraints are provided, the
controller of the system can be synthesized by connecting modules in the specified priority order using the arbiters. This method is more effective than previous approaches
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to control synthesis where the prioritized constraints are not used and could be used in
future research that utilizes the C B A framework. In addition, the effectiveness of this
method demonstrate that the usefulness of the subsumption approach can be enhanced
by embedding it in the formal C B A framework. Hence, behaviour-based architectures
that used to be built with an ad hoc approach can be constructed with a more formal
approach by using the C B A framework in the future studies.
This study also contributes to the research on C N J . Before Ainia, only two
systems have utilized the C N J tool [SM02, Son02]. Although these systems were simulated and animated, they were not used in the real world. Therefore the reliability
of the tool could not be tested extensively. This study used the C N J tool to construct
a new system which operates in the real world. The new system, Ainia, used all major functionalities of C N J and required minor changes (e.g. addition of the arbiter
transduction) in the tool which were easy to make. This provides evidence that C N J
is a scalable tool and i f needed it can be adapted easily to meet the challenges of the
new systems. Since A i n i a has successfully operated in the real world, this study also
provides evidence for the reliability of the C N J tool. Hence, the C N J tool has been
proposed as a reliable and scalable tool for future research on the C B A framework.
On the other hand, two items can be listed as practical implications of the
results of this study: 1) Ainia can be used as a basis to construct a soccer player
which could be incorporated into a soccer team that competes in RoboCup [BCT01].
In addition to kicking the ball, the soccer-playing Ainia would have many other goals
such as blocking an opponent team member, defending a goal, and the like. This would
require adding a deliberative layer to the controller. Deliberative layer would select
and prioritize different sets of behaviours to achieve different goals. Hence, static
prioritization of the constraints used in the current Ainia would not be adequate for the
soccer-playing Ainia. In order to construct this soccer player, dynamic prioritization
of the constraints should be investigated and implemented in the deliberative layer
of the controller. 2) It is possible to apply Ainia to other domains by making small
changes in its controller. For instance, Ainia could be used for tracking an elderly
person in a care home. It can give reports about the resident's location and condition
to the staff with sending images when requested. With this type of task, Ainia could be
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incorporated into to the systems such as Assisted Cognition Project [ K E F 03], which
1

aims to enhance the quality of life of people suffering from cognitive disorders.
There are many opportunities for improving Ainia. Ideas for future work include the implementation of safety module in the controller. This behaviour would
ensure that obstacles in the environment, which might cause the robot to trip over, and
livelock situation where the ball gets stuck between the objects and the robot body, can
be avoided.
In addition, tracking the ball can be made more intelligent with beyond just
using a Kalman Filter [Kal60]. However, this would require adopting Model-based
Predictive Controller [GPM89] approach to the control synthesis problem which is
different from the approach taken in this study. If Model-based Predictive Controller
approach is used, the future position of the ball can be predicted. Hence, when the ball
escapes from the camera vision, the camera can be turned towards the direction the ball
has escaped. Currently, when the ball escapes from the camera vision, the robot starts
a new search cycle to find the ball by turning the camera towards the base direction,
which is inefficient.
Ainia can be improved also in terms of its performance in identifying the ball
from the red components in the image. The orientation is unique for elongated shapes
but not for circles [JKS95]. Hence, in addition to computing ^

value for each com-

ponent as explained in Section 4.3, uniqueness of its orientation can also be computed.
Then, both parameters can be considered together in deciding whether the component
is the ball or not.
The C N J tool which is used in the design and construction of A i n i a could
also be improved in many aspects. Several ideas for developing C N J is proposed
in [Son02]. In addition to these,

Undo functionality can be integrated to the tool,

so that previous versions of the C N can be restored when requested (e.g.

deleted

transductions, connections, locations or modules can be restored). Also, more support
could be provided for relocating entities in the C N . Finally, the selection of multiple
entities when moving and deleting could be allowed.
In addition to improving performance of Ainia and developing the C N J tool,
more work can be done also in the requirements specification and verification of the
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system. The formal verification of the 2D-Ainia and the behaviour specification and
formal verification of the 3D-Ainia can be studied. Also, requirements specification
(and thus, the controller) of the 2D-Ainia can be modified in order to test the alternative
approach to solving C and A constraints which was explained in Section 3.3.4.
Finally, as mentioned in the practical implications of this study, static prioritization would not be adequate for designing and building more challenging Situated
Agents in the real world. Hence, dynamic prioritization of the constraints in the controller could also be investigated as future work.
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Appendix A

2D-Ainia modelled under CNJ

/-

Figure A . l :

\

2D-Ainia Main Module

Figure A.2: 2D-Ainia Environment Module
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Figure A . 3 :

2D-Ainia Ball Module

AccBx = (FRx - VBx

*Kf)/Mb

VBx = J AccBx
Xb = f VBx
where, AccBx is the acceleration of the ball, FRx is the kicking force applied by the
robot to the ball, VBx

is the velocity of the ball, Kf

is the friction gain, Mb is the

mass of the ball, Xb is the world X coordinate of the ball.

Figure A.4: 2D-Ainia Robot Module
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Figure A.5: 2D-Ainia Body Module
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Figure A.6: 2D-Ainia Tilt Module

VT=l

0

i/(TA = ffaft) V (\TA - CTA\ < TrHLg)

-TS

if {TA < CTA)

TS

if(TA > CTA)
CTA = JVT

where, VT is the velocity of the tilt motor, TA is the requested tilt angle, Halt is the
signal that sends stop command to the motor, CTA is the current tilt angle, TS is the
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constant speed of the tilt motor, TrHLg

= 3° is the general threshold angle used by

"~"(close to) transduction.

Figure A.7: 2D-Ainia BaseTranslation Module

Xr =

j

VRx

where, Xr is the world X coordinate of the robot, VRx is the velocity of the robot.

Figure A.8: 2D-Ainia Camera Module

Figure A.9: 2D-Ainia CalculateTerms Module
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At = Hinge + CTA
where, At is total tilt angle of the camera, Hinge is the hinge angle of the camera.

PxLcn — sin(-CTA)

* Len

Xc = Xr + PxLcn
where, Len is the length of the camera neck, PxLcn is the projection of Len onto the
world X axis, Xc is the world X coordinate of the camera.

PzLcn — cos(-CTA) * Len
Hc = Hr + PzLcn
where, Hr is the height of the robot, PzLcn is the projection of Len onto the world Z
axis and He is the height of the camera (the world Z coordinate of the camera).

Figure A.10: 2D-Ainia ImageCoordinates Module

( (Rb-Hc)*
(

U

cos(At) - ((Xb - Xc) * sin(At)) N

{Xb-Xc)*cos(At)+(Rb-Hc)*sin{At)

)

Hi\
2 )*

C 0 S (

-° i

U

)

where, Rb is the radius of the ball, Hi is the height of the image, fl is the focal length
of the camera.

Yib= '

Z l

if(0>

z7)W(z7>

NotSee otherwise
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Hi)

where,

Yib is the

image coordinate of the ball,

NotSee is the

value that indicates the

ball does not appear in the image (the camera cannot see the ball).

Figure A . l l : 2D-Ainia ProjectRadius Module

Dicbc = \Yib alpha =

a i a n ( ^ )

PzDcb =

Hc-Rb

PxDcb =

Xb-Xc

gamma = atan(p*pf )
b

£ )

c

o

—

PxDcb
cos(gamma)

beta =

asin(-^r)

Dicbo = tanialpha — beta) * fl
Rib = Dicbc — Dicbo
Please refer to Figure 3.9 for the definitions of the locations used in this module.
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Figure A. 12: 2D-Ainia BaseBump Module

_„
2 * VRx * Mr + VBx * Mb - Vbx * Mr
VBxjnew ='
—
—

T

Mr + Mb
where, VBxjnew is the post-collision velocity of the ball (VBx and VRx refer to the
pre-collision velocities), Mr is the mass of the robot and Mb is the mass of the ball.
VBxjnew - VBx
FRx=

if (BBC intersects RBC)

;
0

otherwise

where, FRx is the kicking force applied by robot to the ball, BBC is ball's body line,
RBC is the robot's body line.
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Figure A. 13: 2D-Ainia Controller Module

Figure A. 14: 2D-Ainia Balllnlmage Module
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Figure A . 15: 2D-Ainia ChangeState Module

5

=

<

1
0

= 0) A (|CTA| <

TrHLg)

i / ((5 = 1) A (\CTA - TN\ < TrHLg)) V (Yib ^ NotSee)

where, S is the state of the Balllnlmage

Satisfy J = ^
where, SatisfyJ

module.

true

if (Yib ^ NotSee)

false otherwise

is the satisfaction signal of the Balllnlmage
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module.

if...then.„else...h»--fTDT)

IOC)—*Hif...then...else..

CfN)'

*—

Figure A.16: 2D-Ainia CalculateSignals Module

TAi =

0°

i/(5

= 0)

TN otherwise
where, TAi is the tilt angle requested by the Balllnlmage

module and TN is the

minimum tilt motor angle.

@>

'-—I ass 1—<lgl

5fH

glemerttSel]—^<*TgnalsJc)

<JrHL?)

(2)

Figure A. 17:

elianiencSsT f

2D-Ainia BalllnCenter Module

TAO = atan{ *

f l

, TN
TAc = {

)

if (TAO + CTA < TN)
'
V

TAO + CTA otherwise
where, TAO is the offset tilt angle, TAc is the tilt angle requested by the BalllnCenter
module.

true

if(\TAO\ < TrHLc)

Satis fy-C = ^
false otherwise
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••/jtgridl

where, Satis fy-C is the satisfaction signal of the BalllnCenter module and TrHLc
is the threshold angle for checking whether TAO is close to 0° (whether the ball is in
the center of the image)

Figure A.18: 2D-Ainia RobotAtBall Module
BTS

is the constant base translation speed.
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Appendix B

3D-Ainia modelled under CNJ

- _Enwrdnment

vL

i

J

Figure B.l: 3D-Ainia Main Module

Figure B.2: 3D-Ainia Environment Module
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Figure
FnetBx

= FKx

B.3: 3D-Ainia Ball Module
+ FWx

AccBx
Xb-cur

=

+ FRx - (VBx

*

Kf)

FnetBx/Mb

= f J

AccBx
c

FnetBy

= FKy

+ FWy

AccBy

=

+ FRy - (VBy

Kf)

FnetBy/Mb

Yb-cur = J J
where, FnetBx

*

AccBy

is the net force applied to the ball along the world X axis, FKx

the kicking force applied by the kicker to the ball along the world X axis, FWx

is

is the

force applied by the wall to the ball along the world X axis, FRx is the kicking force
applied by the robot to the ball along the world X axis, VBx
along the world X axis, Kf

is the friction gain, AccBx

is the velocity of the ball

is the acceleration of the ball

along the world X axis, Mb is the mass of the ball, Xb-cur

is the current world X

coordinate of the ball. Note that the Y components are analogous.
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PyDbr = \Yb-Cur — Yr\
PxDbr = \Xb-Cur — Xr\
kappa =

atanipl^)

PxyDbr = *
p

Xb.cur + { p*$ t
PxD

Xb-new =

(

P

x

Yb-cur + (

p x y D b r

D

Yb-cur -

(

P

P

v

D

b

^

:$£

PyD r

Ybjnew =

R

~ PxDbr) otherwise
- PyDbr) if(Yb-Cur

Rb)

p * y D l r

,

~ PxDbr) if (Xb-cur — Xr > 0)

Rb)

b

Xb-cur —

Dbr

R

^

-Yr>0)

- PyDbr) otherwise

Xb-new if (PxyDbr < (Rr + Rb))
Xb-cur otherwise
Yb-new if (PxyDbr < (Rr + Rb))
Yb-cur otherwise
where, PxDbr is the projection of the distance between the ball and the robot onto the
world X axis, Xr is the world X coordinate of the robot, Xb-new is the new world X
coordinate of the ball, Xb-fin is the final world X coordinate of the ball, kappa is the
angle between the world X axis and the line on the world ( X , Y ) plane which connects
the ball to the robot,

PxyDbr is the projection of the distance between the ball and

the robot onto world ( X , Y ) plane, Rr is the radius of the robot, Rb is the radius of the
ball. Note that the Y components are analogous.

Q

®

(AkJ>

elernemSet

I sine

FKsy

Figure B.4: 3D-Ainia Kicker Module
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Fk * cos(Ak) if (ClockCount < KickCount)

FKx =

0

otherwise

Fk * sin(Ak) if (ClockCount < KickCount)

FKy —

0

otherwise

where, Ak is the angle of the line of sight between the kicker and the ball (clockwise
kick angle with respect to the world X axis), Fk is the kicking force applied by the
kicker to the ball along the line of sight between them,

ClockCount is the number of

the clock ticks since the last time kicker kicked the ball,

KickCount is the constant

which indicates the number of clock ticks in which the kick force is applied to the ball.
elementAl
®

or |»-@

—Hit...then, else...\-—-<^fmfy—^1 elementSet |-»-<SWBS>

-H elernentAtl—"K£jj)H<ZK<]oc;
-—-I il...then, else... k / n i i A

M-glgffP'ffgLI

®

—^(33*-<II&

1

HelementAth p<w?) r-|

Figure B.5:

F

W

x

=

{

^ ^ *

M

0
F

W

y

=

{

3D-Ainia Wall Module

if(Xb<0)V(Xb>wallLE)

h

otherwise

=aW^*Mb
0

if(Yb<0)v(Yb>wallLE)
otherwise
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where,

delta J =

d o c k

jl

equency

is the time duration between two consequent clock

ticks, wallLE is the length of the edge of the square wall.

Figure B.6: 3D-Ainia Obstacle Module
where,

XYObsPts = XYop is the world coordinates of the start and end points of

the obstacle line.

Figure B.7: 3D-Ainia Robot Module
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Figure B.8:

3D-Ainia Body Module

Figure B.9: 3D-Ainia Pan Module
The dynamics of the 3D-Ainia's Pan module is specified with the equations
which are very similar to the ones used in the 2D-Ainia's

Tilt module (Section 3.3.2).

The only difference between these two sets of equations is that the locations related
with the tilt motor in the 2D-Ainia's

Tilt module are replaced by the locations related
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with the pan motor in the 3D-Ainia's Pan module. List of these locations can be listed
as follows: TA is replaced by PA which is the requested pan angle, CTA is replaced
by CPA which is the current pan angle, TS is replaced by PS which is the constant
speed of the pan motor, VT is replaced by VP which is the velocity of the pan motor.

Figure

The 3D-Ainia's

B.10: 3D-Ainia Tilt Module

Tilt module is the same as the 2D-Ainia's Tilt module (Figure

A.6).

Figure B . l l : 3D-Ainia BaseRotation Module
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0

if (BRAO = Halt) V (\BRAO\ < TrHLg)

VBR = ( -BS

if {BRAO < 0)

BS

if (BRAO > 0)
(/ VBR)

+ 360°

if (J VBR

< 0°)

CBRA = i (J VBR) - 360° if {J VBR > 360°)
f VBR
where,

otherwise

VBR is the velocity of the base rotation motor, BRAO is the offset base

rotation angle,

Halt is the signal that sends a stop command to the motor, TrHLg =

3° is the general threshold angle used by "~"(close to) transduction, BS is the constant
speed of the base rotation motor,

CBRA is the current base rotation angle which has

a value between 0° and 360°.

|c o s i n eV<r o g ( L b I

C

I elemental H—-(xTV
1 elementAl H"-(^r)-

l elememSeTI

:

Figure B.12: 3D-Ainia BaseTranslation Module

VRx = BTS * cos(CBRA)
VRy = BTS * siniCBRA)
Xr = J VRx
Yr = J VRy
where, VRx

is the velocity of the robot along the world X axis, BTS

translation speed.
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is the base

Figure B.13: 3D-Ainia Camera Module

Figure B.14:

3D-Ainia CalculateTerms Module
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At = Hinge + CTA
where, At is total tilt angle of the camera, Hinge is the hinge angle of the camera.

PzLcn = cos(-CTA) * Len
He — Hr + PzLcn
where, Len is the length of camera neck, PzLcn is projection of Len onto the world
Z axis, He is the height of the camera (the world Z coordinate of the camera), Hr is
the height of the robot.

CBRA + CPA - 360° if ((CBRA + CPA) > 360°)
Abp= { CBRA + CPA + 360° if ((CBRA + CPA) < 0°)
if otherwise
where, Abp is the total of base and pan angle, which has a value between 0° and 360°.

PxLcn = sin(-CTA) * Len
Xc = Xr + PxLcn * cos(Abp)
Yc = Yr + PxLcn * sin(Abp)
where, PxLcn is the projection of Len onto world X axis, Xc is the world X coordinate of the camera, Yc is the world Y coordinate of the camera.
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Figure B.15: 3D-Ainia ImageCoordinates Module

z4 = (((Xb - Xc) * cos(-Abp) - (Yb - Yc) * sin(-Abp)) * cos(At)^j + (Rb - He) * sin(At)
_

^ ^ (Xb-Xc)*sin(-Abp)+(Yb-Yc)*cos{-Abp)

^j

_|_

Wi

((/(it6-Wc)*cos(At)-(((X6-Xc)*cos(-/lfep)-(yb-yc)*sin(- 46p))*sin(At)) \ \
J

z7 = I I (

*

^

where, fl is the focal length of the camera, Wi width of the image plane, Hi is the
height of the image plane.

CantSee

1/(3/6

< 0) V

(j/6

> Wi)

V

(z7 < 0) V (z7 > 77i) V (x4 < 0)

XYib = {
{y6,z7} otherwise
where, CantSee = {—30, —30} is the value that indicates the ball does not appear in
the image (the camera cannot see the ball).
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A

H

>-) 1 - ^ 1 * cos(180)

Figure B.16: 3D-Ainia ProjectRadius Module

Dicbc =

\Yib-^\

alpha = atan(^fbc)
PyDcb = \Yb - Yc\
PxDcb = \Xb - Xc\
theta = atan(plpf )
b

P^yDcb =
PzDcb = Hc- Rb
gamma = atan(
Deb =

?V v
cos(gamma)
p

Dcb

beta = asin(-^)
Dicbo = tan(alpha — beta) * fl
Rib — Dicbc — Dicbo
Please refer to Figure 3.21 and 3.9 for the definitions of location used in this
module.
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sS~T~—<^FRT>^ j l > m c n i ^ p-<H5g

Figure B.17: 3D-Ainia BaseBump Module

zeta = <

abs(atan(^F^))

if((Yr - Yb) < 0) A ((Xr

Xb) < 0)

180° - abs(atan(^E^))

if {(Yr - Yb) < 0) A ((Xr

Xb) > 0)

180° + abs(atan(g^±))

if ((Yr - Yb) > 0) A ((Xr

Xb) > 0)

360° - a r j s ( a i a n ( | ^ ^ ) )

if ((Yr - Yb) > 0) A ((Xr

Xb) < 0)

= VRx * cos(zeta) + VRy * sin(zeta)
VBip = VBx * sin(zeta) + VBy * cos(zeta)
VBi = VBx * cos(zeta) + VBy * sin(zeta)
i / D f
i
y

D

_
—

2*VRi*Mr+VBi*Mb-VBi*Mr
Mr+Mb

VBxjnew = VBip * sin(zeta) + VBf * cos(zeta)
VByjnew = VBip * cos(zeta) + VBf * sin(zeta)
where, zeta is the angle of the line of sight between the robot and the ball (clockwise
angle with respect to the world X axis), VRi is the initial (pre-collision) velocity of the
robot along the line of sight between the ball and the robot, VBip is the initial velocity
of the ball along the line which is perpendicular to the line of sight between the ball
and the robot, VBi is the initial velocity of the ball along the line of sight between the
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ball and the robot, VBf

is the final (post-collision) velocity of the ball along the line

of sight between the ball and the robot,

Mr is the mass of the robot, VBxjnew is the

new (post-collision) velocity of the ball along the world X axis,

VByjnew is the new

velocity of the ball along the world Y axis.

{
{

VBxjnew - VBx
0

otherwise

VBy .new - VBy
0

where, FRx
VBx

if (BBC intersects RBC)

if (BBC intersects RBC)
otherwise

is the kicking force applied by robot to the ball along the world X axis,

is the pre-collision velocity of the ball along the world X axis, BBC

body circle, RBC

is ball's

is the robot's body circle, FRy is the kicking force applied by robot

to the ball along the world Y axis, VBy

is the pre-collision velocity of the ball along

the world Y axis.

Figure B.18:

3D-Ainia Controller Module
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Figure B.19: 3D-Ainia Balllnlmage Module
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Figure B.20: 3D-Ainia ChangeState Module

CBRA

if (S = 0)V(\CPA\<TrHl,g)V(\CTA\<

TrHLg)

IBRA-new = {
IBRA otherwise
j__
p

A

^

°

360

+ (IBPA - PANC)

IBRA - PANC

if (IBRA - PANC) < 0°
otherwise

where, IBRAjnew is the new initial base rotation angle, IBRA is the initial base
rotation angle, PANC is the pan angle that is not covered, I-P^A is the angle between
IBRA and PANC.
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1

if(S = 0 ) V ( | \CPA\ < TrHLg) V (\CTA\ < TrHLg)

2

if(S = i ) v ( |\CPA -PX\<

3

if(S = 2 ) V ( | \CTA - TN\ < TrHLg)

TrHLg)

4 if(S = 3 ) V ( | \CPA - PN\ < TrHLg)
5

if(S = 4 ) V ( | \CBRA - I-P.A\ < TrHLg)

6

if(S = 5 ) V ( | | CTA | < TrHLg)

7

if(S = 6 ) V ( | \IBRA - CBRA\) < TrHLg)

0

if(S = 7 ) V ( | | CTA | < TrHLg)

where, S is the state of the Balllnlmage

module, PX is the maximum pan motor

angle, TN is the minimum tilt motor angle, PN is the minimum pan motor angle.

Satisfy J =

true

if (Yib ^ NotSee)

false otherwise
where,

Satisfy J is the satisfaction signal of the Balllnlmage
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module.
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Figure B.21: 3D-Ainia CalculateSignals Module

0°
T A i = <! T7V

= 0) V (S = 5)
i/(5 = 2)

Halt otherwise
where, TAi is the tilt angle requested by the Balllnlmage module.
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I-C-A =

IBRA - {CBRA - 360°)
IBRA - CBRA

(IBRA - 360°) - CBRA
I-C-A-new = < IBRA - CBRA

otherwise
if (IBRA > CBRA) A (I-C-A > 180°)
if (IBRA < CBRA) A (I-CA > 180°)

I-C-A

otherwise

PPAOi=<!

I-C-A-PANC

i / ( 5 = 4)

1-CJLne.w

i / ( S = 6)

ifa/i
where,

if CBRA > IBRA

otherwise

I-C-A is the angle between IBRA and CBRA where 5 = 4, I-C-A-new

is the angle between

IBRA and CBRA where 5 = 6, BRAOi is the offset base

rotation angle sent from the Balllnlmage module.

0°

i / ( 5 = 0) V ( 5 = 7)

PX

if(5 = l ) .

PAT

i / ( 5 = 3)

Halt otherwise
where, PAi is the pan angle requested by Balllnlmage

"I e i e m e n t A t

module.

l-ffih)

CE>.

0
I e l e m e m S e i n ^ Q i g n a ^ - t .

Figure B.22: 3D-Ainia BalllnCenter Module
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Yih— "LI

PAO = atan(
PAc

f l

*)

PX

if(PX < (PAO + CPA))

PN

if ((PAO + CPA) < PN)

PAO + CPA otherwise
where, PAO is the offset pan angle, PAc is the tilt angle requested by BalllnCenter
module.

(PAO + CPA) - PX

if (PX < (PAO + CPA))

BRAOc= I (PAO + CPA) - PN

if ((PAO + CPA) < PN)

Halt

otherwise

where, BRAOc is the offset base rotation angle sent from BalllnCenter module.
TAO =
T

A

_ /

T

atan(^~J )
ib

if (TAO + CTA < TN)

N

[ TAO + CTA otherwise
where, TAO is the offset tilt angle, TAc is the tilt angle requested by BalllnCenter
module.

{

true

if \P A0\ < TrHLc

false otherwise

where, Satis fy^c is the satisfaction signal of the BalllnCenter module and TrHLc
is the threshold angle for checking whether PAO is close to 0° (whether the ball is in
the center of the image).
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Figure

B.23: 3D-Ainia BaseHeadingPan Module .

true

if\CPA\ < TrHLh

Satis fy-h = <
I false otherwise
where,

Satis fy-h is the satisfaction signal of the BaseHeadingPan module and

TrHLh is the threshold angle for checking whether CPA is close to 0° ( whether the
base is heading the pan direction), DoesntControl is the value that indicates module
does not control the related motor.

Figure B.24: 3D-Ainia RobotAtBall Module
The 3D-Ainia's RobotAtBall module is the same as the 2D-Ainia's RobotAtBall
module (Figure A . 18).
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